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INTRODUCTION
On January 17th, a Community Dialogue was scheduled to present a series of elementary boundary options to the community. This meeting was
cancelled due to poor weather conditions. A new timeline was proposed in order to solicit additional community feedback, and the Community
Dialogue was rescheduled to March 28th. The options for this report are considered preliminary, and the options that will be presented at the
March 28th Community Dialogue will be created based on the community feedback from this report.

In total, 1,097 community members completed the preliminary option survey. The following pages show the results of said survey.
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OPTION 1
Please indicate your level of support for Option 1 independent from all other options.

Option 1
Very Supportive

128

Supportive

142

Neutral

74

Moderately Unsupportive

118

Very Unsupportive

441

Option 1

128

0%

10%

142

20%

Very Supportive

3

74

30%

Supportive

118

40%

Neutral

441

50%

60%

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

80%

90%

Very Unsupportive

100%

OPTION 2
Please indicate your level of support for Option 2 independent from all other options.

Option 2
Very Supportive

85

Supportive

153

Neutral

131

Moderately Unsupportive

224

Very Unsupportive

279

Option 2

85

0%

153

10%

20%

Very Supportive

4

131

30%
Supportive

224

40%
Neutral

50%

279

60%

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

80%

90%

Very Unsupportive

100%

OPTION 3
Please indicate your level of support for Option 3 independent from all other options.

Option 3
Very Supportive

186

Supportive

219

Neutral

156

Moderately Unsupportive

145

Very Unsupportive

147

Option 3

186

0%

10%

219

20%

Very Supportive

5

30%

Supportive

156

40%

Neutral

50%

145

60%

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

147

80%

90%

Very Unsupportive

100%

OPTION 4a
Please indicate your level of support for Option 4a independent from all other options.

Option 4a
Very Supportive

243

Supportive

215

Neutral

133

Moderately Unsupportive

120

Very Unsupportive

126

Option 4a

243

0%

10%

215

20%

Very Supportive

6

30%

Supportive

40%

Neutral

133

50%

60%

120

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

80%

126

90%

Very Unsupportive

100%

OPTION 4b
Please indicate your level of support for Option 4b independent from all other options.

Option 4b
Very Supportive

193

Supportive

167

Neutral

116

Moderately Unsupportive

136

Very Unsupportive

221

Option 4b

193

0%

10%

167

20%

Very Supportive

7

30%

Supportive

116

40%

Neutral

50%

136

60%

221

70%

Moderately Unsupportive

80%

90%

Very Unsupportive

100%

PREFERRED OPTION
Please indicate your most preferred option. Select only one.

Preferred Option
0

Option 1

Preferred Option
Option 1

129

Option 2

54

Option 3

170

Option 4a

228

Option 4b

159

Combination/Other (please specify)

51

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4a

Option 4b

Combination/Other (please specify)

8

50

100

150

200

250

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

24% of students changing lower elementary schools seems excessive. It puts
a lot of kids in three different schools in three years, one of whom is my •
daughter, who could really find this difficult. Of course, I do like that we
stay zoned to FAVE, which is MUCH closer.

•

A lot of school changes for students.

•

A North-South split for the 3-5 schools will rekindle the animosity that
came with the opening of F.Ave and lead to the further notion that we live
in 2 cities.
•

•

A traffic light needs to be installed on Shadowmoor Dr. that connects to
Columbia

•

Academy's are both located south of the railroad tracks. Making walking
not an option for the students on North side of city

•

Addresses some of the overcrowding issues at Oakhurst. Also seems
walkability for FAVE. Otherwise traffic in Oakhurst will be horrible.

•

Although I generally think Option 1 is strong (the best of the options we've
been presented with), it is definitely weird (very weird!) that kids who live
•
2 blocks from Oakhurst Elementary will be shifted to Winona, and kids
who live much closer to Winona will be shifted to Oakhurst.
•
Although it doesn’t create feeder splits for future students, it would send a
portion of current WPES to a different upper elementary school than most
of their friends. The transition is hard enough w/out losing so many
friends. It may set these children up for poor performance. Is there any plan
for special programs or benefits to ensure smooth transition for these •
students in particular?

•

•

Although it would not affect my family, reduced walkability for some ES
•
students is a concern.

•

Any map that makes the 3-5 split horizontal across the north-south lines is
unworkable. Children who could walk to Talley should not be forced to be
bused to FAVE.

•

As a part of the Glennwood Estates neighborhood, one of the reasons I
chose to move into that neighborhood was the ease of walking to the
Glennwood Elementary School. Crossing Church to walk to school is not
ideal and for driving, I can't imagine a good traffic flow from our
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neighborhood to the Clairemont school.
As a resident of College Heights, Pros: -does not split the feeder schools creates the greatest walkability to FAVE -keep the adjacent neighborhood
together for a greater sense of community through the schools Cons: -splits
Winonna Park neighborhood for Talley St school (keep the division for
Talley St on Columbia) -Low walkability for most of the Talley St kids that
will lead to greater need for busing/driving
As a resident of Olympic Place, I would like to have my child at Oakhurst
Elementary. That is one street over from our street and it seems crazy to
have to drive opposite of my commute, into more traffic along College Ave
to take my child to school at Winnona Park. I can walk or bike my child to
school from Olympic Place to Oakhurst Elementary. The city is supporting
walk / bike initiatives and this seems to go against that support. There is no
way I could walk or bike my child to WP and still have time for my
commute to work, etc. Additionally, walkable paths were funded by the
city from our street to Mead Rd for the purpose of walk to school.
As an Olympic Place resident, with Oakhurst Elementary basically in our
backyard, it makes no sense to be redistricted to Winnona Park.
As the boundaries of all lower elementary school change, it seems
disruptive. Several of the areas for the schools aren’t easily walkable
anymore, especially Oakhurst, Winnona, & Glennwood. And homes very
near those schools would go to schools much further away.
Balancing school utilization should be a priority even if it means a shift of
schools for students the first year. Long term it should equal less of a need
for another redistricting.
Being a Lenox Place resident, we opened Westchester. If this option occurs
the same kids that opened WE will open Talley. It is time for some other
groups to open the new school. This will also mandate that these kids
change schools 3 times in 3 years and that is unacceptable. Current 3rd
graders will transition to FAVE for 2018 year, then Talley for 2019 year and
then to Renfroe for 2020 year. This is not setting these kids up for success,
confidence and a feeling of belonging. In addition, it completely eliminate
walk-ability and guarantees bus or carpools.

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

Best option- no feeder splits and optimum utilization of space in schools. it •
lists imbalance at upper level as a con, but the numbers don't appear that
imbalanced (both are overutilized)

•

Biggest disruption for low ES families, loss of walkability

•

Breaks up core Winnona park within 0.5 mi to move students to another •
school quite a bit away. Much rather you consider moving students in •
Winnona part that are over a mile away. Non/walkable
•

•

Breaks up the school communities unnecessarily.

•

Building community schools is very much tied to walkability, particularly
at the lower elementary level. We walk to school everyday and we know •
more of our neighbors because of it - this benefit carries over to the upper
level schools but all starts at the lower level. Option 1 moves too many kids •
to lower elementary schools that they cannot walk to.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Cannot make ES children safely cross College!!!! Our neighborhood has an
ES right down the street. Glenwood.
•
Capacity at Talley too high

Clean feeder patterns are nice, but given how interwoven our kids lives are
outside of school they probably are not as important as geographic
proximity and balanced enrollment. As for Option 1 in particular, it is
jarring how close the proposed lines get to some of the schools.
Community was broken

Completely breaks up neighborhoods. No walkability for many, and no
neighborhood cohesion.
Completely destroyed the Glennwood district. Sending Glennwood district
children too far from their homes.
Concern is that upper elm #s are very high under all scenarios. These seem
like short term band-aids which will require another upper elem (3-5) soon.
Concerned about how many cars, bikes, children have to cross the rail road
tracks and impacts to their safety as well as the traffic...its additional to all
the traffic going to DHS and RMS

Concerned that Westchester students would have a greater distance to
travel to attend 3-5 at Talley than by going to F.Ave.

Capacity is well managed in this plan and fits with the community as it •
stands today and aligns with where families have placed themselves.
•
Capacity numbers for multiple schools are high in this option.
Neighborhoods appear to be split up somewhat arbitrarily for little gain in
attendance numbers.
•

Creates balances utilization of most schools

Change in traffic flow for all families now zoned for Oakhurst who will be •
moved to Winnona. Kids are too far to walk, so more cars on the roads in
the neighborhood.
•
Children in Glennwood Estates should go to Glennwood elementary. I
really don't like the disruption of current K-2 arrangements.

Currently able to walk to Glennwood with my young children, would need
to bus or drive every day with this option

Children living across the street from a school should not be zoned for a •
different school. Would like to see all children living within 2-3 streets of a •
school to be able to attend that school.

Decatur Heights very walkable to Glennwood is shifted to Clairmont

Creates the need for buses and car traffic from families literally one street
away from Oak when WP already has walkability and traffic challenges.
boundaries across the board do not make sense
Crossing railroad tracks and walkability are negative factors for our family.

Cuts within Winnona Park neighborhood proper, forcing some students
who could walk to Winnona Park to Glenwood and many who could walk
to Talley will now be to FAVE and not able to walk.

•

Children only blocks from Tally school will be zoned for FAVE.

Decatur is becoming a victim of it's own success. As families move into
Decatur for the schools it seems only a matter of time before the quality of
neighborhood schools begins to decline.

•

Children within one street of walking distance to Oakhurst will be rezoned •
to Winnona Park. We don't like that.

Dislike breaking Winnona park neighborhood up. Dislike sending most of
Winnona park neighborhood to FAVE when Talley is closer.
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COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

Dislike disruption of walkability and imbalanced upper elementary usage

•

Dislike how Glenwood is divided. Also has the most rezoning of lower
elem.

•

Dislike sending students from Westchester to Talley

•

Dislike so much shuffling with lower ES's

•

Dislike the fact that 24% of the students at the lower level will have to
•
move.

•

GES. K-2 students that live in WP should NOT be routed to GES or any
other school. This is NOT a viable alternative. The boundary at the very
least should be East of Columbia and NOT include WP students
•

•

Dislike the movement of so many elementary school students to different
schools. Notably the Adair Park neighborhood that already moved from •
•
Oakhurst to Westchester at the last redistrict move.
•
Dislike the north-south split on the 3-5. Forget about the railroad tracks

•

Dislike- too much movement

•

•

Dislike: reduced walkability for lower elementary in neighborhoods south
of college & commerce. This would make our walk to school much less •
safe. Like: No division of the sides of the street on S Columbia Drive. Good
to keep the kids on that street at school together.
•
Disruptive at lower ES level; walkability disrupted for too many

•

Disruptive for the most families. Walkability is a priority

•

Disrupts too many neighborhoods moving children away from their closest
elementary school, many children in the zones being moved would have to •
•
be driven to school rather than walking

•

•

Disrupts walk-ability without a significant improvement on capacity in
•
long run.

•

Distance traveled from home to districted school sets up a tight side wrong
side of the tracks scenario

•

Dividing Winona Park like that is ruinous to community and requires too
•
much traffic getting lower elementary students to Glenwood.
Do not agree with splitting Mead Road as kids on the same street (but •

•

different sides) would be at different schools.
•
•
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Do not like kids that live in the Winnona Park neighborhood would attend
•
GES.
Do NOT like the way section of Winnona Park is carved out and sent to

Do not love that so many kids are affected by moving multiple boundaries
at the lower elementary level. But I like the Talley St/FAVE border for the
schools
Do not split up walkable lower elementary school neighborhoods like
Glennwood. Too much disruption.
Does the best job of balancing both upper and lower capacity at al schools.
Does this in anyway reflect ANY racial re-balancing?
Doesn't make sense to have kids in the North West side of Decatur travel to
Talley St while local kids have to go to the 3-4-5 school across town when
one is in their back yard.
Doesn't seem to make sense to move the Olympic Place Kids out of
Oakhurst after putting in walkways to give them safer and easier access.
School is on the next block over instead of across town
Don’t like N. side/ S. side of the R.R. tracks split
Don’t like that Winnona park neighborhood goes to FAVE when it’s so
much closer to Talley
Don’t like the idea of changing lower ES.
Don’t understand why kids closet to school can’t walk there, that’s why we
brought in the neighborhood
Don't split up the neighborhoods. Each neighborhood has an identity and
social support system that is often centered around their elementary school.
Splitting Winnona Park on the east side prior to reaching Columbia is a
terrible idea. Columbia is the natural eastern border to WP.
East/West routes become tough.
Eliminates walkability for residents who live very close to Oakhurst but
would be redistricted to Winnona. It's crazy for a kid to live a single block
from one school but have to be driven/bused to another.
Families on Olympic Place who are so close to Oakhurst Elem. That they
can see it through the house's back window will have to go to a school a

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
mile away. The City and also individual residents have invested in walking •
paths that currently allow safe passage for students to walk from Olympic
Place to Oakhurst Elem. Following 2 tragic traffic accidents involving child
pedestrians in 2016. Option 1 would again put these children in the •
situations we've worked to remediate. Thank you for hearing this voice of
reason.
•
Families shouldn't have to worry about being uprooted from their school
all for the sake of perfect utilization. Walkability is an important factor. •
You'll have K-2 students crossing College Ave where it's 4 lanes.

Given that the Talley Street School is being built with common areas to
house 900 and is a larger school site, it seems that more students should be
sent to that school.

•

Far too disruptive for Lower schools and existing neighborhoods. •
Geographic proximity for Upper should not be weighted for the decision.
Data shows it leaves imbalances

•

Far too many kids will be moved around! This doesn't line up with our
community value or neighborhood schools at all. This impacts not only the
families directly affected, but also everyone in Decatur overall, as more
buses routes will be impacting traffic every morning and afternoon. And
once the housing bubble bursts, it could also negatively impact home •
values (more traffic + less walkability for families = Decatur is less attractive
overall).
•
For the people in the WPE are headed to Glenwood, having to cross
College with very young elementary kids makes no sense. It effectively
makes this unwalkable for the students in this area.
•
For those living in the Lenox Place neighborhood, this option would entail
a very long commute to Talley St.
•
Forcing Oakhurst families to lose the ability to easily walk to school
•
Full disclosure - our lower and upper school remain the same for all
options, so looking at this objectively, this is the only option that doesn't
create an "red zone" over utilization for any of the lower or upper
elementary schools. With that said, I understand this is likely the most
•
disruptive initially but if we're thinking long term, I have to go with the
number presented.

Hate: Taking away an easy walk to OA and turning that into a drive to WP.
Traffic impact considered? It also takes the group of streets with families
who rallied around OA and actively supported it when it was critical to do
so and sending them to WP. Effectively cutting this section of OA off from
its neighborhood has more consequences than just shifting numbers.
Consider community impact, which is the thing that has made Decatur
what it is.

•

•

•

•
•

•

Generally prefer the options which do not disrupt K-2 current boundaries.

•

Geographically close children progress to the same upper el.
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Glennwood should not be divided into two schools. It is a cohesive
neighborhood and you would not do this to Winnona Park or Oakhusrt.

Glenwood boundaries seem random and won't encourage cohesive
walkable community. But that seems like the only downside to me.
Greenwood Place and Greenwood Avenue should remain at Oakhurst.
Relationships have already been forged.

Having children who live one block away from a school go across to
another neighborhood school is ludicrous.
Having lived for several years in Winona Park I would be extremely
disappointed for my son not to continue to walk to school and see the
friends in his neighborhood at school on a regular basis.
Heatherdown should be zoned for WP. Keep the neighborhood kids
together.
High level of walkability for Lower and Upper schools.
Houses that back up to Winnona Park would be redistributed to Glenwood.
This may affect the resale value of these homes. Walkability is a huge
concern on this option on having to cross the tracks. It would lead more
parents driving their kids and thus greatly affecting the current traffic flow.
Huge portion of families that live right next to Oakhurst will be forced to
have an extremely long commute to WP. Does not conform to reasonable
expectations. Why switch some from OAK to WP and some from WP to
OAK? Why not just not move those families? That would create option 1b.

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

I absolutely hate the way every single elementary district is ripped apart. •
This looks like gerrymandering.

•

I actually like that in this option you significantly shift existing boundaries
to help balance the schools. With the enormous population growth south of
the tracks that has occurred, and will continue to occur in the future, it
seems that moving boundaries is the only viable option in the long term to
create some equity among how schools are filled, short of adding a third
lower elementary school south of the tracks.

•

I am hoping that this option was added to the mix to get everyone thinking •
outside of the box. Having said that, I think that this is the worst option. It
divides neighborhoods, and will put more families in their cars for pickup
•
and drop off.

•

I am in favor of not splitting up an elementary school. If you want to rezone
students once, that is okay, but we should not be splitting up kids from
certain lower schools every year.

•

I am not excited about my kids crossing College Avenue to attend
Glenwood but I'd rather they go to Talley than FAVE. So, while it is not the
best option for my family, I am not entirely against it.

•
•

I am not keen on crossing College and commerce intersection to get to •
Glenwood, but attending Talley is more favorable than FAVE.
I am very much in favor of my Kindergartner being in walking distance •
from school. Other options have her crossing the railroad tracks. I moved to
Decatur because I was attracted by the walkability for my kids and the
thought that we would be close to schools--please keep distance from •
homes a priority--especially for younger children.
•

•
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I appreciate that it balances the lower elementary schools, but it doesn't do
a great job of solving over crowding at the upper. Probably not worth •
disrupting so many elementary boundaries if it doesn't do a better job of
rebalancing the FAVE/Talley populations. If there were a 2nd split of lower
elementary schools feeding into FAVE/Talley to better balance those •
populations, it might be the best option for solving overcrowding. I can see
why that would be hard to sell if you're looking for a solution that gets the •
most community support.

I appreciate the effort to develop a lower elementary boundary plan that
achieves long term balanced usage of the five schools, but I expect that so
much reorganization and disruption will upset a lot of people. I dislike that
this plan moves a significant number of homes adjacent to Oakhurst
Elementary to the Winnona Park district, severely reducing walkability for
these children. I am fine with redistricting the southwestern portion of the
WP district (in which I live) to Oakhurst. I think the upper elementary
boundaries proposed in this option are fine.
I believe that neighborhoods should be kept in tact. Walkability is
important too, but until we prioritize SRTS goals, many families will
continue to drive because of pedestrian and bicycle safety concerns.
I consider walking as a priority for the physical and emotional wellbeing of
our children for these reasons: 1. exercise is key for health and for the
development of children and walking is excellent 2. I believe our school
system is not offering children enough time to socialize (in countries with
higher emotional wellbeing, children have a 2 hours break at lunch to
socialize!) and walking is an opportunity for them to relax and talk to other
children walking
I dislike disrupting so many lower elementary students who now walk to
school. They have made friends, and go to school with their neighbors.
I dislike option 1 because we are right down the street from Winona
Elementary and we would be moved to Glenwood which is not a safe
walking route from our location.
I dislike separating a piece of WP from its neighborhood school.

I dislike that so many kids (24%) will be moved around. I do like that the
feeder schools are not split and the walkability
I dislike the a lot of current Glennwood students would be moved over to
Clairemont. I also dislike how it makes the 3-5s split along the tracks. With
our history of north versus south of the tracks, we should avoid that.
I dislike the decrease in walkability and high percentage of students
changing schools.
I dislike the imbalanced upper elementary utilization. I like the 100%
feeders.

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

I dislike the large number of LES shifts and the distance of travel to the UES
for those neighborhoods located on the northwest side of Decatur.

than their neighbor on the next street. Walkability is important and this
option doesn’t maximize walkability for families.

•

I dislike the Lenox Place and surrounding neighborhoods being sent to the •
farthest school away from the neighborhood... again. It is very frustrating
to see the same neighborhoods being disrupted, while other neighborhoods •
continue to remain together, even when it doesn't make sense.

I do not like that this plan splits Decatur Heights neighborhood and has us
driving past Glennwood ES to get to Clairmont ES.

•

I dislike the north south split. Traffic traveling west-east (and vice versa) in •
Decatur is awful and I'll basically have to drive by fave to get to talley st.

•

I dislike the part where my K-2 zone changes from Westchester to
Glennwood. I also prefer an East/West 3-5 split.
•
I dislike the percentage of students moved at lower level and the disruption
to walkability.

I do not like the distruption to the existing school zoning. A very
unwalkable option for my neighborhood. I have a hard time understanding
the rationale as to why it makes sense to rezone to the is option.

•
•

•

•

•
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I do like that option 1 balances utilization across the lower elementary •
schools. I'm curious about some of the boundary switching for OAK and
WP. The upper portion of OAK that is being redrawn and sent to WP is so
close to OAK, it doesn't make sense for those students to have to bus to WP.
I would suggest looking at the boundaries for Oakhurst and WP that •
existed back in 2013. I know that sections of West Benson St. and West Hill
St. between McDonough and McCoy used to be WP. It may make more
sense to draw the lines there rather than include areas that are so close to •
OAK. I should note that I personally would be affected by this boundary
change, as we live on that section of West Benson and yet I still think it
would make the most sense.
•
I do not like having Glennwood Esttates children going to a school other
than Glennwood Elementary. Walking there is a challenge and walking to
Talley Street or Fave is virtually impossible.
•
I do not like that Mead Road families can't attend the street that their school
is on. I do like the low numbers for FAVE, who needs the most relief so that
•
their community spaces (cafeteria/ media center/ etc) are properly
•
functional once again.
•
I do not like that students who currently attend one K-2 school may have to
change school when this goes into effect. Also, this plan disrupts many
neighborhoods. It has students on one street going to a different school

I do not like that you have put the two largest and most parent driven
schools together. Additionally, Talley Street is very far from Westchester.

I do not like the way it is carving out Winnona Park streets from the
Winnona Park School. Also don't like that it is sending 3-5 to FAVE instead
of Talley
I do not like this model to begin with--I think K-2 and 3-5 schools are too
disruptive for young students who would benefit more from consistency in
the same school. I don't like this particular option because it breaks up a
neighborhood ES district.
I do not support that much shifting of boundaries at the lower elementary
level. This would be incredibly disruptive and is hopefully shown for shock
value, to make the others look more reasonable.
I do not support this option because 1) there are too much changes for the
pre-k to 2; 2) some areas very close to proposed Talley street 3-5 lose
walkability
I do not support this plan because 1) There are too much change for the pre
-k to 2; 2) traffic will be much worse for family from northwest area to
southeast Talley St 3-5.
I do not want the lower portion of WPES to be moved to Oakhurst. I think
the split for 4/5 and Talley looks good.
I don’t like how the WP neighborhood is being split!
I don’t like moving Westchester to Glennwood
I don’t like option 1 at all. It does not make sense to have streets so far away
from Winona park elementary having students to walk so far if there is an
elementary school 2 blocks away

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

I don’t like the disruption or the loss of walkability. I also feel like we will •
loose many of our friends in Oakhurst Elem

•

I don’t necessarily agree with all of the district changes, but I like that each
lower Elementary school transitions to an upper together. I do not agree •
with splitting the districts up when transitioning to upper.

I don't support splitting up the current Winnona Park - there are
boundaries (College Ave, Train Tracks) that make the commute to
Glenwood unwalkable.
I don't think it is a good idea to draw the Glennwood line down through
Winnona Park along Shadowmoor. Columbia is a more logical boundary.

•

I don’t support moving such a large portion of the School population out of •
their current districts.

I don't think my children could safely walk to the Talley St. school from the
MaK neighborhood and this keeps them on a safer route to school to FAVE.

•

I don’t want lower elementary zoning to change

•

•

I don't have a child that will be affected by the redistricting at the lower
Elementary level so that is fine with me but might be upsetting for other
families.

I doubt Glennwood/Decatur Heights parents want to be moved out of
Glennwood Elementary School. Plus, this configuration seems like you
would have more apartment-living students at Glennwood than any of the
other schools. A balance would be better.

•

I don't like k-2 movement. It doesn't make sense to move kids in walking •
distance to schools to other schools. Support the FAVE -Tally Street
boundaries

•

I don't like making young kids cross the tracks

I highly dislike all the changing of boundaries for the lower elementary.
This hurts community schools and walkability which will in turn make
traffic worse. this plan must be taken off the table. The only good this is
there is no feeder split into the upper elementaries.

•

•

I don't like that it moves my family to a new district, but it also moves a lot •
of people around creating a lot of changes. Seems like a lot of disruption to
achieve utilization that looks pretty close to other plans.
I don't like the boundaries for Option 1 at the lower elementary level •
because it splits neighborhoods in rather bizarre ways. I understand that
there will always be people on the edge of the boundaries, but especially
with the way that the Glenwood boundaries are drawn on this map, it •
seems very weird and difficult for many of the families to walk to lower
elementary. Many kids would go to a different elementary than their
neighbors.

•

I don't like the idea that Winnona Park is split up at the lower elementary
level. And I don't like the idea that most folks in Winnona Park (near •
Talley) won't go to the nearest upper elementary (Talley). And either way,
Winnona Park is split up.
•

•

I don't like the significant movement in lower grades required here.

•

I don't like the split north/south.

•

I don't like the walkability problems this creates. I value that very highly.
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•

I highly dislike how disruptive this proposal would be for a large part of
the community. This plan reduces walkability and moves a large portion of
the children out of their neighborhood schools.
I highly dislike this plan. It is very disruptive to a large part of the
community, reduces walkability, and shifts many kids away from their
neighborhood school in the middle of their elementary years.
I know this plan seems to have the best outcomes for school population
equity, but many families who live near a lower-elementary school, would
end up having to go farther to get their children to school in the mornings.
These are children who need to have adult assistance getting to school and
would make mornings more difficult for these families.
I like being able to stay with my neighbors for the upper school. We live in
Clairmont zone and would like to stay with our Westchester neighbors
I like that Adair would be zoned for Glenwood and Talley
I like that FAVE and Talley St. are at similar utilization rates in the first and
second year of Talley St. coming online. I am also in favor of keeping
walking/bike riding as an option from our current location.

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

I like that it keeps school capacities most balanced.

•

I like that it results in the fewest overcrowded schools. I would prefer that
the upper elementary schools be split east to west rather than north to
south. In other words, Westchester and Oakhurst go to FAVE.

•

I like that most of Winonna is going to the same 3-5, and that those around
Talley can walk.

•

I like that my children would have been able to walk/bike to a 4-5th school
and not cross the railroad. It takes a 20-25 minute commute right now from
•
North end of Decatur to FAVE at that time of day!

•

I like that my neighborhood would go to Westchester for elementary and
then to the new school at Talley. I live in Ponce de Leon Heights.

•

I like that option 1 does not move kids from the MAK area to going all the
way to Glenwood Elementary, which would force parents to bus or fight
traffic to drive our kids to school there.

•

•
I like that students will be able to attend their closest geographically school.
•
I think most families move to Decatur for that option and cherish it.

•

I like that the elementary schools are equally utilized. I don't like the idea
that we would be planning for some ES to be overutilized like in the other
options.

•

I like that the feeder approach maintains walkability for our situation

•

I like that the feeder plan does not split schools.

•

I like that the K-2 are not split up, however I do not like the redistricting
around Adair St.

•

I like that the lower elementary schools are better balanced. I find it
frustrating that the upper elementary schools are over capacity in every
option.

•

I like that the schools seem the most balanced and will not be over capacity
within the date range specified

•

I like that there are no feeder splits and that so many kids (including us)
will attend their closest upper elementary. Grades 3-5 are when kids gain •
independence by walking with friends to school, so I love the options that
keep upper elementary kids close to their 3-5 schools. Also, 3-5 schools are
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generally at risk of having the largest number of car-riders in the district as
they are not neighborhood schools, and they are still populated by young
kids, so anything that keeps as many kids as close to their 3-5 school as
possible improves the traffic/parking situation at these schools. Also, as a
family that lives near college heights, we have been commuting 1.3 miles
each way for K-2, and so have been waiting and waiting for the ability to
walk to finally school during grades 3-5 and so we are particularly
passionate about living close to our 3-5 school.
I like that there are no feeder splits in the plan. However, I do not like that
in many places, people will not be going to the closest elementary school,
cutting down on walkability. I also am concerned that the traffic in the
Winnona Park neighborhood will become congested with the north part of
the city all coming to Talley St. and most of Winnona Park heading to
FAVE.
I like that there are no feeder splits.
I like that there are no overutilized / underutilized schools. Research has
shown that class size is one of the most influential factors in a child’s
education (especially in K-2 when learning to read, write, foundational
math skills, and most importantly social skills which will impact the
learning environment in ALL of our schools beyond the elementary level). I
dislike that more families will initially have to change their K-2 schools, but
I value class size and proper utilization over personal convenience,
property value changes, walkability, traffic patterns etc. I believe Decatur
parents can creatively collaborate to solve those challenges for the greater
good. Why build Tally only to have some K-2 still bursting at the seams?
The location of Tally Street across Columbia and College is not ideal. In all
honesty, it is not safely walkable for ANY child in CSD and it will be a
school that kids mostly arrive via bus or carpools (vs walk/bike). An
expanded drop off time in the mornings would be ideal to decrease traffic
congestion.
I like that there is no splitting of any school zone into multiple segments to
feed into both 3-5 schools. It is a very important consideration for us - to
make sure that our child stays with her friends from the lower elementary

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
when transitioning to 3-5.
•

I like that this does the best option of balancing the lower schools. All other
•
options leave Clairmont so underutilized.

•

I like that this puts students attending their geographically closest location.

•

I like that utilization is optimized and my kids will attend the upper
elementary that is one block away from home. I don’t like that my kids will
not attend the lower elementary that is two blocks away.

•

I like that walkability/bike-ability is maintained as much as possible for
kids going to FAVE. Moves too many kids from the elementary that's close
to their homes to one that's further away.

•

I like that you keep the feeder schools as they are, but don't like the
numbers for utilization at upper elementary, particularly for Talley.

•

•

•

•
I like the balance and geographic walkability. Only thing is the amount of
•
ES student movement.

I like the balance in the lower ES, especially at Oakhurst, but I hate the idea
that people who live one street over from OES would have to go all the way •
over to WPES. People in Oakhurst are very proud of residing there, and it's
odd that streets that are decidedly part of the Oakhurst Community would
not be able to attend that school with their neighbors.

•

I like the balance of utilization among schools. I dislike losing walkability.

•

I like the balanced utilization of the lower elementary schools. I dislike the
•
North/South Split for the upper elementary, and having kids from as far
west as Drexel attend Glennwood is not good.
•
I like the Clairemont is a bit more balanced. I don’t like dividing so many
•
lower elementary. I don’t like that FAVE is much more overpopulated.

•
•

I like the fact that Oakhurst and Winnona stay at FAVE. I don't like the fact
that the Winnona feeder goes all the way West to Mead Rd.

•

I like the fact that the map does not split feeder patterns.

•

I like the idea of putting north half of the city at Talley and south half at
FAVE. I also like that Westchester only loses Adair area streets, which were
Oakhurst a few years ago anyway.

•

I like the North-South split. I believe it lessens the impacts of crossing the
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railroad. Also, I prefer to have the neighborhoods around the new school to
be able to easily walk to their school.
I like the smaller number of students at FAVE in this option, versus the
other options. It’s already too big at FAVE at the present time, with less
than 700 students. My normally happy, outgoing, school loving child is
miserable there - I can not fathom having a school with 950 kids - ages 9-11.
We’re already treating 4th and 5th graders like middle schoolers - we’re
throwing them into a huge environment already, before they’re
developmentally ready - it’s ludicrous to me to think of adding 250 more
students to that environment. It’s not what’s best for those kids!
I like the UES plan the best for this option, but the LES plan moves to many
students around.
I like the walkability for upper ES kids.
I live 100 yards as the crow flies from Oakhurst Elementary (Olympic Pl.)
and would be absolutely opposed to having my kids attend Winona Park.
I live a quarter mile from Oakhurst. We are currently zoned for Westchester
(a mile plus away) and I've made my peace with it. So it really says
something that I like this plan the least of all. It makes zero sense that we
would be shuffled to Glennwood and Talley street from West Howard.
Because of the spacing of my kids, we would have to spend years slogging
through downtown to get to Glennwood.
I live in Lenox Park. I don’t want to drive through downtown Decatur to
school and then backtrack commute to downtown Atlanta for work.
I live in Lenox Place and do not support splitting our neighborhood

I live in the Rosewalk neighborhood on Ridley Ln. I strongly disapprove of
this plan. We were moved from Oakhurst to Westchester in the last
redistricting just a few years ago, and this plan has us moving to a school
(Glenwood) that will be very difficult for us to get to. Crossing through the
city at school hours is a challenge. More importantly, the Westchester
school district has become a little mini-community, and it's great. Our kids
have developed friendships with kids in the district, and we've gotten to
know parents. Don't disrupt that now. Finally, the proposed Glenwood
district is awful. It splits up both Lenox Place and Glenwood Estates and

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
creates a Franken-district that puts together pieces of neighborhoods that •
aren't naturally connected (or even close to each other). (Plus, to be frank,
it's our turn to stay put. We lobbied to stay at Oakhurst last time because
it's an easy walk, and we lost. Please be good to us this time.)
•

I live in Winnona Park and literally JUST moved to this area for the schools
- the quality of COD Education but also the WALKABILITY - because it
was a community similar to where I grew up and could walk to school
every day. Talley Street is literally right in our backyard and it would make
me really disappointed (after this HUGE house investment) to have a
school that's walkable that my child(ren) cannot attend and instead have to
go to a school that we cannot walk to.

•

I live in Winnona Park. College Ave is a natural boundary; crossing it •
always means traffic. It makes sense to let the students closest to FAVE
attend that school.

•

I live on Derrydown Way. My kids can enjoy walking to school at Winnona
Park Elementary and to the new Talley Street 3-5 Academy. In Option 1 it
appears part if not all of Derrydown would have to leave our neighborhood
schools to be bussed to schools further away. This will also split up our
neighborhood.

•

•

I live on Jefferson Place. I relocated to Jefferson place from Adams Street in •
order for my children to continue to attend Oakhurst Elementary. We were
at Winnona Park for one year per the last redistricting. I believe that
walkability is a priority. It will be very difficult, especially for the younger
children to walk to a Winnona Park from Jefferson. We hope to be able to
walk to Winnona Park, only 2 blocks away. It seems very confusing for
children living so close to Oakhurst Elementary, even within sight, to be
attending a different school. Please choose ANY other option, which will
keep these children at Oakhurst.
I live on Olympic and I would have a child with sensitivity issues moving •
after one year at Oakhurst. And then the next year I would have children at
three schools and try to correlate picking them up

•
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I live on Olympic Place and my girls walk to Oakhurst Elementary. We are
•
less than 1 block from the school and would like to remain there.

I live on Ridley Lane, in the Rosewalk neighborhood. If this plan is
adopted, children in our neighborhood will have no walkability to either
elementary school or the 4-5 level. Our neighborhood was redistricted from
our geographically closest school, Oakhurst, disrupting walkability for
families, 3 years ago. Now we are being asked to redistrict to yet another
school with even less walkability for us. Our neighborhood has many
family with multiple sibling groups. While all of the schools in CSD are
excellent, this plan unnecessarily places a significant burden of change on
our specific neighborhood, having already needed to adapt to change
before. Community stability is as important to creating great learning
environments as is the number of children.
I live on S Columbia Dr in an area that is currently zoned for Winnona
Park. This plan would mean my kids would not get a walkable school for
either upper or lower elementary school. Walking from our house to
Glenwood is over a mile and crosses a major road. It makes no sense to
send us to Fave when we’re literally across the street from Talley St.
Doesn’t it make sense to encourage as many people to walk to Talley as
possible - especially when S Columbia and theater area already has a
massive traffic congestion problem?
I live on the 400 block of S. Columbia Dr. Option 1 would send my kids to
Glenwood ES, which is not walkable for us. Not only is Glenwood farther
away than Winnona Park ES, the route there is along a heavily trafficked
road, S. Columbia Dr., and crosses College Ave, which is very hard to cross
on foot due to high speed traffic and long light change times. We can
currently walk to WPES using almost all interior neighborhood streets with
little traffic. "Geographic closeness" doesn't mean anything when you're
dealing with College Ave and S. Columbia Dr. traffic. There's a high chance
for pedestrian injury with this option.
I live one street from OES (I can see it from my house) and would be
redistricted to WPES across two major roads. And why move WPES kids to
OES (blue stripe) and OES kids to WPES (green stripe)... why not cancel
that part out? Plan seems good otherwise.
I love not having any feeder splits

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 1 that you like or dislike.
•

I love that the feeder schools feed 100% into 3-5 grade schools.

•

I love that we can walk to both lower and upper elementary schools. And
that everybody from Oakhurst Elementary goes to the same upper
elementary school.
•

•

I really appreciate the way Option 1 minimizes overcrowding at ALL •
schools but am concerned about the loss of walkability for so many
families.

•

I really don't like the North/South split. It could be perception but I feel like
there is more affluence North or the tracks.

•

I really, really dislike the geographic split of Decatur into north/south or the •
RR tracks. Especially since BOTH of the 3-4-5 schools are south of the
tracks.
I recognize that number one requires a lot of initial change that may be •

•

painful for some families. But over the long haul it seems like it really
emphasizes utilization of the schools and I like that it does not split the
feeder schools. Also, as a new family who moved into the city midyear and •
lives in the Westchester district but was unable to send my child there
because there was no more room in the class -- and was sent to Clairemont •
instead -- I like that Westchester and Clairemont remain together as feeder
schools into Talley St. As the smallest school in the district, districted
Westchester families seem like they may have been inordinately affected by
this issue. Therefore, I would hope the committee will keep in mind the
children who were sent to a different school than their neighbors for lower •
elementary due to crowding and will need to make yet another adjustment
for upper elementary.
•

•

•
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I strongly dislike sending the Glennwood Estates children to Clairemont •
Elementary. This is the ONLY time these children can actually walk to
•
school in K-5, and sending them across Church defeats this.
•
I strongly dislike that kids in my neighborhood (Winnona Park), including
mine, will not be able to walk to school at all. Not in K- 2, not 3 - 5. This will
•
break up this special community in WP. This is a small, walking,
•
community, why break it so much?
I support that my house, which is 2 blocks from Winnona Park Elementary •

School, will be within those boundaries. I’ve heard plans in the past to send
us to Glenwood, which makes no sense. However, why would you have
Winnona Park students, who can walk to Talley Street, Drive to FAVE?
I think it is an unfair split economic/diversity wise.
I think it’s wrong to move children from Glennwood to Clairmont and split
the neighborhood. I think Clairmont Ave church street and the train tracts
should be the major boundaries for early elementary. Our schools and there
walkability are what bring our neighborhood together and creates the small
town character of Decatur. Don’t destroy that.
I think it's great that children are able to walk to their new school. But I do
not have any children in school, so I don't know how overcrowded the
schools are now.
I think it's silly in all the models that students from south of the tracks go to
Glenwood when Clairmont is the school under capacity. The school zone
for Glenwood here is not at all close to the school.
I think splitting up WP neighborhood is a mistake and damaging to the
community
I think this has too much movement of students- there should not be this
much disruption in lower elementary at this time. Also results in FAVE
being 129% on capacity- that is ridiculous. The positive is that capacity is
tolerable at all lower elementary schools in this option which I think is
important but not at the expense of total upheaval of neighborhoods
I want my child to be able to walk to school as we have always done.
Winnona is very, very close to our house, and it makes no sense to attend a
school farther away.
I would be affected to move to Winnona Park which would be a long walk
I would be zoned for FAVE when we live closer to Talley
I would feel badly for the families that live so close to Oakhurst Elementary
who got moved to Winnona Park.
I would like my kids to still attend FAVE.
I would like Westchester to be redistricted as a whole to Tally
I’m very unhappy with this option which would be the most disruptive to
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
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the neighborhoods, decrease walkability in the area tremendously (and
takes away the benefits for families to have that time together)
•
If Decatur takes seriously its desire to be a "walkable" community, that
should include its youngest residents. This plan would move our k-2 school •
outside my comfort zone of what I'm willing to walk with a kindergartener.
I am not going to walk her on two busy streets and under the tracks during
morning rush hour. Not happening. You can add my car to the number of •
cars on the road in Decatur if you go with this plan.
I'm 3 blocks from Oakhurst Elementary School, I walk my child to school
most days. It's absurd to think that I should now have to drive them 20
minutes across town or put them on the bus for and hour. I moved to
Decatur because it's a walkable city. Do not force my kids to have to go to a
school 20 minutes drive from our house in what should be a walkable city. •
I'm a Winnona Park resident that lives half a mile from the elementary •
school that you would force to cross the tracks! Frustrating to have the
elementary schools rezoned AGAIN.
•
I'm concerned for people who would want to walk to Glennwood-- not sure
if crossing the tracks from that area
I'm hopeful this will be the option that helps FAVE from becoming too
overcrowded.
•
I'm very disappointed by adding grade 3 to the 4/5. It takes a lot of the
innocence of a 3rd grader away in the fact that mentally they should still be
at the elementary school level. Also for the 2nd graders next year they will •
miss out on a lot of their “big kid on campus” responsibilities as they will
go from 2nd to a huge school and never been the big ones on campus.
Being that said, I am ok with the zoning maps.
•
Imbalanced upper elementary, appears all children from Housing
Authority apartments attend one school.
•
Impact to walk-ability disruption
In general I like this option because it splits FAVE and Tally St along the •
tracks, but put kids around Tally Street going to Tally Street. But it seems
odd there is so much juggling of students between lower elementary. Some
kids go from WPES to OES but some kids go from OES to WPES. That's

weird.
In my opinion, Option 1 moves too many students. It disrupts
neighborhoods, and it breaks down walkability.
In particular, the walkability for the lower elementary is concerning,
moving families away from a school that is 2 blocks or less away is very
undesirable.
Instead of disrupting lower elementary boundaries based on current
enrollment (which might change in four or five years), why not simply ask
parents at over utilized schools if any of them would PREFER to move to
an underutilized school? (it might make sense for some parents based on
commuting). I think that the upper elementary boundaries make a lot of
sense.
It breaks up an elementary school for 3rd grade
It does not make any sense that children living on Mead, across from
Oakhurst, would have to go to Winona Park.
It does not make any sense to send one side of Mead that faces an
Elementary school to another school much farther away. Mead Rd has been
very cooperative towards the school in terms of parking. If this passes, I
would plan for the neighbors to not be so cooperative.
It doesn’t make sense to have kids on he same street or within a few blocks
of the elementary school to be redistributed to a school they could not walk
to.
It doesn't make sense to have that much of the Oakhurst neighborhood that
is so close to Oak Elementary have to go to WP which will not be walkable
and would increase traffic.
It is cruel and senseless to move families from Winnona Park to
Glennwood. These are families that live very close to WPES.
It is ridiculous that children in Oakhurst within a walkable distance to the
elementary would be redistricted to WP which will not be walkable at all.
It is ridiculous that students who live in Winnona Park immediately
adjacent to both WPES and the new Talley Street school would have to
attend Glennwood and FAVE.
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•

It is terrible to force current first graders to switch schools and then have to •
switch again in third grade

•

It is the most disruptive option. Boundaries are terrible and don’t work for
the community. It separates neighborhoods and isn't needed
•

•

It just puts too much pressure on Talley and FAVE. Talley opens over •
capacity. Where do you go from there.

•

It looks like more people close to a lower elementary school will be moved
•
to one farther away (less walkable).

•

It moves too many kids around to other elementary schools and splits up
neighborhoods

•

It moves too many kids/households at the elementary level.

•

•

It moves way too many kids from the schools they currently attend (or will •
attend starting in 2018), and impacts walkability in a big way for a lot of
families! Neighborhood school walkability was one of the key factors that •
made many of us choose Decatur.
It really removes the feeling of a neighborhood school and walkability •
which is so important and one of the main reasons people move to Decatur.
It is sad that houses just a few blocks from both Glennwood and Winona •
park will not be able to attend their neighborhood school.

•

It seems like the most walkability is lost here, which is problematic for
many families who value this aspect of Decatur City Schools.
•

•

It seems that have kids who live one or two streets over from Oakhurst •
shouldn't be going to WP.

•

It seems to split apart neighborhoods and sends a significant amount of
children to schools other than the one located a few blocks from their
homes.
•

•

•
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It significantly increases the travel distance for k-2 students, which i expect
will be a burden to a large segment of parents and will add to morning •
traffic.
It tears apart and entire community for Glennwood and spreads the area of •
attending students far away from each other. The sense of community there
will be completely ruined.
•

It would be ridiculous for children on greenwood and the neighboring
streets to go to Winnona, when Oakhurst is only 2 blocks away. What
retard came up with this plan?
It would split up a ton of neighborhoods with neighborhood schools
It would take part of Winnona park neighborhood and place them at
Glenwood Elementary. It would decrease walkability for a number of
Winnona Park neighborhood students.
It’s interesting to me that two schools don’t really have any disruption in
terms of location while three schools do? Never liked Talley Street for kids
on the other side of the tracks, which represents three schools! No
walkability for many students which is an issue.
It's not fair the Winnona kids now have to cross a busy street, and/or cross
railroad tracks to get to Glenwood
Its ridiculous to drive our kids to Winnona Park, while we can walk less
than 5 minutes to Oakhurst Elementary. We're strongly against option 1.
Its unfortunate the children that live the closest to the school will not be
able to walk to school.
Keeping the school as close to the center of the neighborhood is key for
walkability. I do appreciate how this model shows what balancing
everything would do to the boundaries.
Keeps current communities together
Keeps schools from being overcrowded, and that should help with traffic
problems. These are two of my biggest concerns. I feel like kids can get to
any school by bus or biking (like mine do now) and having to travel further
may keep people vigilant about safety.
Keeps the community together. The train tracks will make it easier to
divide the areas reducing community concerns.
Kids living across the street from Oakhurst would go to WP - destroys the
neighborhood school
Kids that live literally across the street from Oakhurst would have to go to
Winona. That’s really dumb.
Lack of walkability
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•
•

Largely redefines Glenwood district sending current district to Clairmont •
Elementary
•
Lenox Place can not be split in two as this plan does. During the last •
redistricting, Lenox Place was moved from Oakhurst to Westchester. This •
change meant that walking to school was no longer feasible for most
families. Now, you are going to compound that hardship by splitting our
•
neighborhood to send to separate schools. This is not acceptable.

•

Lenox Place is a neighborhood with a strong identity. Please don't split up
•
our neighborhood and send our kids to different elementary schools.

•

Lenox Place neighborhood 1) should not be split up at lower level and 2)
•
has been the major source of boundary changes in the last 2 redistrictingENOUGH. First LP parents put major efforts into building up Oakhurst
Elem, then into restarting Westchester- moving half the neighborhood to
•
GE should not even be on the table.
•
Lenox Place neighborhood gets split again. Our neighborhood faced the
BIGGEST change in the last redistricting. This option needs to be quickly •
•
decided as unworkable.

•

•

Lenox Place was just recently rezoned, this option suggest splitting our •
neighborhood for k-2, this is NOT a good option. We walk, bike and •
carpool in our area, this does NOT work!
•

•

Lenox place/Rosewalk cannot walk to Glenwood or Talley

•

Less walk ability for elementary and upper Elementary

•

Less walkability.

•

Like - more balanced utilization across all school locations Dislike •
walkability
Like benefits, dislike crossing tracks issues and map seems very broken up. •
Looks like several friends in lower elementary may be split up when at •
upper elementary.
•

•

•
•
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•

•
Like that feeder schools go to the 3-5 in entirety but seems like lots of •
changes to districting to K-2 schools. Lots of kids will be moving schools •
after 1 or 2 years as a result.
Like that children attend closest geographic school and no feeder splits.

Like that there is no feeder split
Like walkability to Elementary and FAVE from our zone
Like: walkability; like: no feeder splits
Like: North/South split; no feeder splits Dislike: some weird K-2
redistricting (esp kids being brought in & out of GL)

Live on Ansley St near Jefferson...eliminates walk-ability to elementary
school.
Live on Jefferson, which is close to Oakhurst Elementary and the reason we
bought the house. Do not want to move to Winona, its not walkable
Living in the same neighborhood and having children that attend the same
school builds community. This options separates too many children in the
same neighborhood to different schools.
Long walk for WP kids moved to Glenwood
Lose elementary school walk ability.

Lot of changes for lower elementary
Lots of kids moving. Like the balance
Love this plan.
Low Walkability! Splitting Winona park so that they cannot walk to school.
Maintain walkability to FAVE
Maintains most of the current districting factors and has little impact (but
still not as good as Option 4b). While it affects 24% of current lower
elementary students, they are the only ones affected in such a way and will
no longer be affected after their 1-2 years in lower elem.

Major disruption for walkability, especially for those near OES
MAK does not cross railroad tracks and lower ES is more balanced.
More information needed
Most continuity for my neighborhood
Most of Winonna goes to WP. Would prefer to WP to go to Talley St
Moved too many students at lower levels
Movement from districts were School is only few blocks away from
individuals homes to new districts
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•

Moves a lot of lower elementary kids and utilization is still unbalanced.
Splits the Lenox Place neighborhood in half.

•

Moves boundaries of existing elementary schools.

•

Moves large amount of students

•

Moves too many families in K-2 and makes them go away from closest
school

•

Moves too many lower elementary kids you will have way too many
unhappy people

•

Moves too many lower elementary students. I would not be able to walk
my kids to Glennwood anymore

•

Moving 24% of kids into new ES and then to one of the 4/5 options and
then to Renfroe AND then to HS. Is a lot of moving around, concerned for
the resiliency of these kids. Will it be mandatory they move ES schools or
will they be given a choice?

•

Moving children who live right next to Oakhurst to Winona park would
negatively impact their lives by removing the possibility of walking to
school every day. We live on Olympic and can see Oakhurst from our
house. It does not make sense to send our children on a bus to different
school. Walking to school should be encouraged whenever possible for
both the environment and the physical/mental health of the children.

Elementary school to Winona Park Elementary. We've had two children
who have already attended Oakhurst and are looking forward to our
youngest attending that school as well. It currently takes us 7 minutes
maximum to walk to Oakhurst Elementary. We walk with our neighbors,
we wave to friends on the way, we chat with the crossing guards, etc. It
deeply saddens me to think of driving my child to school, especially
considering the amount of traffic I would have to face. The walkability
factor is one of the main reasons we chose this neighborhood.
•

•

Moving lower elementary students further from school making the
commute unwalkable. Looking at Winnona and Oakhurst in particular.
Even upper elementary has students living very close to Talley going to
FAVE.

My heart sank when I saw option 1 because it moves several streets in the
heart of Winnona Park proper to Glenwood Elementary for K-2
(Derrydown, Missionary Dr., Missionary Ct., Heatherdown, Hilldale, and
parts of Inman and Shadowmoor). In addition it sends those same children
to Talley St. for 3-5 when all of their other classmates within their same
neighborhood will go to FAVE. We live on Missionary Ct. and are only 3
blocks from Winnona Park. To think my children could be moved to
another K-2 school that they would have to be bused to is preposterous.
The map proposes similar changes in the other Decatur neighborhoods,
eventually moving 24% of students out of their current neighborhood
schools. Splitting up neighborhoods to balance the numbers is absolutely
NOT the solution. In addition to breaking up our close-knit neighborhoods,
option 1 decreases walkability among K-2 students. Walking to school
offers so many mental and physical health benefits to children, it's good for
the environment, and it cuts down on the traffic and unsafe driving that is
becoming a problem throughout the city. Walkability is the reason many of
us moved to Decatur!

•

Moving so many lower elementary students from Oakhurst to Winnona •
Park will significantly reduce walkability to schools and will cause
significant traffic congestion as those students will then have to be driven
around Agnes Scott every morning.

•

My area will not come under Clairemont elementary school and will
•
disrupt our walkability to school.

My home boarders up against the WP Elementary School property and
Option 1 makes me walk my child away from WP Elem School that I live
right next to attend another school much further away across busy
intersections. As a resident owning a home bordering the WP Elem School
property, Option 1 is very undesirable!

•

My children would need to cross both Clairemont and Scott

Natural boundaries are being crossed that do not make sense. This makes
walking dangerous to several children.

•

My family lives within the section that would be switched from Oakhurst •

Need a better walk to school option for the group moving from Glennwood
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to Clairemont.
•

Need to cross Clairemont Ave and Scott Blvd to go to LES (Westchester)

•

Need to keep Winnona Park neighborhoods together.

•

Negative- lots of boundary changes. Positive- geographic split makes sense.

•

Negative: Impacts too many students at the lower elementary level

•

Neighborhoods being split up

•

No feeder split

•

No feeder splits

•

No feeder splits and it seems logical. There are shifts in lower elementary, •
but we should be used to that.
•
No feeder splits I think is important to success of plan

•

our family, as well as the families whose homes on Shadowmoor back up to
WPES, across the tracks and a mile away to Glennwood. It doesn't make
any sense why our children wouldn't attend the school that is in our
neighborhood. The same can be said for nearly every other situation where
a portion of the existing district (Glennwood, Clairemont, Westchester,
Oakhurst) would rotate to a new district, despite the fact that the school is
within walking distance of their homes. In a city that is becoming
increasingly dense, this option would also create massive crosstown traffic
issues.
Only mild disruption and end up back with those same kids at Talley
Option 1 breaks up neighborhoods, as some people living in the heart of
their neighborhood will no longer go to their neighborhood lower
elementary school. This defeats the purpose of why many people chose to
move to Decatur. Additionally many students who can currently walk to
school will no longer be able to. Even now there are too many people
driving to schools. If this is increased pedestrian safety will be at risk, traffic
will be a nightmare, and many students will lose the health/wellness/
academic benefits of walking to school. I am 100% against this option and
feel it is the worst option for the city overall.

•

No feeder splits is a huge positive. I do not understand how the upper
elementary are considered imbalanced in this option. Many people will live
near a school that they do not attend, taking away walkability and small
community feel.

•

No feeder splits is the best part of this plan. One time disruption, but leads
to long term consistency.

•

North/South divide doesn't make sense for many households since schools
•
are located on the East and West side

•

Not an issue of walkability but geographic distribution. New plans only
address current student #s, but will most likely change over the next couple
years.

•

Not enough good options for kids from the north side to walk/bike to 3-5
•
school

•

Not in the walkable distance for many ES

•

Not walkable for WPES rezoned for Glenwood

•

Ok for me personally, but didn’t think we were shifting boundaries for k-2
schools

Option 1 divides the Decatur Heights neighborhood in half. This harms our
community, where kids regularly play with each other after school and
during summer. It also eliminates the ability of our children to walk to
school. It also would likely increase traffic as many neighbors would be
forced to drive to Clairemont while folks from outside our community
drive in. This is a poor plan and it sacrifices our community.

•

One of the primary reasons why we bought our house on Hilldale Drive 10 •
years ago was so our kids could walk down the street - and within the
neighborhood - to Winnona Park Elementary School. Option 1 would send

Option 1 greatly impacts us as our walkability will be affected. We are daily
walkers to Oakhurst Elementary and would like to continue to be. The
benefits of regular physical activity as a family and walking with neighbors
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Option 1 displaces a lot of families from their current schools and the
zoning lines split up neighborhoods. And, while it gives Oakhurst and
Winnona relief on the population numbers, they are still very high. Also,
big concern over the walkability being disrupted and the impact of that
change on the city as a whole from a traffic standpoint.

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
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•

Option 1 seems like a math exercise attempting to achieve utilization
balance and efficiency while ignoring the resulting dislocation. Almost 25%
of lower ES students will be dislocated - a recipe for controversy.
Additionally, moving students that can currently walk to WPS to OES and
moving students right next to OES to WPS is an illogical swap also
seemingly designed to spark controversy. Option 1 is, by far, the worst of
the five plans and I hope and expect is a non-starter.

•

Option 1 is terrible because it massively disrupts walkability and •
neighborhood cohesiveness. We live on Shadowmoor and our property
adjoins WPES. Option 1 would divide our neighborhood completely and
mean a large number of people that now walk to school and live within a
very short distance of WPES have to drive to another neighborhood.
Absolutely terrible idea and NOT what we moved to Decatur for.

•

Option 1 is the most unreasonable option. It would break communities and
•
disrupt the walkability of many k-2 students, which should not happen.

Option 1 seems to cause the most disruption and the most imbalance and
disrupts important values for the community, including walkability. In
addition, utilization imbalance in the upper elementary seems to be highly
problematic. My daughter is currently at FAVE and the extreme over
utilization has caused serious problems. In the smaller LES setting some
overutilization would be less problematic than what FAVE currently
suffers.

is one of the things I value most about living in this area.
•

Option 1 has carved out streets within Winnona Park that are a block from
the school yard. Although Glenwood is walkable, children would have to
cross College Avenue and Columbia. There has to be some consideration
for geography.

•

Option 1 is shuffling kids all over the place. I prefer to see less kids
changing schools.

•

•

•
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Option 1 is the worst possible solution. The City of Decatur prides itself in
establishing walkable neighborhood communities which Option 1 would
significantly disrupt by dividing neighborhoods. It would cause •
unnecessary change to a large population of lower elementary students
during the foundational years of their learning. And on a personal note, it
would cause us to have to drive 10-15 minutes to another school when we
•
can see Oakhurst elementary from our house.
Option 1 is the worst possible solution. The City of Decatur prides itself in
establishing walkable neighborhood communities which Option 1 would
significantly disrupt by dividing neighborhoods. It would cause
unnecessary change to a large population of lower elementary students •
during the foundational years of their learning. And on a personal note, it
would cause us to have to drive 10-15 minutes to another school when we
can see Oakhurst elementary from our house.
Option 1 moves our family on Jefferson Place to WPE , which realistically
makes it unwalkable. Walking to Oakhurst Elementary has been an
important family ritual that provides a healthy lifestyle for us. We would •
lose this.

Option 1 splits Lenox Place between schools. Lenox Place is a very tight
knit neighborhood and the many families on that Drexel have young
children would be immediately and negatively impacted by this.
Option 1 splits up an existing K-3(K-2) feed and reduces the walkability for
lower elementary students. The walkability is a major reason why a lot of
families move to Decatur and taking this away from the youngest students
in our community goes against what people love about Decatur.
Option 1 takes away the school that is one street behind our house. We
would no longer be able to walk our children to either elementary school,
which is why we bought our house. It would change the walkability for so
many families that moved to Oakhurst for that reason.
Option 1 takes away the very close proximity, walkability of some
Winnona Park residences that would be rezoned to Glenwood which is
further away, crossing under the tracks, crossing the busy College Avenue,
and Glenwood Elementary is not part of the neighborhood. I do like that it
would zone us for Talley which is less than a block away and very
walkable.
Option 1 takes portions of Winnona Park, that are literally adjacent to the
rear of the school and send the children to Glenwood. This forced parents
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•

•

to deal with driving into downtown to do pick up and drop off, not to
mention bisects the neighborhood and the kids who live adjacent to each
other.

walkable and keep us at FAVE. Our neighborhood is at the complete
opposite end of the map from Talley St., as are most of the households
you've got going to Talley in this configuration.

Option 1 utilization is the best of all scenarios, which is very important. It is •
not equitable for some students to suffer overcrowding and others to have
low utilization. Oakhurst currently has a small green space, no indoor
space large enough for community circle or P.E., and very early lunch times •
because the cafeteria can't support the students. Continued overcrowding
of Oakhurst (or any school) is not a fair experience across the district. For
option 1, please do not split Mead Road between Oakhurst and Winnona. •
Mead residents accommodate the traffic and other disruptions from
Oakhurst; therefore it's only fair for them to walk across the street to attend
school.

Our property backs up to Winnona Park ES. Option 1 would move us to
Glennwood, which is a dangerous walk from Winnona Park. We'd have to
drive and that would put more cars on the already crowded streets.

Option 1, puts Winonna Park kids who love under a quarter of a mile from •
the school, in the neighborhood, out of the district, whole kids kicking
much further away and across a large street would go there. This is our
community. Split by larger roads which already split neighborhoods.
•
Option 1 makes no sense for our school.

Parkwood neighborhood/Lenox Park (which are geographically close) feed
to different schools. Sends Parkwood to Talley St which is not
geographically closest.

•

Our (new) home at corner of Adams and Ansley is less affected by the
changes that our kindergarten child will have

•

Our family is not very effective by this. Since we always assumed our •
children would go to FAVE, wouldn't be a big deal even though we live
closer to Talley. And this is better utilization of Clairemont. Though lots of
shifting for families who may have siblings
•
Our home on S. McDonough is considerably closer to FAVE than Talley.
We would prefer to attend the school where our closest friends and
•
neighbors are also schooled. We would retain our walkability as well.
•
Our neighborhood in Lenox Place would be split into 2 elementary school
zones, and traveling to Glennwood Elementary is "going across town",
•
making it less walkable or bike-able.

•

•

•
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Our neighborhood, Lenox Place, would be cut in half in a very odd way for
•
K-2. Also we are much closer to FAVE than Talley street and were already
given little walkability to Westchester during the last rezone. Please keep us

Out thinking the room here. Not to mention students in Decatur Heights
while its not much farther to go to Clairemont it will have a drastic effect on
traffic on church street and make it very difficult to walk to and from school
Overall I understand tough deductions have to be made but I would like
my house to continue to be zoned for Clairemont . We have an emotional
tie to the school and a relationship there, having had older children go
through the school there. I also really appreciate the diversity at the school

Part of the appeal for families to remain in Decatur is that their homes are
in their community, to include their church, school, shopping, etc. It also
seems oddly foolish to force small children to travel farther from their
homes.
Please do not disrupt walkability for this many students. Why fill the
schools with students from other schools and move those very close to the
school away? Affects neighborhoods and causes more transportation issues
Please do not split up the Lenox Place neighborhood. Lenox Place
(encompassing Melrose, Drexel, Lansdowne, Adair) needs to stay together.
Please don't split Winnona park neighborhood
Poorly impacts walkability for my kids in 3-5. On the up side, they stay at
their current elementary school
Prefer splitting the city between East and West for the commute and
proximity to upper elementary schools
Proximity to k-2 schools should be a top priority for walkability and
neighborhood cohesion. This option most blatantly ignores that.
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•

Redistricting streets that have tons of walkers to Oakhurst E to Winona will •
only create more traffic issues - because a large number of walkers will
have to drive! The planning committee should be looking at areas in
Oakhurst that are already far enough that kids already have to take the bus
or drive rather than adding a bunch of new homes that will have to drive. It •
is absurd to have kids on Olympic drive to Winona instead of walk to the
school on the next street.

•

Reduces overcrowding

•

Reduces walkability

•

Residents a short walk from Oakhurst would be forced to drive to WPES

•

Rezoning the elementary schools and affecting walkability.

•

Ridiculous that students will walk past their neighborhood ES on their way
to newly assigned schools at a greater distance - completely ruins the •
•
walkability and small town feel we owe to our youngest students

•
•

•

Seems as if it unnecessarily moves students between Oakhurst and
•
Winnona.
Seems changes were made only considering numbers and without regard •
for walk ability or proximity to schools. It also seems to be impacting the
largest number of students unnecessarily
•

•

Seems like a lot of movement at once

•

Seems like it solves the over crowding issue and my neighbors kids will be
in the same school as mine.

•

Seems like they are making moves to make moves

•

•

Seems like traffic would be a nightmare with many people crossing town •
and crossing the tracks to get to Talley street. Also Talley St would be
significantly more crowded than FAVE.

•

Seems silly to have an elementary school in Glendale Estates and not send
•
the neighborhood there.

•

Seems terrible for lower elementary students and families.

•

Seems to balance commute paths and utilization. Doesn't bother me to ask
•
some families to change schools, assuming this would not happen again in
a long time. Pull the band-aid off.
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Sending a large chunk of Lenox Place and West Howard residents to
Glennwood Elementary, which is clear on the other side of Decatur is
completely nonsensical. Every other elementary school is closer except for
Winnona Park.
Sending people who live on the same street or a couple streets over away
from Oakhurst elementary all the way to Winonna Park is ludicrous as well
as sending people who currently go to Winonna on the southeast side of
the district going to Oak which is much further away from WP.
Sends lower elementary families to inconveniently located schools when
home school is literally in their backyard -breaks up children from their
known community from lower elementary when they move on to upper
elementary
Sensible boundaries north/south for upper elementary
Separate kids that live in the tight Winnona Park Community in lower
elementary
Significantly further for those near West Howard.
Since Winnona Park is the closest neighborhood to the Talley Street school,
it makes sense for the kids in that neighborhood to go to Talley St.
So many changes to current elementary school zones which are disruptive
to families. I do understand and like that you are trying to balance the
utilization of the elementary schools but I think the end isn’t worth the
means (and it doesn’t even impact me).
So much movement for lower elementary school
So much reshuffling of kids who are currently right next to their lower
elementary. The Westchester streets that were previously Oakhurst, finally
settled into Westchester, and then would be rezoned AGAIN feels like a
particularly hard sell to the neighborhood.
Some lower elementary still too high in terms of capacity/overutilized;
good split in terms of upper ES and like no feeder splits; best in terms of
utilization, and well balanced in that regard
Some streets very close to Oakhurst (like Olympic and Jefferson Place)
become unwalkable to Winnona Park.
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•

Some students will not be going to geographically closest upper elementary

•

South of tracks should go to FAVE, North to Talley St.

•

split between railroad tracks is less than other options. keeps FAVE focused
on south side of Decatur which saves walkability

and physical health benefits to children, it is good for the environment, and
it cuts down on the traffic and unsafe driving that is becoming a problem
throughout the city. Walkability is the reason many of us moved to
Decatur!

•

Splits a neighborhood (Winnona Park proper). Walkability negatively •
impacted

•

Splits Lenox Place neighborhood up

•

Splits the community in pieces and creates difficult traffic patterns.

•

Splits the kids up in our neighborhood! Travel to Tally would be a
nightmare

•

Splits up glennwood estates which is unacceptable

•

splits up Lenox Place neighborhood, prevents Lenox Place kids from
walking to FAVE.

•

splitting a neighborhood (Lenox Place) is highly undesirable

•

Splitting at the RR tracks makes sense. Those in the Winonna Park and
•
Oakhurst districts live side by side, play together, and know each other. It
keeps them together. Some of the changes North of the tracks seem
excessive when one school both adds and loses area. Glenwood winds up
•
with a very odd/awkward district.
•
Splitting Glendale Estates is a bad idea. Too many lower ES moves.

•
•

•
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Stop splitting up school communities. Leave the students where they are,
while moving the 3rd grade students to the "upper" schools. Then send all
the students from one "lower" school to the same "upper" school.

•

students close to schools being moved to another school

•

students living close to Tally st will not be able to walk - will be bussed to
Fave

•

Students living close to Tally Street need to drive to FAVE, lots of Lower
Elementary School shuffling (may more be in the optics of the map than a
real concern once implemented)

•

Talley Street is an easier option in terms of traffic for my kids at WE and I
like that this option keeps each school together without breaking them up.

Splitting up neighborhoods in this manner will do harm. These are not
•
mere streets and headcounts; they are communities. This option moves
even a core section of Winnona Park to Glenwood Elementary for K-2
(Derrydown, Missionary, Heatherdown, Hilldale, and parts of Inman and
Shadowmoor). And it does the same detriment to other Decatur •
communities. This is by leaps and bounds the worst option. I do not know
what % of Decatur will show up to the meeting, but please be aware that •
Decatur residents are buzzing via email and conversations with steadfast
and strong dislike of Option #1.
splitting up neighborhoods to balance the numbers is NOT the solution. In
addition to breaking up our close-knit neighborhoods, option 1 decreases •
walkability among K-2 students. Walking to school offers so many mental •

Talley Street should support those individuals living south of College
Avenue. Trying to move kids now (think parents driving too) from north to
south with the increased traffic patterns is absolutely insane.
That students are school closest to them.
The area/feeder streets along West College reassigned to WP takes highly
walkable addresses and makes them highly unwalkable.
The balanced approach to maintaining reasonable capacity levels at each
lower elementary school while also balancing the upper elementary schools
too.
The changes don’t open up many extra seats for the lower elementary,
particularly WPES which is expected to remain substantially over-capacity.
The changes to the Glennwood ES district is too great of a change and
highly inconvenient to those in close proximity to the school. It would add
unnecessary vehicular traffic to Clairemont ES drop off whereas many are
currently able to walk to GES.
The demarcation doesn't make sense, specially the part concerning WP
The disruption to families and lower ES students is too great. This would
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•

require neighbors to be separated and walkability to be terrible for what
seems like a lot of kids. I think the amount of extra work for teachers and
staff would be over and above what should be expected. The upper
elementary schools geographical proximity isn't as big a concern as it is for
lower school, with younger kids. We're all used to going over to FAVE now •
- I'm pretty much at the farthest point from it, and it's no big deal.
•
The feeder pattern is a positive, but it negatively affects families who live
close to WPE but will attend GES.

children’s school community (as many of us have experienced at FAVE, for
example) they also aren’t as invested in that community. If we’re constantly
moving boundaries we risk losing the sense of community that so many of
us hold dear.

•

The Oakhurst Elementary changes do not make sense- why move some of
the kids that live closest to the school out and move some of the ones that
live farther away in- does not make sense.

•

The Glennwood redistributing looks like gerrymandering.

•

The Glennwood zone is weird. But I do like that there are no feeder splits.

•

The imbalance in utilization at upper elementary and lack of walkability
are cons for me.
•

The north south line of division.

The number of students effected at the lower level is the biggest reason that
I don't entirely support this option. In addition, integrating the schools as
they move to the upper elementary schools could be a positive.

The pedestrian bridge that will connect Sycamore Street to College Ave.
will be a great way for families living in Sycamore Heights to continue to
walk to the new school.

•

The imbalance of the upper elementary schools doesn't make sense on this
one.

•

The information that I want to see is what the impact of these options will •
be on racial and economic diversity within the schools. My sense is that any
split that happens in a North/South axis will result in greatly unbalanced
schools from this perspective with whatever school that draws from 'north •
of the tracks' will be much more diverse. I do not support this option for
this reason but would like to see more information.

The splits! I appreciate the time spent to create this scenario. After review, I
conclude this one is nonsense. Splitting neighborhoods in this fashion is
absurd.

•

The kids next to Glenwood would now go to Clairmont. Makes no sense for •
walking area.

The to/from WP and Oakhurst seems unnecessary. Other than that, decent
plan.

•

The lack of feeder splits is important and appealing. The walkability piece •
is an issue for me because it becomes untenable for so many students in this
option, and would increase car traffic in the city, which is already •
problematic.

The transfer of students south of tracks close to and on the east side of
WPES to Glenwood

•

The Lenox place neighborhood has already been shifted recently out of
Oakhurst elementary. How many times will you keep moving our
neighborhood to new schools?

•

The lower ES are the last vestiges of the community schools that most of us •
moved here to enjoy (& some of us were able to enjoy as children). •
Changing the (lower) elementary school boundaries yet again further
fractures those communities. If people don’t feel connected to their
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The streets taken from right around Oakhurst highly impact walkability for
these families. The added homes from the southern section to Oakhurst
would have to drive to either school.

There is extensive movement of lower elementary students. This option
would split up the Glennwood Estates neighborhood, which is very
cohesive, with a strong identity and an active neighborhood association.
This would be extremely disruptive to Glennwood families, and would
mean that our neighborhood does not go to the school near us.
There's too many changing areas in this option.
This appears to have the best long term utilization for schools- not
significantly over or under utilizing any school. Allows students near
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Talley to attend Talley.
•

•

This divides up neighborhoods and breaks up streets. Many current
students will end up changing schools 3 times for elementary school. (Ex.
Kindergarten, Switch to new 2nd Grade, then 3-5 Academy.) There will be
a lot of walk-ability challenges as people will cross busy streets. Lower •
Elementary is such an important time to form friendships and
neighborhood bonds. This will destroy many neighborhoods.
This doesn’t seem to move lower elementary students from a school that is
•
one block away

•

This is a chaotic shift for too many neighborhood school children. The bad
clearly outweighs the good. Other options should be considered before
shifting this number of lower elementary students from their current
schools.

•

This is horribly disruptive to the current boundaries and walkability of our •
schools. It loses the sense of neighborhood that Decatur has worked to
maintain. The only think I support here is the upper elementary keeping •
schools together. It should never be an option to split up the lower
elementary schools when thinking about feeder schools.
•
This is minimally disruptive and would keep kids in the same schools they
are currently slated for. It's very close to our homes (I live on Kings Hwy)
and would enable more parents to walk/bike kids to school, and would
keep neighborhood kids together like they are now.
•

•

•

•

This is my favorite option: it's really important to me to be able to walk my
children to school, and it makes each school a more natural hub within its
community. I also like that the boundaries are the same for K-2 and 3-5.
•
This is the first of several terrible options dictated by the unfortunate
decision to keep Glenwood as a K-3. Walkability is wrecked for several
schools. And you're shuffling elementary schools yet again.
•

•

This is the only option which doesn't under/over utilize the elementary
schools.

•

This is the worst option. It divides neighborhoods and uproots almost a
quarter of our lower elementary kids. Kids living in the heart of Winnona
Park and walk to school should not be forced to attend Glennwood. CoD
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recently spent tens of thousands of dollars to build the wonderful
pedestrian bridge on Derrydown Way. It allows dozens of students to walk
to WPE each day. Please let these kids continue to walk to WPE and reap
all the benefits that walking to school provides.
This makes the utilization better but moves a lot of students around at the
lower level. Knowing that all of the north side, and possibly some of the
south side, will not have walkability at upper elementary level, maintaining
that for lower level feels important.
This map splits Lenox Place in half. Drexel Avenue is a street where houses
are in very close proximity to one another, and this map has one side of the
street attending Westchester, which is already relatively far away from LP,
and the other side's children attending Glenwood, which is also relatively
far away (in COD terms).
This one is brutal in terms of the amount of change, and also doesn't do a
good job with walkability at the upper level. Don't like it.
This option appears to exist solely to show how disruptive a perfect usage
model would be in terms of districting and walkability
This option breaks up Lenox Place, which is a small and very cohesive
neighborhood. Melrose Ave. would go to WE and the rest of the
neighborhood would go to Glenwood, This is harmful to the kids of our
neighborhood who all know and play together.
This option causes the most disruption. We live across the street from
Winnona Park and this option changes our situation a walkable school to a
driving distance only school.

This option completely displaces our kindergartener. Plus we’ve lived here
for seventeen years and do not think we should have to travel further to
school while newcomers get to stay in our neighborhood.
This option disrupts neighborhoods for K-3. If we have learned something
from last year’s discussion it’s that people value their elementary
neighborhoods. Glennwood loses its neighborhood and so does a big chunk
of Winnona. The approach should be to build on what is already working,
and it seems to me, what is working for Decatur schools - specifically
elementary- is the communities surrounding them.
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•

This option disrupts too many neighborhoods. There have to be some •
logical boundaries.

•

This option has a very logical arrangement for upper elementary. While it
moves a sizable number of elementary students, it largely avoids forcing
students to cross the railroad tracks.

•

This option involves more moves than it seems like it needs. Why are
students from Clairemont and Westchester moving out? Obviously,
students from Glennwood will need to move to accommodate students •
moving it from Winnona, but why not have some students from the
northwest side of Glenwood move to Clairemont and students from the
southwest side move to Westchester. There seems to be no need for any •
students from Clairemont to leave or from Westchester to leave. I do like
that this plan seems to maximize utilization the most.

•

This option is sloppy, impossible to read and makes no sense. It’s going to •
cause horrible traffic problems.

•

This option is so totally disruptive to all current schools and is so
complicated that it outweighs the numerical symmetry of having all
schools perfectly evenly utilized. Also this option destroys walkability for •
many neighborhoods.

•

•
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This option keeps my family from crossing dangerous streets to get to the
new upper school, and we prefer to walk or bike. However, it does not •
address all the issues of overcrowding in some schools.
This option moves around too many lower elementary school students •
around making walking more challenging for many families of young
students. In these years (K-2), walkability is incredibly important to
families and is a hallmark of living in this community. In the upper
elementary years the students tend to walk with friends, and their sense of •
community broadens. It would be terrible for families to live 1 block from
their neighborhood elementary school and have to drive or put their
Kindergartener on a bus to go across town to go to school. I foresee that a
change such as this would ultimately result in re-zoning again in a few
years because of increasing discontent for a significant number of families.
It doesn't seem like a viable, sustainable option.

This option provides the least disruption in overall districting and helps
maintain walkability, which is key in CSD, and leads to less traffic, lower
costs because of less need for bus transport, and a safer commute for
everyone. While I would prefer a cleaner division of north of College/
Howard going to Talley Street, and south of College/Howard going to
FAVE, it makes sense for those living immediately around Talley St. to go
there.
This option removes much of the walkability to schools for Decatur, going
against sustainability and making morning and afternoon routines easier
on working and non-working families
This option seems to be the most disruptive throughout the district. It does
have the option to keep the kids who live in the housing authority together,
which I see as a positive quality of the option.
This option splits up the Lenox Place neighborhood, which was recently
rezoned to transfer its students from Oakhurst to Westchester. Lenox Place
residents rezoned under this proposal would face a commute across the
city both for lower and upper elementary grades.
This option takes the entire Glenwood Estates neighborhood away from
Glenwood Elementary. Even visually, this option looks completely
Gerrymandered.
This option will disrupt the ability for many families to walk to their
community schools
This option would be the most disruptive by far to the Glennwood
community. It will increase traffic in the city in the morning and
walkability would be essentially non-existent for many students/families
for Glennwood.
This option would have a drastically negative impact on walkability for
many elementary students. This options increases distances that many
students would need to go for elementary, and also increases the number of
students who would need to cross larger streets, intersections and/or
railroad tracks. Additionally, this option would break up the very strong
sense of community that areas of Decatur currently have. Decatur is built
not only on residents' connections to the city as a whole, but also to our

COMMENTS: OPTION 1
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small neighborhoods. This option divides neighborhoods in illogical ways.
While I understand that this option balances utilization more than other
options, the negative impact to the communities far outweighs the benefits.
•

This option would keep neighbors together and may offer helpful traffic
patterns.
•

conceivable that there will at some point be a shift in the Oakhurst
neighborhood demographics as the huge number of preschool and
elementary children will move up to Middle School & High School and the
enrollment balance may settle a bit?
This plan ruins the walkability that many families currently enjoy.

•

This options splits apart the Lenox Place neighborhood for K-2

•

This plan seems to uproot a lot of students unnecessarily.

•

This plan creates too much chaos with very little benefit.

•

•

This plan disrupts walk ability for numerous families including mine. It
makes no sense that I can almost see Oakhurst Elementary School from my •
home and actually walk there faster and safer than people living on Mead
Rd., but my children and many others in the same situation would be sent
to another school.
•
This plan involves far to much movement in the lower elementary zones.
Despite the touted benefit of "A majority of students will attend their
geographically closest upper elementary school", it appears from the map •
that this is not true for a large percentage of families. Many people who are •
currently living a few streets away from their current elementary school
will now be shifted to a school much farther away. As a family living on
•
Olympic Place, who can see Oakhurst Elementary from our yard it would
be ridiculous to be sent to WP elementary. It completely removes any
options for walking to school and would involve driving on already
congested streets to go to a school much further away. While I appreciate
•
the idea of no feeder splits to the 3-5 schools I feel this option will cause too
much disruption for the younger students who are much more sensitive to
•
change.

This plan splits up the Lenox Park neighborhood. There is too much change
to the existing K-3 boundaries.

•

•
•

This plan is the least favorable because it moves many students from their •
current schools to different schools. Also, it breaks up neighborhoods.
This plan is the one that most negatively affects my own family and my •
neighbors. I live on Mead Road - feet away from Oakhurst Elementary and I want my child (now in Pre-K) and other children on Mead Road to be
able to walk to Oakhurst Elem for K-2. Even with this plan, OES is going to •
be near or above 100% capacity, so I'd rather keep the walkability and live •
with the high capacity, even if it means modular classrooms. Isn't it •
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This plan still has Oakhurst at over 100% capacity, while others have much
lower capacity. I do like that FAVE and Tally street have similar student
percentages, even though I dislike that they are both over 100% capacity.
This seems to make the most sense, long-term, with students attending
their geographically closest school and balancing enrollment numbers. I'd
rather make a big move of students now and get the best outcome.

This shifts a lot of students around, though the utilization does look good.
This tears apart communities and has kids going to schools much further
from their homes
This version splits neighborhoods apart - especially for the K-2 boundaries!
Particularly families that live near Talley St on S. Columbia and Derrydown
and Oakhurst. Why send kids from Mead Rd. all the way to Winnona Park,
and make kids who live mere blocks from WPES go to Glennwood?
This would cause the folks in Decatur Heights to be unable to walk their
children to school! This is a very poor plan. It sacrifices our community.
This would split up a number of neighborhoods and decrease walkability
Those near West Howard have a more than doubling of the distance to the
Talley Street location.
Too disruptive and although accomplishes utilization, my preference
would be to use modular classrooms over this amount of disruption and
lack of walkability for the lowers.
Too disruptive to lower elementary families with minimal benefit
Too far from my house.
Too high and impact on lower levels
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•

Too many areas lose walkability on lower elementary and north/south split
for upper elementary not good.

•

Too many boundary changes at lower elementary level. Unbalanced
capacity at upper elementary

•

Too many changes at lower ES for no apparent reason

•

Too many children being redistricted. Children right by Oakhurst would •
have a long way to go to Winnona and thus decreasing the likelihood they
will walk. School traffic is already so bad, it would be nice to have all •
children within a walk of their school.
•
Too many children have to change schools. We live on Jefferson Place and •
would no longer go to Oakhurst, our closest school. It seems absurd that
children two streets over from Oakhurst would not go to Oakhurst. •
Sacrificing walkability for balance is not worth it.

•

dangerous intersection where accidents are commonplace. For most
families that attend Clairemont or Westchester they will have to drive or
bus their kids to school. 1.5 miles is not an easy walk. It is also not a safe
bike route.
•

Too much division of neighborhoods, decreased walkability

Too much movement and funky borders. Neighborhood friends at different
schools
Too much movement at Elementary level
Too much movement for all lower levels
Too much moving around. Families with two or more children will be
inconvenienced.
Too much moving of students, especially Glennwood students (most
would be moved to Clairemont). Inequity of movement with a burden on
Glennwood community.

•

Too many disruptions to lower elementary schools.

•

Too many families are moved to different schools

•

Too many families impacted by change.

•

Too many kids would have to switch their homeschool. I do like the
increased walk ability created by the new boundaries.

•

Too many neighborhoods disrupted by this model

•

Too many people have to go to lower elementary schools out of their •
neighborhoods.
Too many students at the lower elementary move. Lose walkability, which •

Too much travel against traffic to the other side of town; appears to be the
most disruptive without any material advantage over other scenarios

•

Too must disruption for lower ES; walkable routes are no longer walkable.
For upper ES, the boundaries are reasonable. That part of option is
acceptable.

Too much disruption for the population to achieve a balance that might •
only last a couple of years. It makes no sense for people who live in
Glenwood Estates (next door to Glenwood) to drive to Clairemont. Same
•
for people living next Oakhurst and Winona Park. Too much disruption.

Top of Columbia drive walkers have to cross the tracks to walk (far) to
Glenwood as opposed to Winnona which is walkable and in the backyard.
Disapprove.

•

is good for the kids and builds community.

•

Too many students moved between lower elementary school.

•

Too much disruption at the lower elementary level.

•

•
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Too much disruption on elementary level. There is not a safe route to get to
Talley Street from the other side of the tracks biking or walking. Commerce
has a small sidewalk. Plus Commerce and College is an incredibly

•

Too much of an impact to the Lower Elem schools. I don't care for the
largely N/S split for the Upper Elem schools either. As a community, we
need to be careful not to get into a North of the Tracks/South of the Tracks
mentality.

•

Too much shifting of lower elementary boundaries

Too much upheaval

Traffic congestion. For those of us that go up Colombia to Clairmont it
would make sense to minimize the number of cars from east of the tracks
going to one school. There would be a bottle neck of traffic if plan one had
all on east side of tracks coming across to Talley street. Should divide the
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east side between FAVE and Talley
•

•

Traffic to Talley from Lenox Place requires me to drive through Decatur to
get to school then back through Decatur to get to work. Very little access to
this school roads are very congested during rush hour. Easier to get to •
FAVE due to Railroad underpass, much safer.

Utilization balance is achieved at lower elementary grades, so less
crowding when attention needed the most; also like that majority of
students attend the school closest to them.
Utilization is balanced at lower elementary level a majority of students will
attend their geographically closest upper elementary school

•

Use natural boundaries for zoning. I don't like splitting multiple •
elementary neighborhoods. The Glenwood zone runs from the eastern end
of The city almost to the west side. Seems crazy sending kids next to Talley
to FAVE

Very disruptive moving so many children. It does not seem logical to move
kids that could easily walk to Oakhurst to WP. Would make more sense to
shift kids that aren't walking to either school (and may one day be zone for
college heights elementary).

•

Utilization across the board is more evenly spread across the board. The
initial change might be uncomfortable due to the number of elementary
students being moved, however long term it is the most effective option,
given it does the best at evenly spreading out utilization across all the
schools. The 4 schools that are over utilized are only slightly so, compared
to the other options that heavily over utilizing some schools while heavily
under utilizing others. It would be a dis-service to force some schools to
shoulder majority of the utilization burden, thereby impacting education
for students in those zones while other schools end up with extra under
utilized resources. The entire City Schools of Decatur's schools should pull
together and divvy up utilization as evenly as possibly because it is the fair
and proper action to take. I am surprised the other options are being
considered, given the negative impact to educating some students
inadequately with over stretched resources while other students within the
same district will have more resources than necessary and thus receive a
better education. In regards to the walkability challenges, there are many
working parents who do not have the luxury of walking students to school
and there are students who do not live within walking distance already.
Thus to unevenly distribute utilization would be unfair and partial to some.
Weighing the importance of walkability versus adequate resources for a
school to properly educate students, I would expect walkability to be
secondary given the purpose of a school. It is my hope that the school
board will do what is fair and appropriate for all students, rather than some
students.

•

Very disruptive to several communities. People who live close to K-2
schools may go to a school much further away.

•

Very much like that you keep the feeder schools together. Please don’t split
these young children from their friends when sending them to a new
school! Dislike that so many k-2 boundaries are being redrawn.

•

Very opposed to the heavy movement among lower elementary schools,
but the upper elementary split is probably the best configuration presented

•

Very positive result to keep Oakhurst and Winnona Park (two
neighborhoods with cultural links and cohesion geographically) together at
FAVE. Excellent that it results in reasonable utilization at FAVE, Talley and
all elementary schools.

•

Walk ability for Glen Circle neighborhood to Glenwood elementary is
directly impacted. The neighborhood would move to Claremont and that is
not what families want.

•

Walkability

•

Walkability/safety

•

Walkability at the upper elementary school level is important to my family.
Decatur has a small geographic boundary and it seems like a lot of these
maps go out of its way to discourage walking.

•

Walkability for WP residents very close to Talley Street is nullified by
sending them to FAVE.

•

Walkability here is terrible, and that's a big draw of these neighborhoods.
Walkability should not be sacrificed for "feeder splits", which this does.
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•

Walkability in lower elementary schools should have priority. It builds
community and is easier on the little kids.

to change schools when newcomers take our place at my daughter’s
beloved school.

•

Walkability is extremely disrupted. There are streets 1 block away from •
Winnona ES that will not attend Winnona under this plan.

•

Walkability is important to me and would be disrupted for my family at the
upper elementary level.
•

We are on Shadowmoor, going to FAVE with Talley even closer than WES
is not a great option. FAVE is the furthest school away and kids will need
not be able to walk.

•

Walkability is important to us - this plan put people within sight of
Glenwood having to go further away for school

•

Walkability is lost to many Oakhurst students

•

Walkability is terrible: some students who live just a block or two or three •
to their neighborhood schools in Winnona, Oakhurst and Glenwood would
go to another school. And it moves the most number of lower elementary
students.

•

Walkability is very important for kids in elementary school.

•

Walkability of New Glennwood is a major disadvantage

•

Walkability seems to be majorly disruptive.

•

Walkability to Glenwood and Clairmont is diminished for many families. •
This will add more cars on the road in the mornings.

•

Walkability will be a huge problem.

•

Walkability would be a real challenge for many.

•

Way too many changes and walkability is impacted for too many students.

•

Way too many kids will have to move! This will create so many traffic
•
problems.

•

Way too much movement at the elementary level so soon after redistricting.

•

We are in NE corner of city and getting to Talley Street would be difficult.

•

We are in walking distance of Winnona and Talley. So that is what my first
•
choice would be. Glenwood is not a horrible drive so it’s doable. My
property borders Talley and is literally in my backyard so being able to
walk my kids to school at Talley every day is my main preference.

•

We are on Greenwood Avenue. Our daughter just started kindergarten this
•
year. She needs to stay at this school for consistency and walk-ability. We
also have lived in our home for 17 years and it isn’t fair that we would have
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We are residents on Pinetree Dr and the cross-town location of Talley St in
incredibly difficult and makes walking impossible. FAVE is much more
accessible, although traffic here, too - more feasible and options to get there.
Thanks for your consideration.
We are strongly opposed to Option 1. It doesn't make sense to draw a
boundary right next to any given school as is done in this plan for
Glennwood and Oakhurst. The consequence is that some people who live
adjacent to the school must attend a different school much further away,
which is highly unfavorable to walkability. We recently moved to Decatur
and bought a house that is directly adjacent to Glennwood Elementary,
partly so that we could easily walk to school. This plan would move us to
Clairemont, which is less walkable and convenient for us.
We bought our home in Winnona Park this fall so our two children can
walk to school. Walkability was a decisive factor. We currently enjoy
walking our first grader down the street to WP. Under plan 1, my younger
child will be redistricted to Glenwood, which will require crossing multiple
dangerous intersections as a kindergartener, first and second grader. I am
strongly opposed to that option.
We dislike the length of the walk to get to Winnona Elementary. We should
be encouraging K-2nd graders to walk and not be driven. Staying at
Oakhurst Elementary is also better because the kids are more familiar with
their surroundings
We do not like splitting up our Lenox Place Neighborhood. Oakhurst is the
most walkable elementary school for Lenox Place. We prefer to either stay
at Westchester or go back to Oakhurst. Also FAVE is a more walkable
option for Lenox Place.
We like that our family maintains walkability at all levels. We like that
there are no feeder splits and few (if any are crossing the tracks). The
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projected upper ES imbalance seems minimal compared to the other
options.

more difficult to walk to Winona Park and cross the very busy Candler
Road.

•

We like that students would stay together in the feeder pattern from lower •
to upper elementary. We do not, however, like how many lower ES
students have to be shuffled.

•

We live 0.6 miles from the Talley Upper school and 1.5 miles from the
FAVE upper school. Option 1 puts us with FAVE, which is much farther
away and makes no sense.
•

We live on Missionary Dr. in Winnona Park, a 5 minute walk around the
corner to Winnona Park Elementary. Option 1 would make our incoming
kindergartener have to go to Glenwood Elementary? That would mean
driving him to school, rather than walking with him to a school that is IN
our neighborhood with his neighborhood friends. This isn't right.

•

We live across the street from Talley and this would put our daughter at
FAVE.

•

We live in Decatur heights neighborhood off Sycamore Dr and it would be
a nightmare to get our kids over to CES. We already catch the bus at 7:15 •
for GES and this plan would mean we have to get the kids up even earlier
and have them spend more time on the bus.

•

•

We live in Winona Park neighborhood and live here to go to the
Elementary School. Option 1 would take us over to Glenwood while all my
child's neighborhood friends would be at WP. We live in the neighborhood
•
and want to go to the closest school
We live less than two blocks from Winona Park Elementary, and we
purchased our house last year due to the close proximity to the Elementary
school. Option 1 carves out Inman/Missionary into Talley Street, which
makes no logical sense based on its proximity to W.P.

•

We live off of Winnona park right near where Talley is located but this has •
us going to FAVE which makes no sense since Talley is literally right
behind our house. We moved to this house for close proximity to Winnona
and other schools.

•

We live on Derrydown Way, and do not support losing the ability for K-2
children living on this street to walk to Winnona Park Elem. It is even more
important to us that out children be able to walk to Talley St. for 3-5, so we
•
support that part of this Option.

•
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We live on East Hill, and walkability is important to us. In Option 1: I like
that we will be able to walk to 4/5, eventually. I dislike that McDonough is •
the dividing line for Winona Park, rather than Candler Road. It will be

We live on S McDonough and want to stay in a school on this side of the
train tracks. Moving us to an elementary school on the other side is a
ridiculous traffic nightmare. Please let us stay in Winnona or move to
Oakhurst Elementary.
We live on the northwest side of the tracks, not far from Westchester. I
currently drive to Talley for Camp Scene, and that drive can take over
30min one way. We are as far as you can get from Talley. Since both parents
work full time, this means we will not be able to be active in the school
community, which I feel will impact my kids, the school community, as
well as our personal stresses of not being entwined in the community.
We live one block from Oakhurst Elementary, moving us to WPES makes
no sense. It also means our children can’t walk to school or participate in
after school activities due to us needing to drive them to WPES. If we
wanted our children to go to WPES we would have bought a house in that
school district.
We live where Inman meets Missionary Dr and we are literally 2 blocks
from Winnona Park Elementary School. This option cuts out a piece of the
neighborhood from being able to walk to school. That is unthinkableespecially when we purchased our home here specifically last year for the
walkability w a young son and one more coming any day. Proximity to
actual school building should be considered as closely as crossing train
tracks. It is about health and safety as well as convenience.
We moved to this neighborhood in order to have walkability to school and
will be extremely disappointed to lose that.
We’re on Olympic Place. We have two walkways to Oakhurst here. It is a
street over!!!
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•

•

We're selfish - from Chevelle I'd rather have my kids walk across the •
neighborhood to FAVE than down Candler and across a neighborhood and •
over S. Columbia to get to Talley
What is the quantitative number of students in the rezoned areas that will
actually have to change schools? This number could easily be calculated by •
student enrollment, stand their home address info. Why is this information •
not being shared?

•

While I am disappointed that walkability will be reduced for some areas,
this plan looks like it will relieve some of the overcrowding at FAVE and
the kids will be attending school near their neighborhood.

•

While I like the idea of keeping students from lower ES together, this
disrupts ALL current lower school boundaries broadly. And, walkability
needs to be prioritized for lower ES schools

•

While I respect the attempt to keep feeder schools together, this option
splits up neighborhoods too much (at the lower elementary level), and is •
too disruptive in general. Also, I don't like the north/south split for upper
elementary and the imbalance at the upper elementary level is much too •
severe.

•

Why this change is necessary?

•

Why would we take kids that can walk to a school out of the equation? This
seems a bit nuts to add students that are on the far end of the district but
remove students one street over from the actual school. walkability is what
makes our neighborhood attractive and keeps the traffic to a minimum as
best as it can during school pick up and drop off.

•

Winnona Park Students should be able to walk to the Talley St location.
Forcing any Winnona Park students to drive to FAVE does not make sense.

•

Winnona should be feeder to new Talley Street as that makes sense for
proximity of area. Westchester and Oakhurst should be feeder to FAVE.

•

Would disrupt continuity for the highest numbers of elementary children
currently enrolled amongst the options. Eliminates possibility of walking to
school for pocket in Winona Park moved to Glenwood, likely worsening
traffic and congestion in downtown, too.

•

Would make too many elementary kids leave their "home" school.
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You are keeping students who could easily walk from doing so.
You are moving students who live right in Winnona Park's back yard to a
school across the tracks. This is unacceptable for our neighborhood. Also,
WP kids should walk to Talley Street rather than be driven to FAVE.
You cannot separate the Winnona park neighborhood.

You have students who live 2 blocks from a school not attending it. Most
parents who live in the immediate vicinity of a school have picked their
homes & paid taxes on those homes specifically for the option that their
kids can walk. This is particularly important for working parents who can
then send children with another family, an option that otherwise isn't
available due to the need for larger cars & car seats. Option 1 has students
coming from across Candler, while kids that have Winonna Park basically
in their backyard have to go somewhere further. This makes no sense and
is the only one really reducing walkability. A staple of our community.
You're putting way too much emphasis on the railroad tracks. Imagine a
scenario where they can be crossed with ease by a bus
You're splitting up neighborhoods and not even using the large streets as
dividers. WP's zoning makes no sense.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
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•

Again, trying to move people from north of College Avenue to south
requires a leap of faith given the horror of the current traffic commute on
Ponce, Commerce, College, etc.

•

Again, we're reaping the decision to keep Glenwood as a K-3. Better than
Option 1, but a lot of disruption.

•

2 lower schools are underutilized while 2 schools are over utilized.

•

Achieves better balance at lower level without 20% disruption.

•

Adair is not zoned to desired schools

•

Affects elementary boundaries too much

•

Again- why move some of the people that live closest to Westchester out of
•
that zone- I don't understand

•

•

•

Again, areas are now far away from their lower elementary, especially for
Glennwood. I personally think it’s a concern to split the lower elementary •
•
populations when going onto the second elementary schools.
Again, do not agree with the changes at the lower elementary level. Also
seems odd to move more kids into Clairemont, but then split Clairemont
for upper elementary. I do like the more balanced enrollment at the lower
levels

Again, don't split up current school populations. You closed Westchester in •
2004 and sent the students to at least three different schools in the process, •
tearing apart the heart of this community. Enough already. Westchester
school just reopened and got back on its feet. Leave it alone. And do not •
split the 3rd graders from Westchester between two "upper" schools.
Ridiculous.

•

Again, I'm not excited about my kids crossing College Avenue to attend
Glennwood ES, but if it means they get to attend Talley rather than FAVE
then I can live with this choice.

•

Again, this map punishes those families that live on S Columbia Dr by
taking away Winnona Park and making them have no walkable option for
upper or lower elementary school. This will drive down property values, •
and go against CODs commitment to walkability.

•
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Again, this plan will cause some K-2 students to change schools and it also
breaks apart neighborhoods. One consideration that it extremely important •
to me is keeping students together as they transition from K-2 to 3-5. This
plan has feeder splits at 2 of the K-2 schools. I think that relationships that
are formed in the early elementary years shouldn’t be disrupted as students
transition to 3-5. Students need peer support and the security that comes •
with existing friendships as they move from one school to the next.

Allows Lenox Place kids to stay together, allows Lenox Place kids
walkability to FAVE.
Also part of district is in a inconvenient situation
Although some families will have to cross the tracks to reach GES, the
overall walkability is significantly improved. OES will be overutilized only
because of the massive influx of families that have moved there recently.
The other lower elementary schools won’t be punished for that under this
plan
Appears to be the most logical based on geography.

Appreciate balance. I don't think splitting the feeder schools is a big deal.
Regardless of which regions are split
As a College Heights resident, Pros: -the vertical divide for the 3-5 schools
seems to give kids at both schools a greater chance for walkability Winnona Park neighborhood divide is Columbia (i.e. does not include the
west side of Columbia thereby splitting the neighborhood) Cons: Westchester is split going into the 3-5 schools -Oakhurst being rezoned to
Glenwood. Too far. Take more from Winnona Park instead? -For College
Heights, reduced walkability to Talley St compared to FAVE (doubles the
walking time)

As a MAK resident I would like to avoid having my child sent to the
geographically far Glenwood school. We are much closer to Oakhurst or
Winona Park.
As a Winnona Park resident near Columbia it seems strange not to go to a
school that it two blocks away. This one also has a great deal of cars, bikes
and children crossing over the railroad track so safety and traffic impact
concerns are high
As I mentioned, crossing College Ave is a huge time sink. Instead of
bussing my daughter across town, it makes more sense to let the students
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•

Carving out Winnona boundaries especially around RMS seems
disingenuous, especially because those kids will never be able to walk to
school all through elementary school

•

Children on Columbia Drive should continue to go to Winnona Park. This
is better than option 1, since they get to go to the nearer 3-5 school.

Balances utilization (to the extent possible) while maintaining some •
walkability
Best part is that all elementary schools will feed to same 3-5. Negative, is •

Children south of the tracks should not have to attend Glenwood. This
option sacrifices too much walkability.

closest to FAVE attend that school.
•

At least some families could safely bike to F.A.V.E. from there other side
with the newer bike paths across College.

•

Avoids crossing Clairemont and Scott

•

Bad utilization for Oakhurst and FAVE

•
•

that parts of current Winonna park would be moved to Glenwood, which is
•
not walkable, and a completely different neighborhood.
•

Best plan on table, but do not like the projected over utilization of the
Lower ES schools - esp. Oakhurst as well as projection for FAVE

•

Better

•

Better than 1 because it impacts fewer families, but still moves too many
outside of their neighborhood. This option is '1 lite.'

•

Better than option one-less disruption for rising 1st and 2nd graders. Still
•
involves dangerous walking conditions for those crossing the tracks to
•
Glenwood. We do not find the feeder split concerning.

Children will not go to the same upper ES as all their lower ES peers. This
is highly unfavorable in my opinion.
Clairmont continues on every option to be underutilized while Oakhurst on
almost every single option is over utilized. FAVE was build not very long
ago. And it was not built to suit the growing population of the city of
Decatur. The city is allowing townhomes and apartments and houses go up
on every last inch of land. Who doesn’t see this? And why has CSD not
been prepared for this. My children have been at max capacity at Oakhurst
every year. This is not ideal for the beat learning environment.
Concern- crossing tracks to Glenwood elementary
Concerned about the geographic stretch of Glenwood. Very busy commuter
corridor.

•

Better, but still tough for kids crossing tracks to Glennwood. Especially
•
those who are easy walking distance to WP.

•

Boundaries aren’t conducive to communities and still too much movement

•

Boundaries make the most sense

•

Breaks up neighborhoods with misshapen districts

•

Congestion, better than option one but would be nice to further reduce the
numbers from east side crossing tracks to Talley alone to reduce traffic on
Colombia which is congested without Talley St.

Breaks up Winnona Park

Cons seem to outweigh the pros vs other options

•
•

•
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•

•
Brings too many kids from other far away neighborhoods into Glennwood •
Elementary. Ruins neighborhood feel.
•
By forcing the section now at WPE to cross over E. College for lower
elementary, it makes school unwalkable. It's also not a particularly nice or
•
safe feeling walk.
•
Capacity numbers look pretty good starting next year. Neighborhoods are
reasonably well preserved.
•

Concerning making current WPES students cross railroad to Glennwood.
Especially MAK

Creates unnecessarily changes the elementary schools
Creates unsustainable districting based on population, particularly for
smaller districts, which jeopardizes those schools.
Crossing Howard/College Ave to go to ES sounds unsafe.
Crossing the tracks for elementary school is bad. So is leaving two schools
overcrowded.
Crossing the tracks for lower elementary raises extreme safety issues,
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especially considering the hang-up in work at College and McDonough.
The lack of follow-through on those projects means there will likely be •
similar issues when more safety measures are needed for the youngest of
children to cross over. This will also greatly increase traffic congestion as a •
result of so many more cars/busses having to cross.

•

Crossing the train tracks is hard for younger kids.

•

Decent option. Keeps core neighborhoods in tact.

•

Dislike breaking the Derrydown block away from Winnona park •
neighbors. But glad that Derrydown and Winnona neighborhood go to •
Talley

•

Dislike feeder splits

•

Dislike splits 2 feeders

•

for upper elementary
Does not displace as many children as option 1 but still affects walkability
and interrupts communities
Does not evenly spread out utilization across the schools. Unfair resource
advantage for some schools/students at the expense of other schools/
students. Every school and student in the district should have equal
importance when it comes to ensuring students are adequately educated.
Does this in any way reflect ANY racial re-balancing?
Doesn’t make sense for area west of McDonough south of the train tracks to
walk to GES

•

Doesn't help class size at Oakhurst and creates a lot of traffic going to FAVE
from the Westchester zoned area.

Dislike splits of lower ES

•

Don’t force people to have to cross tracks - traffic nightmare

•

Dislike students crossing to attend Glenwood and school utilization.

•

Don’t like feeder split and children crossing train tracks.

•

Dislike the utilization at the ES level.

•

Don’t like idea of moving lower ES

•

Dislike- too many feeder splits

•

Don’t like splitting elementary kids to different 3/4/5.

•

Dislike: illogical boundaries; dislike: feeder splits at multiple schools

•

Don’t want lower elementary zoning to change

•

Disrupts neighborhoods, walkability, causes more traffic

•

Don't favor splitting current schools up.

•

Distance to Talley

•

•

Divides socioeconomic groups

Don't like Clairmont being split for 4th and 5th. Glenwood is too far
reaching.

•

Do not like elementary kids crossing railroad tracks.

•

Don't like how overutilized Oakhurst is and FAVE remains too big

•

Do NOT like how K-2 Oakhurst students south of College will be crossing •
train tracks to attend Glennwood. Kids this age should NOT have to cross •
College or go over railroad tracks

Don't like K-2's crossing tracks to go to Glennwood

•

Do not like splitting lower level for WP neighborhood. walkability and •
avoidance of crossing tracks key, particularly for lower K-2

Don't like overutilization of lower ES, but do like that most young ones
won't have to move.

•

DO NOT like that this carves out the MAK neighborhood and sends the •
kids to a school they cannot walk to. Walkability is very important.
•
Do not like that this plan puts GES over capacity. Seems it would be hard
for those elementary schools that get split between Talley and FAVE.
•

Don't like planning for ES to be overutilized.

Do not like that walkability is severely disrupted in many areas, especially •

Don't like the idea of crossing the train track. Not safe for our little ones.

•
•
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Don't like Oakhurst being overutilized; already crowded; also crossing
train tracks

Don't like the feeder split. Areas are added to GL that don't make
geographic sense.
Don't like the feeder split. Kids are just starting to make friends.
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•

Don't like the idea of K-2 kids crossing the train tracks to get to school.

walking reach.

•

Don't like the rezoning of current WP students to Glenwood-- not at all •
walkable.
•
Dont see this as being walkable - kids from Kings Hwy and Adams need to •
walk to Glennwood?
•

Feeder split

Don't want any kids in lower elem. to have to cross the tracks.

•

Feeder splits are not ideal but will likely occur and should have lower
weighting than the other objectives. This options is tough for the new
Lower aged Glenwood students (between Oak and Winonna zones)
crossing tracks.

•

•

Feeder split
Feeder split bad. crossing train tracks bad.
Feeder splits

•

Driving to FAVE from Lenox Place is much safer and easier than driving
through Decatur and choked rush hour traffic, assuming child is in
aftercare and late pick up is 600 pm with traffic considerations

•

East West split is bad for commuting and walk ability for upper schools.

•

Feeder splits at 2 different ES not great

•

Elementary kids crossing tracks

•

Feeder splits impactful

•
•

Elementary movement is minimal and mostly in proximity to next closest •
school, and there's a logical east/west division between FAVE and Talley St. •
Elementary students crossing the train tracks daily doesn’t make sense.

•

Elementary students will be split between the 2 upper elementary schools

•

ES students are less impacted by this option. The natural boundaries •
between WP and Talley are taken into account. Optimized utilization of
schools across upper elementary grades

•

Even worse. We would have to go to further schools for both elementary
and 4th/5th. We are on Greenwood Ave.
•
Everyone I know says F.AVE is pretty much broken when it comes to •
establishing IEPs and other accommodations when needed. I don't want •
such a large contingent of our Title 1 kids going to F.AVE where systems/
•
processes don't appear to be in place to support them and their families.

•

•

•
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•

Families and children build relationships along the geographical lines of
College Ave (south vs. north). The feeder split of WP and Oak poses
problems with that. Additionally, elongating the boundaries north/south of
•
college creates traffic congestion
•
Families who are 10 minutes walking distance from FAVE in the
•
McDonough area would be rezoned to Talley and their 4 and 5 graders,
who are in a stage of developing independence would not benefit from
having the experience of walking to school, while one school is within their

Fewer lower elementary kids have to move, the upper is more balanced.
For Elementary, MAC district should not be split up to Glennwood. The 3-5
level looks good otherwise.
Forces lots of families to cross tracks. Traffic nightmare.
Full disclosure - our lower and upper school remain the same for all
options, but this would be my second choice after option 1. Objectively, this
is the second least "red zone" over utilization option. Also, Clairemont is
not as under utilized as options 3 and 4.
Generally prefer the options which do not disrupt K-2 current boundaries.
Geographically this makes the most sense to me.
Gerrymandering doesn't work well for citizens with political maps either
Given proximity to F.AVE it doesn't seem right that given our focus on
walkability that students on Oakview Road to the west of McDonough
(regardless of whether on not they previously were zoned to WPES or
Oakhurst before) would not be able to walk to F.AVE
Glennwood looks pretty crowded in Opt 2
Glenwood elementary has a significant increase in student number.
good walkability throughout K-5. Though crossing tracks is listed as a
negative, I think this could be a positive: traffic calming might happen if the
right measures were taken to ensure safety across College Ave.
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•

Good walkability, over-utilization could be a problem

•

I dislike the ration of speeder splits for the upper elementary schools.

•

Great solid split with diversity

•

•

Hate this option! Glennwood being overutilized is a terrible choice...no
room for growth. We are stretching it thin as it is.

•

Having students cross the tracks for lower ES seems unreasonable when
there are clearly other options that prevent this.

•

Here it seems that walkability is maintained, though the challenge of
•
crossing the train tracks by foot or vehicle is presented in multiple areas.

I dislike the upper elementary districting plan, which sends a large number
of students within reasonable walking distance to Talley Street, which
would require crossing 2-3 busy roads (McDonough, Candler, Columbia). I
am skeptical about redistricting the northwest portion of the WP district to
Glenwood, as this requires crossing the most heavily trafficked and backed
up intersections in the city.

•

•

•
•

I am a Clairemont parent and I do not like that Clairemont will be split so
drastically at the upper ES. I do like that less kids are moved around at the •
lower ES
I am not a fan of the feeder splits, particularly of Westchester and
Clairemont, both of which are smaller schools already. The geographic •
distance for some Westchester students to attend Talley St. also seems too
•
far.
I am not in favor of multiple feeder splits.

I am not so concerned about the feeder splits, but I really don't like kids •
•
from MAK neighborhood having to travel to GES.

•

I am pleased that there is significant walkability in this plan.

•

I dislike splitting the children from lower to upper elementary so much.

•

•

I dislike that Oakhurst still has percentages well over 100% capacity and •
that FAVE is even higher over capacity. For neighborhood cohesion I think
it makes sense for the schools to be divided by the railroad tracks.

•

I dislike that the K-2 schools are split. I would like my daughter to transfer
to the 3-5 school with the same students.

•

I dislike that this plan has kids getting displaced and disrupts walkability
and STILL has FAVE way over-utilized. If we are going to accept some
•
level of disruption we should at least get more evenly balanced utilization.

•

I dislike the change of current Westchester to Clairmont

•

I dislike the feeder disruption, however this option seems to have the least
•
worrisome challenges.

•

I dislike the feeder split, and that some schools are over and under utilized.
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I dislike the zoning changes to Winnona Park. Again, crossing the tracks
and walkability factor negatively impact my family.
I dislike this option because of the feeder split at two elementary schools. I
think it is important to keep classmates together as they transition from K-2
to 3-5. I will support plans that do this over the plans with feeder splits.
I do not agree with splitting the districts up when transitioning to upper.
Especially since it is only Clairemont & Westchester that will split.
I do not feel that small lower elementary schools should be split into two
different upper elementary schools.
I do not like that you will split up kids at CES and WES every year.
I do not like the awkward dividing line and over and under utilization of
two schools.
I do not like the feeder split.
I do not support lower elementary students having to cross College Ave to
get to school. The City is dedicated to encouraging walkability - and the
ability to walk your young child to school is one of the most special assets
of this community. These options fly in the face of that which we have
seemed to hold dear as a community and use as a selling point. As a
general comment, for all of these options, I believe that walkability for
lower elementary students should be held a top priority.
I do not support this option for the same reasons I do not support option 1.
Though it does not affect my family, I don't want other children having to
cross the busy street/tracks to get to lower elementary school.
I don’t like children having to cross the track to attend Glennwood but I do
like that walkability is maintained and most neighborhoods are not split
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up. Why can’t the train tracks be the dividing line for FAVE and Talley •
street?

I don't like the idea of kids crossing the train tracks to go to elementary
school
I don't like the idea that Winnona Park is split up.

•

I don’t like how Clairemont and Westchester would be divided up to go to •
FAVE.
•
I don’t like how the WP neighborhood is being split!

•

I don’t like moving Westchester to Clairemont

•

I don’t like splitting schools for the 3-5, keep it simple and move a couple to
FAVE and a few to Talley.
•

•

I don’t like the split of lower elementary and upper elementary- I preferred •
option one where most of lower elem will attend the same upper elem
•
I don’t support splitting K-2 schools.

•

•
•

•

•

I don’t understand why the presentation indicates that this option does a
better job of balancing the upper elementary schools when the table •
indicates option 1 provides more balance. I also think it stinks to have such •
an underendowed school (Clairemont), but that seems to be the case in all
options. Was there really no other way to give Clairemont some of the over
flow students? I like that this plan keeps many kids zoned to the upper
elementary that is within walking distance
I don't like 2 because it does to Oakhurst what option 1 does to Winnona
Park. It forces Oakhurst residents to go across the tracks to a school out of •
their neighborhood.

•

I don't like having the section of lower elem crossing the tracks to attend
Glennwood. I'd prefer better walkability for the upper elementary.

•

I don't like that it breaks the WP community. So many kids who live so
•
close to the school will not be able to walk there.

•

I don't like that some children would have to cross the train tracks to get to
school, but I'm doubtful those families were walking to Winona Park
Elementary school anyway, considering their location.

•

I don't like that this splits up schools, and I would rather drive my kids to •
Talley than to F.Ave due to traffic pattern issues.

•

I don't like the feeder splits.

•

I don't like the feeder splits. 2 of the 5 ES's split for 3-5.
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I don't like the splitting of the CS into two parts, one for Talley and one for
FAVE.

I don't want Lamont and Vidal to move to Clairmont. And splitting up the
city this way seems silly. No feeder splits, please.
I hate that Westchester is split up
I like a split West/East.
I like having the very affluent neighborhood of Lamont and Vidal on the
PTA at Westchester. Our PTA budget would go way down without the
support of that neighborhood.
I like keeping the current K-2 arrangements.
I like that it frees up substantial seats in lower elementary while
maintaining utilization balance. Concerns about managing walkability
across commerce during peak hours and the abysmal crossing there now
would need to be addressed. I walk that route regularly and crossing that
street is borderline impossible with kids during peak traffic. I’d like safety
in walkability to Talley to be addressed for the WPES kids.
I like that the boundary for the upper elementary school is split east/west to
help reduce traffic congestion across the city. I don't like it that some areas
will be zoned for an elementary school on the other side of the railroad
tracks. But, in particular, I don't like that this option results in a feeder split
for two of the elementary schools.
I like that utilization is still pretty balanced and though a few residents will
be changing lower elementary schools, most of them are residents that
either haven’t been settled yet (Avondale area) or are attending lower
elementary schools out of their neighborhood in most other options.
I like that walkability and existing configurations for lower, around
neighborhood lines, are mostly maintained. Doesn’t look great for MAK or
people near west Chester, But looks good for most places. I like the
boundaries for the upper ES
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•

I like that walkability is maintained for most schools and the utilization of •
the Lower Elementary schools is more evenly distributed.

I like this option as it appears to have minimal disruption to families and
children effected by the transition.

•

I like that walkability is maintained. I think this plan may be worked on to •
better utilize balance at the lower elementary level. I think it's the best
starting point out of all plans.
•
I like that walkability is maintained; however, having an underutilized K-2
while Oakhurst, which is already bursting at the seams, continues to be
overutilized does not make sense to me.

I like we can still stay zoned for Clairemont for elementary and logistically
the 3-5 option makes the most sense

•

I like that walkability to neighborhood schools is maintained and the •
utilization rate balance at the UES level.

I live in the MAK and DO NOT want to cross train tracks when I have
Oakhurst, WP and FAVE in walking distance

•

I like that Winnona park neighborhood goes to Talley instead of FAVE

•

•

I like the adherence to neighborhood boundaries and walkability.

•

I like the balance at the upper elementary schools, as well as the general
•
decrease in student population at the lower elementary schools.

I live in the MAK district and this plan clearly inconveniences us the most.
With this plan, we can walk to neither the LES or the UES despite their
being several close by.

•

•

•

I like the lower elementary boundary areas here a little bit better but why
can’t you just take all of Clairmont into Talley? I don’t think we should •
EVER split up the lower ES for feeder schools.
I like the minimal disruption at the lower level and the fact that there is •
some level of balance at the upper level as well.

•

•

I like the natural boundaries, meaning college, Candler. Don't like the •
funky cut into Oakhurst for Glenwood. I realize it won't be perfect. I like
•
the vertical split of FAVE and Talley.
I like the utilization at the lower elementary schools and the east/west split
for the upper schools. From a transportation standpoint, it makes more •
sense.

•

I like the walkability. Would like to see more kids at CL and more kids at •
Talley.

•

I like this less than one. I like the utilization better for traffic reasons but I
don't like Talley & FAVE being split east and west. Don't care about kids •
crossing train tracks and don't care that much about walkability. Time to
get the parents up and biking with them.
•
I like this one the best.

•
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I live in Lenox place and would strongly prefer we were zoned for FAVE
which would enhance walkability. We do not have a viable option to walk
for elementary (WE), but would be able to walk to FAVE. Walking to Talley
would be a very long distance and unlikely to happen.

I prefer the N/S divide for the 3-5 grade schools. It seems like this will help
all children walking to school have a more equitable situation.
I prefer to not see the current K-3 boundaries changed, and I prefer to not
split feeder schools.
I realize this ship had sailed, but FAVE is the weak link in CSD and 2 3-5
does not appear to improve this.
I really like this option. Very few sections of Decatur are impacted by the
rezoning and the schools appear balanced in their utilization.
I strongly dislike, actually hate this option. Your splitting feeder schools
and pulling the MAK district children away from their friends.
I support this option 1) some changes in pre-k to 2 make the utilization of
schools better 2) this 3-5 utilization is the best out of the 5 options.
I support this option since compared to option 1, there are 1) less change for
pre-k to 2; 2) less traffic crossing whole downtown area for family living in
the north.
I think it would be better for traffic to use the train tracks as a general
boundary for the 3-5 schools.
I think the balance is good, but will be difficult for the Glenwood families
that have to cross the tracks.
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•

I think there are better options

risky to have young kids crossing the tracks.

•

I think this configuration is also too complicated and the advantages don't •
outweigh how disruptive it is to ES boundaries, walkability and feeder •
patterns.

Impact of feeder splits is a negative

I think walkability is paramount and this does a reasonable job of •
preserving that. I think sending kids from Adams and McDonough to
Glennwood is not a good idea.
•
I want my kids at Talley (they would be there regardless in this proposal)
but I do not want WE split up.

In Option 2, utilization is not balanced in lower elementary, and continues
overcrowding of Oakhurst, which has suffered for many years already.

•

•
•

I would be okay with this if, homes that are less then .5 away from FAVE
went to FAVE. I truly believe in walkability - I highly recommend: The
houses on the south side of Oakview that have been going to WPES should
be zoned to F.AVE for 3-5 so the kids can walk to school.

•

I would be very unhappy with a feeder split option. A one time change in •
boundary is fine, but to have children in a school split up each and every •
year is ridiculous. This should not even be a consideration for our kids.

•
•

I’m only unsupportive because I have absolutely no idea what is happening
in the 3-5. There’s a blue border around everything.
•
I'd rather keep the Winnona area the same. I know families on Derrydown
on the north side of Columbia enjoy walking to school.

•

If Glennwood is at capacity and WP is under capacity, why would that •
chunk of WP on the northwest part of WP be redirected to Glenwood?
Could that portion be reduced to balance between the schools more evenly?

•

If I were to rank my choices, this would be #3. I don't like how
neighborhoods are getting sliced up for the K-2 schools. On the plus side, •
this one does seem more fair as far as distribution for the K-2 schools.

•

If that chunk of Oakhurst going to WPES in Option 1 was undesirable, this
is the far end of the spectrum. What was once a 5-minute walk to OES •
becomes a 30-minute car ride to Glennwood.

•

I'm not in the affected area (walking across train tracks), but I imagine those
people will hate this.

•

Imbalance of Clairmont, Oakhurst and Glennwood is not optimal. Too
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In my opinion, feeder splitting is an issue of less concern compared to
walkability and moving K-2 students.

Instead of disrupting lower elementary boundaries based on current
enrollment (which might change in four or five years), why not simply ask
parents at over utilized schools if any of them would PREFER to move to
an underutilized school? (it might make sense for some parents based on
commuting). I think that the upper elementary boundaries for this option
are horrible, unless the board plans on creating new traffic patterns to allow
parents to cross the train tracks more easily in the morning.
It breaks up an elementary school for 3rd grade

It doesn't seem to make sense to split WES and CES in their feeder patterns.
Seems tough on the pocket of families that live equidistant to Oakhurst and
WPES that they are forced to Glennwood.
It is a very bad idea to have kids together for three years, and then
arbitrarily split them up for 3-5. The 3-5 split doesn't reflect the
communities and relationships that exist on the ground.
It is not desirable to have so many young students crossing the train tracks
- this will inevitably lead to more parents choosing to drive than walk.
Also, splitting two schools seems unnecessary when there are other options
with similar outcomes that only split one.
It is ridiculous to send the MAK neighborhood to a school they can not
walk to, when we are within walking distance of two other schools. It is
also not a safe walk to the new Talley St. school.
It is unreasonable to require only one or two schools to have feeder splits. If
the district wants that as an option then it should happen to all the lower
elementary schools not just one or two. It is not fair to ask one school to
break up its community so some children can walk to the 3-5 upper school.
No one on the north side can walk to the 3-5, so walkability for 3-5 should
not be a priority.
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•

•

It just doesn't make sense.

•

It keeps consistency with Lenox Place, which has had only inconsistency
•
the past several years

•

It moves us to Talley when we could b walking to FAVE

•

It removes a lot of walkability options at both the lower and upper
elementary levels.

•

It works well for my family, but of course splitting Westchester (our K-2) •
affects the kids.

•

It’s difficult to tell which kids go where for 3-5

•

It's better than option 1 but does disrupts current setup and causes some
movement and disruption to neighborhoods

•

It's not fair to move that western segment south of the tracks to Glenwood
while leaving a large swath of the Winnona district untouched. During the
last rezoning, Winnona seemed to get unfair preferential treatment based
on their contention that they shouldn't have to cross the tracks. I'm
disappointed to see this dynamic repeated themselves. Northern Winnona
park is closer to Glennwood and should be the ones to be rezoned there.
Proximity to the K-2 schools should determine their zoning.

Like Lenox Place is in FAVE Do not like K-2 divided
Like that the plan maintains walkability

•

Like the distribution for lower schools

•

Like walkability and balanced utilization

•

Like walkability, utilization

•

Like walkability. Dislike utilization not improving. Feeder changes are OK.

•

Lower elementary students at Glennwood would have to cross the train
tracks to walk to school; not ideal for such young children, even with
crossing guards in place. Will this also require the City to hire more
crossing guards? If Oakhurst & Glennwood are overcrowded, what
happens then with Clairemont? Will students at a later date be redistricted
anyway to utilize the school? This will then (again) be disruptive for
existing families.

•

Keep students with their local community.

•

Keeping walkability is important to me.

•

Keeps all schools pretty well balanced in terms of utilization.

•
•

Keeps Glennwood Estates Together in one school instead of splitting the
•
neighborhood into two schools.
•
Keeps most of WP in tact and puts WP kids at Talley Street. closer to walk

•

Kids have to cross the tracks to attend Glenwood

•

Lack of walkability.
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Like it less than option 1. I don’t like that the kids have to cross the railroad
tracks and the feeder flow is more complex. I grew up attending a middle
school where we were feed into 2 different high schools. I didn’t like it. It
was like saying goodbye to half my friends. I understand this is elementary
and temporary but you get the idea.

•

Keep S McDonough residents in schools on this side of College! Moving us
to Glenwood would be a traffic disaster!

•

Like benefits, dislike so many feeder splits, people having to cross the
tracks, and the map seems very broken up. Looks like several friends in
lower elementary may be split up when they have to go to the upper
elementary schools.

•

•

•

Like - that upper elementary building utility is balanced. Dislike - CL and
WE being split among FAVE and Talley.

•

•
Less disruption of low SES students, walkability maintained, utilization
•
balanced at upper elem level - these are pros
•
Less impact on student population
•

Main problem is the feeder split.
Maintains walk ability and the feeling of a neighborhood school for the
younger kids.
MAK district at Glenwood not realistic
MAK is an Oakhurst district. Kids need to stay at Oakhurst
Makes it hard for children to walk and bike
Makes no sense for the families who would be moved to Glennwood.
Makes no sense to split Clairemont like this.
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•

Many children from neighborhood walk to school and would need to cross •
train tracks. E. College is a terrible street to cross with a young child.
•
Minimal relocation of lower elementary students

My kids would go to Talley since it's closer

•

More and more trains it seems these days. Worried about kids crossing •
tracks every day.

Negative- Boundary changes, feeder splits, and geographic splits a bit
strange.

•

Moves a lot of students out of their current neighborhood school.

•

Neighborhoods being split up

•

Moves Lower elementary kids too much

•

•

Moving K-2 for the sake of moving people.

Northwest corner shouldn't attend Talley. Best to keep feeder splits close to
50/50 so each half will have a decent number of peers at upper elementary.

•

Moving students to have to cross tracks at Elementary level

•

•

Moving the children in MAK to Glenwood from Winona Park (WP) is very
undesirable. It essentially eliminates any ability to walk to school, which
almost all of the current students in MAK walk to WP. If not walking, it is
just a few minute drive to WP. Only some of the students in MAK actually
live far enough to qualify for busing. For those parents that would have to
drive their children, the less than one mile route to Glenwood can regularly
take 15 minutes or more. And finally, that means that other than other
MAK residents, the children would not live within walking distance of any
of the other children from their school. Plus, it results in Glenwood being
over-utilized, so the kids will also have larger class size.

Not a fan of Clairemont being split 34/66% feeding into upper schools. Only
positive is the relative balance of utilization of upper schools.

•

Not a fan of taking kids in Oakhurst or MAK and sending them across the
tracks

•

Not a walkable solution for student's on the north side of Decatur

•

Not good for many lower elementary students and families.

•

Not thrilled by the feeder split. My family wouldn't be personally affected
so I have less of a stake here, but I can't imagine that Clairmont or
Westchester families will be thrilled.

•

Not too terribly much disruption, although I would feel for the WP kids
who have to cross to go to Glennwood. Bus pickup times might be helpful
for families to decide.

•

•

Much closer for homes on West Howard to go to FAVE.

•

My children would not go to school with their neighbors. They would be •
unable to make a 20 minute+ walk to school as they are young children.
•
Getting in the car to cross college at that time in the morning would not
only add chaos to our morning, it would add more time to our routine and
another car on the road.

•
•

•
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My children wouldn’t need to cross both Clairemont and Scott, even
utilization

•
My greatest frustration with this plan is that it moves my child to a 3-5
academy that's even further away from their home than their elementary
•
school, and that now requires crossing two major streets.
My kids would be sent to the new school and we purchased a home in this
•
community for the current schools.

My priority is balanced utilization. FAVE cannot be in the red (short nearly
100 seats) after the first year of new school.

OES and WPE should go to FAVE. It’s on their side of the tracks.
Of all options offered excluding option 1 for a moment, this one offers the
best utilization. Clairmont is under utilized the least in this option and
there is less over utilization of other locations. One of the reasons we
moved to Decatur was ability to walk to all schools. This option allows us
to do that.
Option 2 disrupts lower elementary schools and still requires a significant
feeder split from lower to upper elementary.
Option 2 disrupts lower elementary schools and still requires a significant
feeder split from lower to upper elementary.
Option 2 is significantly better than Option 1 because the K-2 boundaries do
not divide the Lenox Place neighborhood in half.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 2 that you like or dislike.
•
•

•

•

•
•

Option 2 removes homes closest to WES, reducing further the school's •
walkability.
•
Option 2 seems weird to make Glennwood such a "gerrymandered" school.
I think the goal should be to optimize walking at the lower elementary level
to build that initial community. There is only so far a lower elementary •
student can walk.
•

Prefer to stay at Oakhurst, it is the reason we bought on Jefferson

Option 2 splits up multiple neighborhoods south of College Ave which, •
much like Option 1 hurts the sense of community created in Oakhurst and
•
Winnona Park.

Really don’t want to see movement within lower elementary schools.

Option 2 would cause many families that walk their children to school to
•
have to cross the railroad tracks. I believe that would cause more people to
•
drive their children to school therefore causing more traffic.
•
Overloads upper elementary school, while not utilizing lower elementary
schools enough.
•
Personally, this plan would move my child out of Westchester in second
grade. So he would go to three different schools in 3 years. 1st gradeWestchester, 2nd grade-Clairmont, 3rd grade-Tally St. This is too much •
movement for my son.

•

•
•

•
•
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Please do not split feeder schools! Let these kids stay with their friends
when going to a new school. Also makes no sense to single out MAK from
the opposite side of WPES and force them to drive across the tracks to
Glenwood when they can walk to WPES now. They will not be
geographically close to any classmates at Glenwood. Very unsupportive of
this option

Prefer to see kids staying on the same side of the tracks for school to allow
for walkability.

Railroad track crossing for lower ES and Upper ES

Really dislike the 3-5 boundaries.
Rearrangement makes little sense redirecting ES traffic across the tracks
will create a logistical nightmare.
Reasonable
Reduces walkability for students having to cross the tracks
Reduces walkability for those who need to cross train tracks to get to
Glenwood. Also, the feeder split is not ideal.
Requires some children to cross the railroad tracks, but their commute is
probably about equal.
Ridiculous movement of neighborhoods. As much as CSD wants to
eliminate the North/South boundary zoning, we cannot deny that the train
tracks create a "natural" boundary due to safety and time obstacles
involved with crossing the tracks and busy intersections.

•

Same as comments above

•

Same as the previous, just say no to Winnona!

•

Same issue as Option 1 for lower elementary

•

Same issue with elementary school walkability

•
Positive: Good balance at upper Elementary. Promotes good walkability to •
upper elementary schools and like that Talley St neighborhood attends its
neighborhood school. Negative: Section of Oakhurst neighborhood that is
otherwise very walkable to Oakhurst Elementary has to cross tracks to
Glennwood Elementary and disrupts walkability.
•
Prefer to keep feeder schools together more than this plan.
Please keep Lenox Place together!

Puts all the apartments and DHA kids mostly in Glennwood. I see this as
an equity issue especially as many schools complain they have lost
diversity. This model aggravates that even further.

Same problem: avoid making young kids cross tracks
Same reasons--some of the students from south of the tracks need to go to
Clairmont. If those students will need to be transported anyways, why
don't they go to the school with the most capacity instead of the closest
north of the tracks.
Says walk ability is maintained, but it will mean six years of schools that
are a mile + away. Really not keen on going to Tally St when FAVE is
closer.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 2 that you like or dislike.
•

See challenges

•

See reason for opposing Option 1

•

Seems awkward.

•

Seems most fair and significantly addresses over utilization of lower
schools

•

•

•

Splitting schools attendance and feeders to Clairmont that don't make good
geographical sense.

•

Splitting two elementary schools seems like a bit much. Important for
walkability to schools. Don't like having to cross tracks to get to
Glennwood.

Seems that FAVE starts to get over utilized very quickly. The feeder split •
doesn't bother me, as it's what I grew up with but it appears to be a big deal •
to many in CSD
Seems to maximize walkability and reduce over-crowding fairly evenly
•
across the board.

•

Sending come kids across the tracks to Glennwood seems unnecessary.

•

Sending kids south of tracks to Glenwood takes away any reasonable
•
walkable options. Kids who live really close to WP are sent further away.
Sends McDonough/Adams/Doughtery area families to inconveniently •

•

•
•
•

located/unwalkable schools when they have two they can currently walk •
to, for minimal gain. These same families will then inevitably be •
redistricted in the very near future when College Heights reopens as a
lower elementary. Totally unacceptable.
•
Shouldn't more students go from Oakhurst to WP in this scenario?
•
Since this already involves a feeder split, why would you not adjust the
FAVE district to ensure more even utilization?
•
Some better utilization at lower ES level; don't love feeder splits
•

•

Some students would have to cross the tracks to get to Glennwood, which
is not ideal, and would most likely mean those students wouldn't walk/
ride, which may mean more cars on the road than currently.

•

Split along S Columbia Dr is very disruptive to the neighborhood.

•

Split is a bit better but the elementary impact would be hard on the kids

•

Splits multiple lower elementary schools when enter upper elementary.
Upper elementary utilization is imbalanced

•

Splits the smaller lower elementary schools unevenly. If split to feed into
upper elementary, I would prefer something closer to a 50/50 split

•

Splitting lower ES schools between the two upper is not ideal.
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•

Splitting up elementary school communities seems less than ideal.
Splitting up kids who went to K-2 together is not a great idea. This option
also has kids that live close to certain K-2 schools going across the tracks to
a different school
Status quo for me. Wish the WP kids near Renfroe wouldn't be rezoned.
They always get moved back and forth. WP is under capacity and
Glenwood is over capacity, it doesn't make sense.
Still disruption to part of the Winona neighborhood
Still forcing too many first graders to change

Still have walk ability and traffic issues with crossing the tracks.
Student "travel" seems to be more balanced when compared to Option 1,
Feeder split is less of a concern
Students are split from elementary to the 4-5 schools.
Students should not cross the tracks to attend Glennwood. Kids should stay
with their neighbors in their designated neighborhoods.
Students will be geographically far from upper elementary.
Such negative impacts for the northern schools. Already, due to placement
of the 3-5 schools, almost all students north of tracks have lost walkability
during those years, while southern schools have not. It seems very
inequitable to then create feeder splits for Clairemont and Westchester, and
to create an over capacity situation at Glennwood. With regards to
Glennwood, this seems particularly unfair when compared to Winnona
Park which would be below capacity. The two schools have equal interior
capacities, but Winnona Park has far more exterior square footage for
recess/PE. Winnona Park also has locations to place trailers that do not
impinge on those exterior recess/PE areas. Glennwood does not.
Takes away from neighborhood school feel for many.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 2 that you like or dislike.
•

•
•

•

Taking the MAK District and sending the kids to Glenwood is a poor idea. •
Not only will it be difficult to get to and from school, WPES & Oakhurst are
closer.
•
That puts a lot of students at Talley Street

The feeder splits are bad. Emotionally I don't think that this is a healthy
option for the kids being separated from their friends

The balance in the lower and upper elementary schools is appealing-- •
capacity is my main concern in this issue (with walkability and
neighborhood cohesion close seconds). My family would be personally
impacted in a challenging way (having to cross the tracks in the LS and
likely be bussed in the US). I don't like the feeder splits in CES and WES.
•
The changes offered by this option leave us with an uneven distribution of •
kids in too many schools.

The imbalance that overutilizes Glennwood ES while Clairemont ES
continues to be underutilized is undesirable. The extent of reach for
Glennwood ES south of the tracks makes no sense. If a north ES district
must reach south it should be allocated to Clairemont ES.

•

The Feeder Schools are very split up. We can't forget that these children are
still ELEMENTARY school children and not middle school children. They
need to see familiar faces from their early school years and neighborhoods!

•

The feeder split doesn't bother me; younger kids have started developing
friendships, but I don't expect k-2 children to feel too strongly about
continuing on with neighborhood kids. The classes are so mixed from year
to year and the majority of classmates are new anyway. The Talley Street •
area being diverted to Glennwood seems appropriate and a fairly easy •
commute using Commerce. The one pocket of families that are diverted •
from Winnona to Glenwood would have a somewhat difficult commute
getting over the tracks and through downtown Decatur.

The Glennwood community is geographically very spread out. Not in favor
of so much crossing the train tracks.

The Lamont/Vidal neighborhood should stay at Westchester
The lopsided splits of CES and Westchester are completely unfair. Being
some of the smallest schools, being split at all will be burdensome, but
splitting so unevenly will isolate the students in the small percentage of the
splits at the upper elementary level. Why not use these lower elementary
boundaries, but them send all of Westchester to FAVE and all of
Clairemont to Talley? This also takes away walkability for some at lower
elementary, but these same students would have walkability at upper
elementary, so the burdens at least balance out some.
The lower elementary schools are undisturbed
The MAK should not have to cross tracks to get to school.
The move to make early elementary students go across the railroad tracks
doesn't make sense. Not as big of a deal for older elementary students but
feel a North/South split for the Talley and FAVE options would be best.

•

The feeder split is a non starter for us & again relocating too many people •
to lower elementary schools out of their neighborhoods.

•

The new boundary lines for the lower elementary seem very confusing and
the splits for the upper elementary schools are a mess.

The feeder split is particularly problematic. Families, like ours, who live in
the College Heights neighborhood have a difficult commute to K-2 (over a
mile away, down and across horridly busy Candler Rd, to Winnona Park),
then they have to stretch even further for grades 3-5 (2 miles, down and
across Candler Rd, and past Winnona Park). There is no time when it is
possible to safely walk/cycle to elementary school, despite making the
choice to live within the city of Decatur. Also, the region of the city that will
attend the Talley 3-5 school is spread very thinly across many K-2 school
zones, slicing many people apart from their relatively close neighbors.

•

The Oakhurst to Glenwood to F.Ave crosses natural boundaries and makes
walking dangerous for children.

•

The only issue I have with this option is the small sliver of students
between Oakhurst and Winnona Park that are being sent across the city to
Glennwood.

•

The portion rezoned from Westchester to Clairemont loses its high
walkability. Don’t like the Clairemont split for upper.

•

The slice of MAK being moved to GES does not make sense to me and
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COMMENTS: OPTION 2
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 2 that you like or dislike.
would affect that areas sense of community. Not to mention the affect this
would have on traffic in the mornings trying to get kids across the tracks.
•

The splitting of the feeder schools is deterring me on this one.

•

The train tracks... the lack of balance at lower ES.

•

The transition from elementary to FAVE or tally is already a big transition
and splitting the kids from Westchester which has the smallest student •
body will mean the kids will have even less likelihood of knowing any
other children in their 2nd grade class and will make for an even harder
transition

•

•

The underuse of Clairmont is unfortunate. That being said, it seems crazy
that kids who live directly across the street from Westchester would no •
longer attend school there.
The utilization rates in years 2019-20 are appealing, but I have concerns •
about traffic congestion at drop off and pick up at Talley St.

•

There are lots of walkability issues. Plus, some kids living across the street
from Oakhurst would have to Clairemont, which involves a long walk and •
•
crossing the tracks.

•

There seem to be more imbalances in this option, with several schools at
both lower and upper elementary overcrowded and others undercrowded.
I don't have a problem crossing the train tracks to attend a less crowded
school, since the goal is to create more balanced enrollment that will benefit
overall learning for our kids, so that part I think is a good part of this
option. Feeder splits do not bother me, again if the goal is to promote
equity among schools and ensure better education for our kids.

•

This appears to promote walkability for students

•

This creates some awkward feeder split lines.

•

This divide seems very fair and splits things up location wise very well for
all involved.

•

This doesn't really solve enough of the over/under utilization problems to
be worth the changes.

•

This doesn't solve utilization as well as some of the other options.

•

This has the similar walkability problems as Option 1. See previous answer.
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Doesn't maintain walkability for a large swath of South Columbia families
and the whole East Decatur area ( area around the MARTA station). The
people living here are dedicated walkers. Just take 20 minutes, stand or sit
at the intersection of E. College Ave and Commerce prior to 8 a.m., and ask
yourself if you would E. College with your kids every day.

This is a good compromise that balances utilization at lower and upper
with minimal movement in lower districts and an okay if not ideal degree
of feeder split - some split might be inevitable and I think that's okay. I feel
like this option results in the most balanced utilization at the lower level, so
I'm not sure why they consultants seem to indicate otherwise.
This is a much better option then option one! The school populations are
much more balanced.
This is a terrible options for our area (I live on Kings Hwy near Renfroe).
Talley is much farther away than FAVE and would eliminate the possibility
of ever walking/biking kids to school.
This is my best case scenario since utilization better balanced.
This is my favorite option. I like that the schools will be fairly balanced and
this plan will not create as many traffic issues as the other plans. I feel the
feeder splits do not impact kids at 3rd grade as much and it’s more
important for children K-2 to be able to walk to their neighborhood school
(gets energy out, less cars on the roads). I dislike that a few sections would
have to move to Glenwood but overall there is a good balance of students
and although Oakhurst and Glenwood would be over capacity the
numbers aren’t bad (they also have space for cottages which some schools
do not).

•

This is terrible. It helps capacity issues but unnecessarily creates others. It
divides up the district in unnatural ways, and penalizes many families by
1) creating a feeder split and 2) making them cross the tracks. Disaster.

•

This is the best screnario for walkability for Winnona Park residences and
the utilization numbers are very good.

•

This is the least disruptive option therefore the best for our children.

•

This keeps our daughter at Talley. We aren't affected but I like that few
families at the lower level will be disrupted.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 2 that you like or dislike.
•

•

This looks like it will preserve walkability more than #1

•

This maintains the walkability for elementary school.

•

This makes more sense. These are community schools. Keep kids nearest to
•
their elementary school

•

•

This makes the most sense to Winnona Park residents on Winnona Drive.
Both Winnona Park Elementary and Talley are walkable from our house
and this puts both schools within walking distance.

This option has two feeder lower elementary schools split at a high ratio. I
find this aspect to be the largest negative for students that have formed
bonds in K-2.

•

This option makes me very happy. My child(ren) can walk to both
Winnona Park and Talley Ave, which is very important to me. In addition
to the high quality education system in Decatur, this is the other reason i
JUST moved to Winnona Park

This maximizes our walkability to both levels of schooling, so I like it.

•

This one splits Westchester kids up from one another. It's already going to
be hard to find kids they know at such a huge school.

•

This one's just a mess. For the 3-5, pretty much every student has to cross at
•
least one major artery and/or railroad tracks

•
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This option has both elementary moves and feeder splits. Of the two, it is
much better to have feeder splits than elementary reshuffling. But the
elementary reshuffling here is far less than Option 1. Still, there are better
options.

This map is discriminates against those families that live next to Talley St -- •
on S. Columbia/New St./ etc. I am one of those families and would be so
upset to not have a walkable option for either K-2 or 3-5. The walk from S.
Columbia to WPES is less than 1/2 a mile. My husband and I attempted the •
walk from our house to Glennwood -- the only "safe" route that doesn't
involve crossing busy College Ave without a crosswalk is well over a mile.
It similarly seems insane to make those families that live the closest to
Talley St. commute to FAVE. It is apparent that Talley St./Columbia/New
St. will have significant traffic issues -- it doesn't make sense to remove
those families that are closest to the school and will utilize walkability. This
rationale also applies b/c there is slim/zero parent parking at Talley St. •
You'd want those families that could walk to the school to do during events
so to reduce traffic/on street parking.

•

•

This option does not break up neighborhoods like option 1, so that is an
improvement. The students moved from WPES to Glenwood do not live in
the Winnona Park neighborhood, so I would support this.

This option carves out my small neighborhood and sends us across the
tracks for elementary school, sandwiched between Oakhurst and WP
districts so my children would not go to school with many of our neighbors •
and we would lose a walkable school.
This option diminishes the neighborhood feel of the Glennwood district.
Having a feeder split seems like an acceptable compromise if it creates
some parity in the relationship between homes and the upper elementary
•
schools.

This option includes moving a very small portion of families in the center
of the district to a non walkable, non neighborhood school (they have two
lower elementary schools they can walk to, but this sends them to neither).
This same lower elementary group will be redistricted to College Heights
in a few short years, and so this same group will be redistricted twice
within a very short period. Completely ridiculous for the supposed benefit
to the district.
This option is better because it keeps Decatur heights students closer to the
school in their neighborhood. My one concern is overcrowding by bringing
in more students and maxing out the space.

This option makes no sense. Why have kids go from WP to Glenwood
(crossing College Ave and the train tracks) to increase Glenwood utilization
>100%?
This option preserves the boundaries for the Lenox Place neighborhood,
which already faced rezoning a few years ago when its students were
transferred to Westchester from Oakhurst. It does not require both a train
track crossing and West-East commute for the Lenox Place students, which
a transfer to Talley would require.
This option provides decent utilization balance among the elementary

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
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schools, and impacts walkability for only a small group of students (those •
moving from the MAK district of Winnona to Glenwood).
•

This option puts a strain on Oakhurst.

•

This option requires two blocks of elementary students to cross the railroad •
tracks, which is hazardous for children and time consuming for parents.
•
This option splits Westchester and Clairmont students into different upper
ES schools, and forces large chunks of Glennwood students (young kids!) to
cross the dangerous RR tracks - dangerous due to crazy drivers, no •
necessarily trains. Again, walkability is compromised.

This puts our kindergarten student in too many changes

This option would make it so that those of us on S McDonough and MAK •
would not be within walking distance to either early elementary or 3/4/5,
both of which we can currently walk to (Winnona and FAVE).
•
This option would make my 5 year old cross the train tracks to get to school
and I believe it is over a mile walk...so a bus would be my option when I
live close to Winnona Park. Not a fan. I would also be far from Talley Street
and likely be bused to that as well. Please do not consider this option. My
central location now becomes my least valuable asset.

This seems like an OK option as far as far as traffic is concerned but seems
to split up a lot of students.

•

•

•

•

This plan seems to force traffic into Decatur Heights neighborhood from
outside.

•

This option would put and force 100% of families that live on our street to
now drive. This would not be good at all as there are many walkers as there
has been previous walkers for many years. The traffic would increase with
100% if walkers then using cars as their daily method of transportation.

•

This options seems to preserve walkability for most families and logical
neighborhood community boundaries. I realize some Winnona Park •
residents will be districted away from Talley St. at upper elementary level,
but they are still geographically closer to F.AVE than most of the families
who would be at Talley. The imbalance in utilization is concerning, but that •
will exist regardless unless you take chunks of neighborhoods and move
students away from their closest school, which I think they would not
prefer unless the crowding were more severe.
•
This plan keeps more families at schools that are closer to their homes. It
also means that not all the students on the northside have to cross the
tracks headed for one location, which seems like a traffic nightmare.
•

•

•
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This plan keeps our family within reasonable walking distance to school.

This promotes a better utilization at the UES level
This seems a better split for families on the extremes of boundaries already.
Being on edges already impacts walkability and other conveniences. at least
this minimizes travel and bus time for more people.
This seems a bit more geographically disjointed especially with
Glennwood.

This seems to greatly harm walkability for so many households despite its
claim. To say that this maintains walkability is strange, just at a passing
glance of the map. It would increase the need for bussing, particularly for
Great Lakes neighborhood kids to FAVE and Oakhurst kids to Glenwood.
It also seems to harm community by contriving much less centralized
districts by stringing one district through Decatur. This is a city that has
created great natural neighborhood communities, all of which is disrupted
by this option. It reminds me of gerrymandering, and that's not good. This
also creates unsafe routes and will force parents to drive their children to
school, creating further congestion, which is particularly bad at railroad
crossings.
This will work out okay for me and my family our street (Derrydown).
However, it still seems to split up our neighborhood a bit and I do not like
the idea of young kids having to cross train tracks everyday.
This would impact a small group of current students at Oakhurst
elementary that will transition to a different upper elementary than their
peers.
Those in WP closer to Oak would go to Glen, but if Claire is underutilized,
then maybe that group should go to Claire. Just would be more difficult
since they are on the other side of the tracks
Those near West Howard are able to attend the much closer FAVE school.

COMMENTS: OPTION 2
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•

To help balance enrollment across all schools, has any consideration been •
given to having FAVE serve 3-5 for the schools feeding from south of the
tracks and Talley as a 4-5 academy for those on the north side? Just a •
thought. As for Option 2, I understand the desire to relieve overcrowding
at Oakhurst and to a lesser extent, Winonna Park. That being said, the
move of the planning unit along Adams to Glenwood seems extreme - •
especially since Glenwood is the third-closest school.

Unnecessary crossing of the railroad tracks and forcing Glennwood
families to walk further

•

Too many families impacted by change.

•

•

Too many impacted by feeder split.

•

Too many of the schools are being split and overcapacity

•

Too much disruption

•

Too much disruption at the upper elementary and seems like a lot of people
would have to travel much further for their upper elementary school

Very bad to have over-utilization at FAVE in second year of new plan. Not
an acceptable result for such a major change. Not good to split MAK off
from Oakhurst to go to Glenwood and Talley - divides those
neighborhoods that are naturally linked otherwise, and causes MAK
students to have to cross tracks, potential safety concerns and traffic
concerns.

Too much over crowding for schools people need to get over the •
walkability aspect and realize the most important matter is that we reduce
•
the classroom size as much as possible
•
Too much reduction in walkability.

Walk ability remains intact, current driving / traffic patterns and flow are
less disrupted small impact to lower elementary districts

•

•
•

Top of Columbia drive walkers have to cross the tracks to walk (far) to
Glenwood as opposed to Winnona which is walkable and in the backyard.
•
Disapprove.

•

Traffic light on Shadowmoor and Columbia

•

Train track crossing.

•

Travel to Glennwood for kids in Oakhurst is difficult. Utilization isn't best.

•

Two feeder splits and cross track boundaries.

•

Uneven feeder splits is unfair to affected schools, particularly the
•
populations on the smaller side of the splits.
•
Unfair to split where Clairemont & Westchester go for 3-5 but other schools
go in entirety. Was never going to be able to walk my child to FAVE so •
dont care about walkability to Talley St. Priority should be walkability to K
•
-2 schools.

•

•
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Unless crossing tracks was secured by adults, or trains stopped from
coming at certain hours, I consider this option a little bit risky

Unsure if this moves children on S. Columbia away from neighborhood
school to Glenwood. Children on Derrydown and other zoned streets to the
south of College will lose walkability.

Utilization issues at Clairemont and Glennwood - this plan doesn't seem
like the best option.

Walkability
Walkability (from Columbia Dr & Commerce) is good for lower/upper
elementary as long as there are traffic/pedestrian enhancements (crossing
guards, better signals) at College & Commerce
Walkability at the upper elementary school level is important to my family.
Decatur has a small geographic boundary and it seems like a lot of these
maps go out of its way to discourage walking.

•

Walkability is maintained

•

Walkability is maintained and a low percent of students would be moved.
Percent utilization seems balanced as well
Walkability is nice
Walkability, balance of schools
We are a Westchester family and this would be the only school splitting
friends for the new tally street school.
We are in walking distance of Winnona and Talley. So that is what my first
choice would be. My property borders Talley and is literally in my
backyard so being able to walk my kids to school at Winnona and Talley
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every day is my main preference. It would be such a heartbreak to have to
drive my kids to school especially when there are 2 schools in walking
distance to our house. I would and my kids would for sure lose out on all
of those amazing walks to school. Walking to school is such a healthy habit!
•

•

•

•

•

We do not like any part of this plan. We lose all walkability at the ES levels.
We bought a house here before even having our children in order for them
to walk to school (we will start in Kindergarten next year). Too many
families are crossing the tracks. Too many feeder splits and over crowded •
schools here.
•
We do not like the Lamont/Vidal neighborhood being moved into the •
Clairemont district and then also likely being split up again when going to
the upper ES.
•
We live in MAK and we walk to Winnona every day. Option 2 would have •
our children walk across a heavy rail line to Glenwood or drive through
•
some of the worst traffic the city has to offer, even though we are within
•
walking distance of both Winnona and Glenwood. This is by far the worst
option on here. Why would you do this to our neighborhood?
•
We live in NE corner of city and we'd prefer FAVE because it would be
significantly easier to get there from our house. Don't really like
•
Westchester being split when kids move on to 3-5.
We live in the MAK neighborhood of Oakhurst - about equidistant between •
Oakhurst Elementary and Winona, and an easy walk to either. This plan
would shift our kids to Glennwood, requiring us to cross the train tracks •
and definitely substantially increasing the already terrible early morning
traffic problems in Decatur. If my kid can walk to either Oakhurst or •
Winnona, in about 20 minutes either way, why would you want us to
spend 30 minutes in a car (or longer in a school bus) to get to Glennwood?

•

We live on Derrydown Way, and do not support losing the ability for K-2 •
children living on this street to walk to Winnona Park Elem. It is even more
important to us that our children be able to walk to Talley St. for 3-5, and so
we are strongly opposed to this Option for that reason.

•

We live on the northwest side of the tracks, not far from Westchester. I
currently drive to Talley for Camp Scene, and that drive can take over
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30min one way. We are as far as you can get from Talley. Since both parents
work full time, this means we will not be able to be active in the school
community, which I feel will impact my kids, the school community, as
well as our personal stresses of not being entwined in the community.
Additionally, Westchester is such a small school already. I feel that this will
negatively impact the students who have already made friends in K-3 since
they will be going to different 4/5 schools.
We love it.
We should avoid feeder split wherever possible.
We very much dislike this as it completely divides up the majority of the
Westchester neighborhood
Weird split into the 3-5 schools
Westchester is split which I dislike
Westchester neighbors have a long distance to travel to Talley

What a tortured map for Glenwood. It was bad before, but now it also
crosses the train tracks. And to split kids from feeder schools seems nuts.
What is the space at Claremont elementary reserved for? Is it just that no
one wants to go there? If so, why
What is wrong with Clairemont that nobody wants to go there?
What’s with the Glennwood below the tracks? Slice off the left section of
Glennwood, add to Clairemont and VOILA.
While a feeder split is unfortunate, this plans is less disruptive to lower
elementary students and families and therefore preferred.

While I like the split at upper elementary with this option I still think you
have 2 schools way under utilized which is hard for principals when they
are trying to staff their schools.
While much better than Option 1 and generating less dislocation, the plan
to move students living in Oakhurst between Kings Hwy and McDonough
St, and currently zoned for WPES, to GES seems illogical when you have
other WP families much closer geographically to GES . The biggest problem
seems to be the FAVE/TSES boundaries seem bizarrely drawn and seems
an attempt to maximize RR crossings per day.
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•

Why change the Westchester and Clairemont boundaries here for 3-5? Just
do ALL we to FAVE, and ALL Clairemont to Talley.

•

Why is crossing the train tracks an issue? Lenox Place kids did so very well
for Oakhurst E years. Seems like a lot of lower level district movement and
feeder splits.

•

Winnona Park students can walk to both Winnona Park Elementary and
Talley St which makes sense and is a good idea.

•

Wish to keep with most of our neighbors in the north. Seems reasonable

•

You have families on Oakhurst Common Drive going to Talley street when
they are a 5 minute walk to FAVE - absolutely not, no way is my child
being bused to Talley Street when we live a short walk to FAVE cannot
believe this oversight. No!!!

•

You shouldn't split up K-3 schools to different upper elementary schools.
It's not great for an already difficult transition. Additionally, having kids
walk across train tracks for K-3 is putting kids at undue risk.
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•

A little confused with the 2 green sections

•

Adair is not listed to desired schools

•

Again get over walkability and realize the most important matter is that the •
classroom size is reduced why is this even a discussion Decatur is a 4 mile •
radius its not like people are commuting to Buckhead
•
Again splitting children away from peers when they head to upper el. A
smaller number of them but still not ideal.

Again, why don't any students get fed into Clairemont?

All students would live closer to their assigned schools, and the only school
split (Oakhurst) is already a very large school. That split would have less of
an impact than one of the small schools being split.

•

Again with this doesn't address utilization as much as the others but also •
we are directly on the line and it is unclear to me what applies to us. For
those "on the line", will they be given the opportunity to choose or how will
we know what effect it will have on us?
•
Again you are going to split us up
•

•

Again, dislike the feeder split.

•

Again, DO NOT like that the small sliver of MAK gets sent to FAVE while •
the rest of Winnona Park goes to Talley. It will be hard on this small
number of kids to attend a school with barely anyone they know (only
24%).
•
Again, don't want littlest kids to have to cross the tracks.

•
•

•
•

Again, I do not like that 1 of the 5 ES's splits into 3-5. Also, I don't like the
distance for some north of the train tracks students to FAVE.
•

•

Again, I do not like that the lower elementary students would have to
change.

•

Again, I like that walkability is maintained, but again dislike that Oakhurst
•
continues to be overutilized.

•

•
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Again, I'm not excited about my kids crossing College Avenue to attend
Glennwood ES, but if it means they get to attend Talley rather than FAVE •
then I can live with this choice. I like that it maintains walkability for the
community as a whole.
Again, this removes the walkability for those families that live on S.
Columbia Dr. and near Talley St to a K-2 school. Why are you sending •
more kids to Oakhurst Elem. in this equation and away from WPES when
Oakhurst is over-utilized? This option also splits the K-2 WPES population

at the 3-5 level. In particular, my son would be going to a different school
than his four best friends.
Again, why no students at Clairemont
Again, you keep moving students into schools that will be over utilized
(this time, Oakhurst). Why move them at all? And again, kids are forced to
cross busy College Ave at a 4-lane crossing.

Allows for little change and less children affected
Allows Lenox Place kids to stay together, allows Lenox Place kids
walkability to FAVE.
Although this approach works well for my family, I still don't like the idea
of any younger elementary school kids having to cross railroad tracks to get
to school.
Appreciate that there is minimal change at the lower elementary level. But
the disparity between Clairemont and Oakhurst is ridiculous. And moving
families that currently walk to WPES up to Glennwood is troubling.
As a College Heights resident: Pros: -best walkability for K-5 -prefer the
vertical divide for best overall walkability opportunities at both 3-5 schools
Cons: -strongly disagree with splitting feeder schools (Winnona park) to 3-5
schools
As a family on the north side of Decatur, we would prefer to be zoned for
Talley rather than FAVE due to proximity.
As a parent whose child is districted to Westchester but had to attend
Clairemont due to crowding, I don't like that my child would then have to
go to FAVE while all of his classmates and school goes to Talley. The
utilization also seems quite imbalanced.
Balances lower ES pretty well (except Oakhurst) while generally
maintaining neighborhood boundaries. Upper ES split allows for decent
walkability for many.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
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•

Best Map. Maximizing walkability minimizes car traffic which is bad in the
city. I do not care about splitting feeder schools.

they are for Clairemont. Also dislike the utilization at the upper elementary
levels.

•

BEST option with most logical boundary design. Students are attending the •
most logical schools based on their neighborhoods and still maintaining
safely walkable routes for the majority which is especially important for K- •
2
•
Best walkable option.
•

Dislike overutilization of Oakhurst and underutilization of WP. Not sure
why the boundary change from WP to O is necessary in this plan.

•
•

Better

Dislike projected capacity of 114% for Talley St.

Dislike that Talley goes to 118% in 20-21
Dislike zoning changes to Winonna Park and that WP would be split
between FAVE and Tally.

•

Better feeder split than #2 but utilization seems very unbalanced

•

Disrupts walkability in Winnona park

•

Better geographic split for upper elementary schools.

•

Divides socioeconomic groups

•

Better split for upper elementary schools and maintains more walkability •
but still shifts some lower across tracks.

•

Boundaries and utilization make sense

•

Do not like feeder split and distribution of previously WP district to OES

•

Boundaries make sense but not best utilization of space.

•

•

Breaking up WPES for upper is unfortunate and allotment imbalance
concerning
•
Breaks up Winnona Park
•

Do not like the continued over-utilization of Oakhurst and FAVE - minimal
disruption to feeders

•

Do dislike that a small group of kids in WP district will be headed to a
different school than the majority of their friends.

Do not prefer option 3 as it adds students to Oakhurst
Does less shifting but has lopsided feeder split issues.

•

By far- Option 3 is the best option. Seems to have the best walkability and •
keep the neighborhoods together.

•

Chops neighborhoods too much

•

Community. Walkability

•

Concerned about Oakhurst overutilization

•

Does this in any way reflect ANY racial re-balancing?

•

Concerns about the overutilization of both Oakhurst and Talley

•

Doesn't relieve overcrowding.

•

Crossing the train tracks is hard for younger kids.

•

•

Current WPES that are moved to Glennwood would not be able to walk

•

Decent option. Keeps core neighborhoods together, though Tally street is
•
maxed out.
Disagree with alignment in that it splits up families and students who have •

Don’t like breaking Derrydown away from the Winnona park
neighborhood but like that most of Winnona neighborhood and
Derrydown go to Talley St

•

Does not evenly spread out utilization across the schools. Unfair resource
advantage for some schools/students at the expense of other schools/
students. Every school and student in the district should have equal
importance when it comes to ensuring students are adequately educated.

Don’t like feeder split.
Don’t like idea of moving lower ES

attended elementary grades K-3 together.

•

Don’t like split feeders

•

Dislike dividing Winnona park

•

Don't like feeder and split or east/west division for upper elementary.

•

Dislike how high the utilization numbers are for Oakhurst and how low •
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Don't like feeder splits, but these are not as bad as in #2; not great to have
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•
•

•
•

•

some lower ES overutilized by 2020, and Talley St overutilized by 2020 - too
imbalanced too soon
•
Don't like high overuse of Oakhurst ES. But do like upper ES walkability
•

these wonderful benefits I mention above.

Don't like planning for lack of utilization a both levels. The point of •
building the new school is to avoid overcrowding issues.
•
Don't like splitting feeder schools and imbalance in utilization.
•

Feeder split

Don't like splitting WPES feeder. Can't focus only on current utilization as
this is a moving target. Apartments and condos can easily skew numbers •
from one years to the next as can families moving within Decatur or
coming too Decatur
•
Don't like the West/East Split but do appreciate that most of the elementary
•
boundaries align with the feeder into FAVE and Talley.

•

Don't think the split for WES is good

•

East West split is bad for commuting and walk ability for upper schools.

Favorable walkability score is a great plus ...
Feeder split
Feeder split and imbalance at both levels
Feeder split for lower elementary reduced to just one school which is good
but would not be happy if that was my school.
Feeder split for WPES is too uneven and puts the smaller group at a
disadvantage.
Feeder split; overutilizing Oakhurst
Feeder splits...cannot stress this enough...an important issue for the well
being of our children. Friends shouldn’t be split up at this age.

•

•

East/West division, best walkability

For the current WPE kids forced to cross E. College to Glenwood, school
will no longer be viably walkable. There is no way to go without being
caught up in a large amount of traffic and noise.

•

East/west split for upper elementary works.. even with “challenge” of •
WPES feeder kids *still* having walkability to FAVE as 3rd, 4th & 5th
graders.

•

Elementary movement is minimal and mostly in proximity to next closest
school, and there's a logical east/west division between FAVE and Talley St. •
Even though the feeder schools are somewhat split, it feels less like
neighbors are split from neighbors. Oakhurst goes to FAVE along with the
parts of Winnona and Westchester that are very close to Oakhurst, and the
families who live in those Winnona and Westchester areas (like our family) •
feel pretty connected to Oakhurst village and their Oakhurst neighbors •
already. I love that this is the only option that truly maximizes walkability,
which I believe should be one of the number one goals within the City of
•
Decatur. Many people are living in the City of Decatur specifically for
•
walkability, and maximizing walkability also has the side effect of sending
nearly everyone to school with their closest neighbors, leading to better •
community building. Community is another reason people move to the
City of Decatur. This also has minimal relocation at the K-2 level for all of

For Winnona Park residents, this makes the most sense. It keeps us in
walking distance from our schools and builds community. I currently take
my child to College Heights. Crossing Candler is a nightmare. It wouldn’t
make sense to have us cross Candler Rd twice when we can walk to Talley.

•
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Full disclosure - our lower and upper school remain the same for all
options, but this would be my least favorite option. Objectively, this creates
two "red zone" over utilization situations, but also understand it is least
disruptive initially for most people.

Generally prefer the options which do not disrupt K-2 current boundaries.
Geographical alignment is good, but utilization seems poor for Oakhurst
ES and Tally street in the near future.
Getting better for Lenox Place
Good except for Winona’s split
Good that only 3% of students impacted for lower elementary. Very
positive that walkability is maximized at upper elementary. Promotes
feeling of neighborhood schools which is very important to this
community. Also, like that there are minimal feeder splits, and that the area
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go to Talley but I would prefer that they did not be split from the friends
they've spent so much time with.

that is split can still walk to F.AVE.
•

Good utilization of walkability

•

I like that most kids stay going to school in their neighborhood.

•

I also like this one because it maximizes walkability at both levels for us.

•

I am not in favor of this level of imbalance in enrollment projections.

•

I dislike that some schools are over and under utilized.

•

I don't like that WP will split. I am part of the 25% that will split. Although
I like that we'd go to FAVE.

•

I don't like the feeder split of WPES.

•

I don't love the WP split or utilization patterns but maybe better?

•

I dislike that the K-2 schools are split. I would like my daughter to transfer •
to the 3-5 school with the same students.
•
I dislike the current WPES students being rezoned to GES.

•

I dislike the over-utilization at the upper and lower elementary schools.

•

I dislike the unbalanced upper elementary school size - I think it's less
important to keep the lower districts intact for feeding into the upper
schools than to balance the size of the schools.

•

I do not agree with the feeder split.

•

I do not like that some upper and lower level schools are unbalanced.

•

I do NOT like the feeder split at Winnona, at all. But I can see how this
would affect fewer families overall in the district.

•

I do not like the overcrowding situation at Oakhurst.

•

I do not prefer feeder splits for any elementary school.

•

•

•
•

I don't think decisions should be made solely on walkability, which is what
these seems to do. That is not the most important thing in education. I don't
like a feeder split at all (not good for young kids). I don't think an East/
West split makes sense. Traveling across the RR tracks take a lot of time
and makes things more complicated for everyone.

•

I don't want WPES split for 3-5

•

I find this plan better than number one but yet again I don’t want to split
any lower elementary schools when deciding the upper elementary feeder
schools.

•

I know WP doesn’t want to be divided either. There is more walkability in
this option

•
I do not support lower elementary students having to cross College Ave to
get to school. PLEASE NOTE: Though the Winnona Park split is
unfortunate, I am very supportive of this 3-5 option. It is my first choice.
•
I don’t like that it leaves two schools in the red. Priority should be on space
utilization.
•

I like having the boundary for the upper elementary schools split east/west
to reduce traffic congestion. I do not like that this option result in a feeder
split going into the upper elementary school.

I don’t support splitting K-2 school.

•

I don’t want lower elem zoning to change

•

I don't like chopping up WP district.

•

I don't like how overwhelmed OES is with this option. This could be a great
•
option if you didn't move the extra students over to OES.

•

I don't like splitting up Winnona Park.

•

I don't like that this splits up schools between the two 3-5s. My kids would
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I don't support splitting our school, Winnona Park, between Talley Street
and FAVE. I prefer to keep the schools 100% at one 3-5 location.

•

•

I like how the schools are split between FAVE and the new Talley street
school.
I like that a minimal amount of students are moved around and the ability
to walk to respective schools remains high. I dislike the imbalance of
utilization at the UES. Talley Street will be maximized almost immediately
I like that few elementary kids are moved. And that Winnona park close to
Talley will go there
I like that fewer young children have to cross tracks.
I like that GES and WPES won't be overcrowded. And I like that it
maximizes walkability.
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•

I like that it doesn't do a North/South of the tracks divide between in the
uppers. Very concerned about over utilization at Oakhurst and Talley •
Street. The only place for modular classrooms to go at Talley Street is on the •
already-scarce play area. And where else can Oakhurst place portables?

•

I like that it maintains more walkability, though I don't like that it splits
boundaries between K-2 and 3-5

•

I like that it maintains walkability

•
•
•

•
•

•
I like that more residents get to attend their local lower elementary schools.
I don’t like that utilization takes a big hit.
•
I like that Ponce de Leon Heights stays at Westchester, but I would prefer
my children go to the new school at Talley Street.
I like that the lower elementary schools are largely neighborhood-based,
and that there is integration of the north and south sides of the city at the •
upper elementary level.
•
I like that the lower elementary schools are not impacted.
I like that the Winnona split at least makes sense geographically. Many
people on the west side of McDonough are neighbors and friends with the
•
Oakhurst elementary community.

•

I like that this maintains walkability for most upper elementary kids.

•

I like that this one moves the smallest areas of kids so that fewer
communities are impacted by the rezoning while also greatly reducing •
overutilization.

•

•

•
•
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I like that this option keeps the current boundaries with little change. I like
that walkability is maintained and even maximized for the upper
elementary schools. I don't like Oakhurst being over utilized yet again,
•
trade off?
I like that this option prioritizes walkability for all students. However, the
move of students from Winona into Oakhurst doesn't seem to make sense if
•
Oakhurst is overutilized.
•
I like that walkability is a priority for both the LES and the UES.
I like that we'd go to FAVE. Getting across the city diagonally to Talley
Street would be difficult. I like that the Westchester kids move on to FAVE

together.
I like the adherence to neighborhood boundaries and walkability.
I like the balance at the upper elementary, however Oakhurst is still almost
as crowded as when it was K-3. I wonder what this option would look like
if everything stayed the same except that the portion of WP that shifts to
OAK was simply left in WP for lower elementary.
I like the feeder split is good for most schools but don’t like that it is not
good for Winona park
I like the minimal disruption to the current division of K-2 school zone. In
consideration of the balance of upper elementary, the committee probably
should use the projected student numbers, rather than the current numbers.
The trend of family with young children moving in needs to be considered.
I like the walkability
I like this option because neighborhoods stay intact at the lower elementary
level (the 2 areas moving are not part of the Winnona Park neighborhood).
Additionally, walkability is maximized overall, and I feel this is very
important on a student level and on a city-wide level.
I like this option because those students from Winona Park who will be
moved to Glenwood and Oakhurst have the advantage of increased
walkability at the lower and upper elementary levels.
I like this option best because it maintains walk-ability for our
neighborhood. I would prefer having the feeder school split and have my
son go to 3-5 with immediate neighbors. As is, my current FAVE student
has only 1 or 2 kids from his previous school in his class because the school
is so big.
I like this the best. Most existing lines are maintained for lower with
Winona’s disruption to walkability. The lines that are changed are on
fringes and minor. Upper lines are good as drawn here
I like walkability of the plan.
I live in Lenox place and would strongly prefer we were zoned for FAVE
which would enhance walkability. We do not have a viable option to walk
for elementary (WE), but would be able to walk to FAVE. Walking to Talley
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would be a very long distance and unlikely to happen.

closer to their home (more walkable).

•

I prefer that MAK is kept at WP, but then these kids are separated from the •
students they have spent 3 years with are put at FAVE. They would be the
only new students to not have their fellow classmates with them at this
switch.

•

I prefer that my child is zoned to Glennwood rather than Westchester

I think this is the best option overall but I have some questions. Why does it
move that chunk of students to Oakhurst and then Oakhurst is
overutilized?? That makes no sense. I'm also unclear how the consultants
are determining over/under-utilization. The balance at the upper level
seems to be similar to options 2 and 4a, yet here you say it is unbalanced.

•

I recognize the challenge of imbalanced utilization in this plan, but think it •
does a reasonable job of maintaining walkability at both levels.

•

I simply do not understand why we are building a brand new school
building that is already over capacity. Add four more classrooms. Add
another level to the classroom section of the plans. We should not be
planning for modular classrooms again.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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I still don't really like the east/west split of this one. Walkability for upper •
elementary is not going to happen at all for Westchester, so that's not a
•
huge consideration for me.
I still think this impacts very few families and looks like good utilization. I
don’t like seeing the one significantly over-utilized elementary school •
though which makes it slightly less attractive to me.
•
I support this option as it is similar as option 2 and small changes to low •
pre-k to 2. Compared to option 2, there are two oversize (>15%) data, but
option 2 has only one oversize (>15%) data after reforming.
•
I support this option as well but compared to option 2, there will be two
oversized situation in 2020-2021 SY.
•
I think Oakhurst gets screwed in this option. I am not sure what the impact
is for them at 117% capacity. I think the movement of kids is fine in this
option.
•
I think that people deliberately seek housing with older students south of
the Railroad in order to live closer to FAVE, Renfroe and high school and
by redistributing the walkability that more older children/families will live
in the north and rebalance the system
•
I think the lack of feeder alignment, particular at WP, might be okay to •
those people because they will get to go to an upper elementary that is •

I think this plan works well. It seems like 2 main problems - overcrowding
at Oakhurst and overcrowding at F.AVE could be remedying by NOT
moving the hatched area (Brower, Mclean, etc) from Winnona Park to
Oakhurst. Or, maybe you only move a couple of the streets to Oakhurst.
(depending on neighborhood input). In this plan, I like that only 1 school is
affected by the feeder split.
I think walkability for upper ES is most important. However the train track
crossing is a big issue.
I would much prefer my kids be at Talley due to traffic pattern
considerations and our location north of Scott in Chelsea Heights.
If walkability matters the most, this is a good option
Impact on Oakhurst is high
In favor for Talley but not Glenwood because of the distance. Can’t access
by walking.
In terms of disrupting neighborhoods for K-2, this may be less disruptive
than options 1 (the most disruptive) and option 2
Instead of over crowding Oakhurst and under subscribing Winnona, which
not do this option but don't move the WP students to Oakhurst. That
would help with the FAVE/Talley split, as well.
Is the option with the most disadvantages--feeder splits, under- and overutilization at the lower elementary level and imbalance at the upper
elementary. not a long term solution, we will find ourselves right back with
the same redistricting problems.
Is there some reason that traffic patterns merit zero attention?
It breaks up an elementary school for 3rd grade
It doesn’t make sense that the surrounding neighborhood of Talley isn’t
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•
•

•

•

•

zoned for Talley. More importantly, I do not agree with splitting the lower
Elementary districts up when transitioning to upper.
•
It doesn't make sense to split up Winnona Park into two different 4/5
schools.
It includes a feeder split that impacts only 1 school (WP) with small
percentage being separated from their classmates without any real positive •
impact on the utilization of the upper schools. Seems like a lot of pain on a •
small number of kids for little to no impact on the upper levels.

Keeps neighbors relatively together
Keeps the districts fairly similar so as not to have too big an impact on
families.
Least amount of change which I like

It may be possible to adjust the boundaries between Winnona Park and •
Oakhurst to allow for more student walkability to both schools. However,
Oakhurst should not be overloaded relative to Winnona Park. Winnona
•
Park has a much larger outside area for recess/PE, and additional places to
accommodate trailers (not impacting the recess/PE areas). Therefore, 110%
•
over capacity at Oakhurst has a more negative impact than 110% over
capacity at Winnona Park.

Least disruption; greatest walkability and supportive of community
formation.

It seems as though the students in the lower portion of the WPES district
•
(from Midway Rd south) should be going to FAVE. This might assist with
•
bringing balance to the FAVE / Talley St split.
It seems to be the least amount of change on the least amount of
neighborhoods.

•

It’s a strange split for kids going to Fave and Talley.

•
It's not clear what the light green section is going to do. Is it Oakhurst Elem
•
or WPES? And it leads me to believe that in the near future, it will likely be
redistricted (like in Option 2) to fill the void in Glenwood or Clairmont,
which takes those residents out of their immediate community and thereby
requires bussing or unsafe walking routes and distances.

•

Keeping neighborhoods together is GOOD! So is maintaining walkability.

•

Keeping the districts they are as of now is less disruptive and what most
•
families want. They want to be able to walk their young kids to school.
Neither option is ideal, but the walkability is a major reason why people
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Keeps Glennwood Estates together with little disruption to other schools.
The students at Winnona Park shifting to FAVE actually live closer to that
school than they do to the new Talley school. This might be the least
disruptive to traffic patterns too.

It keep the neighborhoods intact and keeps small children (K-2) going to •
their neighborhood schools and not having to cross over railroad tracks or •
walk along busy streets unnecessarily.

•

•

love CoD.

Least amount of disruption. Also keeps the walkability in tact which is why
most families move to Decatur.

Less disruption but under utilizing Clairemont. But do like the
minimization of disruption
Less disruption of low ES families, walkability maintained - pros. dislike
the split of WPES into upper elementary as we are WPES this is a personal
consideration
Less disruptions to WPES. Concern of loading to Talley
Less disruptive than option 2, but having some Winonna park students go
to Talley and some to FAVE is not ideal. A North-South split between the 35 schools may be easier to balance loads, but is less reflective of the
communities and relationships that exist.
Less students moved and fewer schools over-utilized.
Like benefits, and like that WPES usability improves significantly. Dislike
the little piece of Glenwood crossing tracks, but not bad option. Dislike part
of WPES split for upper elementary, but that's also because I'm an WPES
parent and would hate to see the friendships split up. I would say I support
this one the most because of the utilization for all lower elementary except
OES.
Like splits less feeder schools and balances enrollment best and maintains
walkability for most. Dislike that Tally overpopulated. Best option of the 4.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 3 that you like or dislike.
•

Like that few kids are moved.

as bad.

•

Like that many kids get to go to their closest upper elementary school. •
Dislike that it leaves Talley St more crowded than FAVE. Why weren’t •
more kids split off to attend FAVE if you’re going to provide a split
anyway?
•
Like that most lower ES's are not being moved and upper stay intact with •
their lower ES.
•
Like that the plan maintains walkability, but dislike the imbalance at upper
•
elementary.
•
Like the walkability and limited ES movement. Utilization for the upper
•
elem is an issue

Maintains walkability well but Oakhurst has more demands comparatively

•
•
•
•

Like the walkability, the utilization imbalance could be a problem

•

Like walkability. Dislike feeder split at WPES and unbalanced utilization

•

Like, does a good job with walk ability at lower and upper elementary
•
schools and feeder split is small.
•
Like: few students are moved at lower elementary level. Dislike: OAK
•
underutilized.
•
Like: walkability; like: preserve feeders at all schools except 1, (perhaps the
families on the South part of the WP district could move to FAVE. This may •
help with the utilization balance.)
Little disruption to existing K-2 boundaries. Maintains decent "balance" •

•
•

•

•

geographically for Talley, while also maintaining (or increasing, for Talley
•
kids) as much walkability as possible.
•

•
•
•
•
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Love the walkability is maintained! Our school (Oakhurst) would be
overcrowded, but I'm even okay with that. I value walkability over slightly
•
smaller class sizes.
Maintains the most consistency across the board for all schools/
•
neighborhoods
Maintains walk ability and minimizes movement of lower elementary
•
students
Maintains walkability and low % of students being moved to lower ES

Maintains walkability and minimizes lower school moves. Feeder split isn't •

MAK kids lose WP friends when moving to FAVE with the upper ES
change
MAK kids will enter 3rd grade without any of their previous classmates.
Make no sense
Makes more sense for walkability of 3-5 options.
Maximizes walkability
Maximum walkability
Minimal affect on elementary boundaries; helps traffic patterns to FAVE/
Tally from people coming north of the tracks.
Minimal changes to K-2 districting is great. Unfair for WP to have feeder
split.
Minimal families are moved in K-2. Students can still walk to 4th and 5th
Minimal redistribution of lower elementary students
Minimal splitting of lower ES while maximizing walkability
Move kids in WP that are zoned for Fave to Oakhurst
Moves children on Derrydown and S. Columbia out of their neighborhood
school; decreases walkability for these students.
Moves fewer lower elementary school kids which is good east west split is
good
Moves the least amount of students while still maintaining walkability. The
feeder split for WPES seems to be advantageous to the locations of the 3-5
schools - students will go to the school that is closest to their location.
Moving children to Oakhurst does not seem logical at all and the numbers
show that isn't ideal.
Moving more kids to Oakhurst seems like a problem. Isn't it already pretty
overcrowded?
My children wouldn’t need to cross both Clairemont and Scott, however
over utilization of Talley
No

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
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•

•

Not interested in movement between lower elementary schools.

Option 3 best balances capacity at lower and upper elementary schools and
maximizes walkability.

•

Not perfect, because again - equity. This model puts an inordinate number •
of apartments and subsidized housing families into one school Glennwood. But it's better than the options 1 and 2.

•

Not too much disruption- looks like most lower elementary school students
•
then go to the same 3-5 school .

Option 3 is better than the terrible Option 1 and Option 2 as it minimizes
LES dislocation and the dislocation that does occur has some geographic
and walkability logic. However, the FAVE/TSES boundaries are still bizarre
and an exercise in RR crossing maximization.

•

Not crazy about having kids cross the tracks to get to Glennwood.

•
•
•

Oakhurst is already overcrowded

Oakhurst is already overutilized in the current model, and this would only •
make it worse. I don't understand why this is even an option.
Oakhurst is always going to be over utilized. Families are moving here with •
their children every day.

•

Oakhurst is over utilized

•

•

Oakhurst remains too crowded it seems, especially with the very low •
numbers at Clairemont.
•
Oakhurst would be far too utilized.

•

OES and WPE students should attend 3-5 at FAVE.

•

OES utilization unacceptable

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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•
Of all the plans thus far, this one seems to join as many communities as we
•
can and limit as much additional traffic as possible.
Once again why move people across tracks and Oakhurst ES is busting at
•
the seems
•
Once again you are splitting the MAK district children away from their
friends
•
Once again, this map punishes my family and our neighbors by removing
all options for a walkable upper or lower elementary. And it does so
without reducing the over burdened Winnona park elementary.
•
Only one school is split.
Option 3 addresses overcrowding at Winnona Park without disrupting
•
walkability for the vast majority of the WP neighborhood. However, there
are concerns with crossing Columbia Drive.

Option 3 still appears to leave Oakhurst overcrowded. I do like the east/
west divide for the 3-5 academy.
Option 3 still disrupts some lower elementary students and does not solve
utilization issues across all schools.
Option 3 still disrupts some lower elementary students and does not solve
utilization issues across all schools.
Our area is undisturbed and will not impact on the walkability to school
Planning to have Oakhurst overenrolled is not wise. Population growth is
highest in this area.
Please do not split feeder schools! Let the children stay with their friends
when going to a new school. MAK is AGAIN singled out and split away
from their friends and neighborhood. Very unsupportive
Please keep Lenox Place together!!
Positive- Geographic split makes sense, little boundary disruption, minor
feeder split.
Prefer FAVE to Tally Street because we live in Lenox Park
Prefer to keep kids in schools on the same side of the tracks, as we have
limited cross overs & walking/biking is a focus of our community.
Preferred option with some changes to improve Clairemont and Upper
Elementary utilization. Support splitting the city between East and West for
the commute and proximity to upper elementary schools
Preserves walkability, east west boundaries make the most sense since both
schools are already south of the tracks
Prevent Oakhurst from being overcrowded by not incorporating part of
WPES. Send more of WPES to GES to even out population. Send more of
WPES kids to FAVE. More like a 50/50 split.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
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•

Promotes walkability

the natural boundaries of community created by college.

•

Provides minimal disruption to families and maintains walk ability for •
families which is one the most desirable benefits of living in our •
community.

Should follow a north/south of the tracks division for 3-5 grades

•
•

Puts some students at disadvantage in 3-5; while most get to attend with
the same peers they’ve grown familiar with
•
Same as comments above

•

Same as number 1 for us- three schools in three years, but keeps us at fave.

•

Same as option 2 -- it breaks the WP community.

•

Same issue as first two options - walkability for Oakhurst and WP families.

•

Same issues (as options 1 and 2) with walkability for S. Columbia and
Derrydown, E. Talley, and MARTA adjacent areas. I live on S. Columbia
and avoid walking on this street as much as possible. E. College is nearly •
un-crossable. I don't think it's fair that our neighborhood has to deal with •
the increased traffic and other issues from the Talley Street School and then
gets sent north of College Ave, which in essence eliminates walkability at
the K-2 level.
•

•

•

Same response as to question 2. Dislike feeder splits.

•

Same. Oakhurst is over utilized. Now Talley is too. Make Talley BIGGER. •
Build your schools to fit your ever growing population.

•

See challenges

•

See reason for opposing option 1

•

Seems better choice than others

•

Seems like a strange decision to move the area in Winnona to Oakhurst
given Oakhurst is the school most over capacity. Why move that parcel at
all?

•

Seems reasonable.

•

Seems to be the least disruptive to current school boundaries.

•

Seems to do a better job of geographically arranging students by area.
•
However the feeder split would be awkward.

•

Shares similar challenges as option 2 creating more total traffic congestion
as most families will not walk across college and DeKalb. Also segments
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•

Since Clairemont is underutilized, maybe it should be the 4/5. It seems like
it is going to be difficult for those in the north to have to cross the tracks to
come to a 4/5.

Some students would have to cross the tracks, but this would be much less
disruptive than option 1, and I would be supportive, as long as Glennwood
doesn't become overcrowded.
Something has to give with Oakhurst, but I expect there will have to be
some overflow to other schools as there is now. That's not reflected here.
The FAVE and Talley projected numbers look decent. I'm still somewhat in
shock that Talley will open at >100%.
Split along S Columbia Drive is very disruptive to the neighborhood.
Split makes most sense. It reduces the congestion of families coming across
the tracks to any one school - evenly spreads the distribution so Colombia
St. Is less congested.
Splits students at WP for 3-5
Splits the Westchester and Clairemont communities.
Splitting kids to go to FAVE and Talley (WPES in this case) is absolutely
fine. They will easily make friends and there are so many kids that the
chances they would even be with someone they knew is slim. This is good
for utilization but again, I don't like the E/W split for the 3-4-5s. I think that
will be worse for traffic

•

Splitting the population of a lower elementary when feeding into an upper
elementary seems like it could be a potential problem for some families and
students. Also the balance of Talley vs FAVE would cut down on
walkability.

•

Still have some crossing track but not as much as the other options so
maybe traffic would not be as affected.
Still requires pocket from Winonna to cross tracks, but now only those who
would have had to cross S. Columbia as well which may be the best
reasonable compromise.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
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•

Take more of lower WPES for 4/5 to better balance utilization at the upper
elem. Do not move the families at the bottom of the WPES district to
Oakhurst. Basically, I think the least amount of movement possible at lower •
elem is best.

•

Talley St way too much utilization

•

Talley St. becomes uncomfortably over utilized in this option.

•

Talley Street would be too crowded

•

Tally overcrowded but otherwise I like it

•

•
•
•

•

Terrible option. This option keeps a very select few families with children •
at WP for lower elementary, and then shifts those same families to FAVE
for upper elementary, while the vast majority of their community continues
on to Talley. These same families will inevitably be redistricted again once •
College Heights opens as an elementary school. As a result, a select few •
families will bear the brunt of redistricting and lack of community school
twice, with little benefit on the school district as a whole (changes won't •
even significantly impact the capacity issues at either lower or elementary
levels). It's change for the sake of change, with no benefit.
•
That would be hard on the kids who go to Winnona for k-2 and then get
moved to FAVE instead of Tally with all their friends.
•
The 3-5 breaks up our elementary
The Feeder Schools are very split up. We can't forget that these children are
still ELEMENTARY school children and not middle school children. They •
need to see familiar faces from their early school years and neighborhoods!

than in plans 1 & 2. Walkability is good, which is important. Utilization a
bit unbalanced.
The lower ES moves make sense geographically. I am a WPES parent so a
split is not my preference, but compared to the other options, I find this
split more agreeable as the students who are splitting are going to a more
walkable school and will be in the same neighborhood as their FAVE
classmates.
The move from LES is more disruptive.
The natural 3-5 boundary line of McDonough on the south side makes
sense given the walkability for the houses to the west of Agnes Scott/
McDonough
The neighborhood sections moved here are reasonable.
The overutilization at Oakhurst seems avoidable, but this option leaves
Oakhurst very overcrowded and Clairmont very underutilized.

The part I don’t like is the split of WP students, some to FAVE and most to
Talley street. I do like that most of WP is going to Talley.
The under/overutilization at the lower elementary schools seems
unreasonable.
The upper Elementary imbalance is too significant but otherwise a good
approach. Potential tweaks to this to even out the uppers elementary and
this would get my support
The utilization seems to be least balanced here to preserve the feeder
pattern, which is less important since all children will be switching schools
and then be reuniting at Renfroe anyway.

•

The high utilization rate of Oakhurst would need to be addressed.

•

The imbalance at both levels seems the worst in this option.

•

The walkability is a huge positive.

•

The imbalance of Talley and FAVE

•

•

The imbalance of the population at Talley is troubling. The projection is for
significantly more students at Talley, which should not be the case when •
we are redistricting and dealing with a new school.
•
The K2 boundaries in this option are unnecessary. Again, CSD's effort to
create an East/West boundary seems forced.

The Winnona to Oakhurst alienates a whole group of children. The walk is
long and convoluted.

•
•
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The lower elementary changes make more sense (and affect fewer students)

The WP split makes more sense then the splits for option 2
There is not a safe route to get to Talley Street from the other side of the
tracks biking or walking. Commerce has a small sidewalk. Plus Commerce
and College is an incredibly dangerous intersection where accidents are
commonplace. For most families that attend Clairemont they will have to

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 3 that you like or dislike.
drive or bus their kids to school. 1.5 miles is not an easy walk. It is also not
a safe bike route.
•
There must be better options where so many families aren't crossing the
tracks. This makes walking hard and also will increase traffic.

schools. I prefer none of those, but I know that will be difficult to achieve.

•

This allows Decatur heights kids to still walk to school and keeps the 3-5 •
more evenly disbursed.

•

This appears to be the LEAST disruptive option.

This is a considerable improvement over Options 1, 2, and 4b (although not
as good as 4a). The focus on walkability is welcome. The only downside is
the slight reshuffling of elementary schools yet again.

•

This appears to displace a few students as possible while evening things •
out.

•

This configuration is very reasonable with the exception of the south end of
the college heights area (which is where I live) being moved unnecessarily
to Oakhurst. This results in Oakhurst being overutilized and Winnona park •
underutilized.
•

•

•

This could work moves the least amount of younger elementary students

•

This divide also has a good divide location wise and proximity.

•

This does not seem to change walking proximity for students. These
students would not have been able to walk to their respective locations
•
anyway.

•

This does nothing to reduce the overcrowding at Oakhurst.

•

This doesn’t seem to best meet objectives.

•

This elementary configuration seems okay but again, I think the train tracks
should be the border for the 3-5 schools.

•

This feels like a good option for the lower elementary schools. Since this
scenario already creates a feeder split for WPE, could more of the lower
•
portion of that district be zoned for FAVE to create more balance in the
upper elementary grades?

•

•
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•

This has an uneven split for WP. Granted, this is a much larger lower
•
elementary population so the impact on students in smaller split would be
•
less severe than with smaller schools, but still not ideal. This also takes
walkability for some lower elementary, but these same students would
have walkability for upper elementary, so the burdens balance out some.
This has minimal change to K-3 boundaries and minimal splitting of feeder

This is a better version of Option 2. It splits only one school to feed into the
upper elementary schools, and it moves only 3% of students. Seems like a
nice balance of utilization and maintaining walkability.

This is a much better option than option one. The only thing I would
change is the south east portion of WP that is moved to Oakhurst should
stay at Winonna park so the population is more balanced between those
two schools if possible
This is an even split is all aspects.
This is my favorite option. Its moves the least number of students to new
schools. Yes, WPES is split between FAVE and Talley St. However, we
currently attend WPES, live in the MAK district, and would be affected by
this split. I do not see this as a drawback. Walkability to both schools is
more important, in my opinion.
This is my least favorite option, in that our area would feed into FAVE,
while 76% of Winonna goes to Talley.
This is my preferred options if we leave boundary alone with Winnona and
Oakhurst, don’t shift the square at the bottom of Winona to Oakhurst.
Continue with plan to shift some kids around tally to Glenwood. This
would give the best numbers and least lower distinction at lower level and
I like the 3-5 split the best.

This is my top option. Would be slightly improved if we could get more
kids into CL to balance the lower elementary schools. Good numbers for
FAVE!
This is the best option for both elementary and 3-5.
This is the best option. It splits up the elementary and 3-5 schools the best.
This allows for the most people to have a walkable school for the lower
grades and it provides the most folks to have reasonable access to the 3-5
grades. It is the lowest stress solution.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
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•

•

This is the most reasonable plan that maximizes walkability, respects •
current ES districts without much disruption. The east/west 3-5 split is most
desirable for overall traffic flow.
•
This is touted as a very walkable solution, yet my house on Melrose Ave. is
walkable to FAVE but not to Talley, which is where we would be zoned to •
in this solution. Otherwise, this doesn't look bad and I would be fine with
this solution happening. If my child spent her 4th grade year at FAVE
(which will be the case as she's in 3rd grade now) and her 5th grade year at
Talley, I'm okay with that.

•

This keep community intact and convenient for students to walk to school

•

This looks fairly balanced and walkable.

•

This looks to be the most balanced solution between walkability, utilization
and feeder continuity.

•

This makes much more sense geographically. Is there a reason Clairemont
is so underpopulated compared to the other elementaries? Seems like a
•
good time to balance.

•
•

This makes the most sense to me, E/W split on upper elementary and no
shuffling of lower elementary.

•
This makes the most since to me on a high level. Don't move College
Heights neighborhood to Oakhurst and it will even out with WP. Adjust
•
the arbitrary line within WP district to even out FAVE and Tally.

•

This one is ok - not great

•

This one seems to make more sense with walkability and also for keeping
lower elem kids together. I would feel bad for that sliver of kids getting
broken off from Winona Park.

•

This one seems to make the most sense as far as traffic from east to West,
•
but the Clairmont group looks really out of luck.

•

This option appears to minimize changes to current lower ES boundaries,
while making use of lower ES space efficiently. While I don't like the idea of
•
new Glennwood students crossing the tracks, they can use the MARTA
overpass as a cut through, or the underpass on Commerce. And, this option
limits the split of students from lower ES into different upper ES.
•
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•

This option does not divide Lenox Place and maintains a semblance of
walkability for that neighborhood.
This option does not make significant improvements on the utilization,
which is my main concern.
This option has a grossly disproportionate feeder split for Winnona Park
students. It will disrupt current Winnona Park families by sending children
to an upper elementary without their known community of students, and
future Winnona Park families will know that they're sending their kids to a
school for three years, with kids that they will not attend school with again
until middle school. It certainly will not inspire community, parent
involvement, or participation from these families. This option doesn't do
enough to correct current capacity problems to justify the impact on these
families, who will in turn inevitably bear the brunt of another redistricting
in the immediate future (when College Heights opens as a lower
elementary).
This option is similar to what my neighborhood is slated for now, so would
be minimally disruptive and would keep allowing me to walk my kid to
school most days.
This option leaves Talley St and Oakhurst very overcrowded, while
Clairmont is ridiculously underutilized.
This option maintains walkability for us but projects over utilization of
(red) two schools.
This option makes me very happy. My child(ren) can walk to both
Winnona Park and Talley Ave, which is very important to me. In addition
to the high quality education system in Decatur, this is the other reason I
JUST moved to Winnona Park
This option makes sense from a geographical standpoint and proximity of
all neighborhoods to there zoned school. The utilization numbers are not as
good as option 2.
This option requires minimal changes for elementary and creates the most
natural border breakdown for upper elementary. The traffic across the
railroad tracks would be spread across town for upper elementary.
This option seems more fair even if slightly unbalanced.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
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•

This option seems to be great at the lower elementary level, but it is •
worrying at the upper level.
•
This option seems to respect the neighborhoods and communities that have
formed around the existing schools. It is the least disruptive to the •
established communities and follows major roads as boundaries rather than •
using neighbor roads that split the community.

This plans keeps our children within walking distance to school.

•

This option splits our neighborhood off from the rest of WP and sends us to •
Talley, so likely any friends my child has made will go to a different school.

•

This seems to be a good option for feeding geographic areas to their closest
school.

This option works well for us

•
This option would allow my children to walk to both lower and upper •
elementary schools with their neighbors.

This seems to be the best balanced option geographically.

This option would result in the largest enrollment at the Talley St. school •
and seems to disrupt some of the utilization balance proposed in the other
options.
•
This plan breaks apart neighbors in Winona Park and Oakhurst, which isn’t
•
ideal. I think the greatest pushback will come from the Winnona Park
•
families that would attend school at Glenwood. The feeder split isn’t as bad
in this scenario, impacting fewer students than in plan 2. The lines
separating student attendance at FAVE and at Talley St. seems reasonable •
though, with more major roads (McDonough and Candler) being the
•
dividing lines rather than slower neighborhood streets.

This strikes me as the least disruptive option to both ES students and their
communities.

•

•
•

•

•

•

This plan has the most overcrowding outcomes.

•

This plan is better than others (such as the HORRIFIC option 2), but it still •
takes kids who have been together for K-2 at Winnona and divides them •
from their friends for 3-5 for no good reason that I can see. Sending all the
kids from Winnona to FAVE makes much more sense to me.
•
This plan is not as disruptive, but like Option 1 puts a heavy financial
burden on Glennwood as an inordinate number of apartments will be •
zoned for Glennwood. Not as drastic as in Op 1.... but, with all the talk of •
equity, I find it interesting that these are even discussed.
•
This plan seems to have the least disruption to families and does not
require children crossing RR tracks, which is illegal.
•

•

•
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This seems like a reasonable option to me. However, it still splits up
neighborhood a tad and therefore is not my favorite.
This seems like the best geographic split.
This seems like the fairest option and one that supports the most
walkability.

This seems to be the best option for balancing the school overcrowding and
proximity

This will cause horrible traffic problems.

Those near West Howard are able to attend the much closer FAVE school.
Though it would split up some WP kids for 3 years, the walkability here is
great.
Too many families crossing major intersections/train tracks. Not really a
walkable solution for many in the upper elementary map.
Too many kids at Talley
Too many kids into Glennwood. Don't like how Talley and Fave divided
Too unbalanced from Fave to Tally in capacity usage.
Top of Columbia drive walkers have to cross the tracks to walk (far) to
Glenwood as opposed to Winnona which is walkable and in the backyard.
Traffic seems to be better than some other options but Talley St will be
much more crowded than FAVE.
Underutilization and overutilization in lower elementary schools
Uneven feeder split at WP and imbalanced utilization at upper elementary.
Upper Elem split looks good but concerned about Oakhurst overcrowding.
Also 25/75 split is not ideal.
Upper elementary split not acceptable
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•

Upper level over crowded.

•

Utilization balance seems appropriate and limits over utilized schools

•

Utilization isn't leveled out enough. This is not something that we need to
be discussing again in 3 years
•

accommodate more students
•

Walk-ability is very positive and less impact for lower elementary students
in terms of movement
Walkability, separating children from the same neighborhoods

•

Utilization issues at Clairemont and Oakhurst - this creates similar •
problems to Option 2.

•

Utilization not ideal at both lower and upper levels

•

Very bad to create over-utilization at Oakhurst in second year. Unfair to •
those students when other options results in all elementary schools having
fairly distributed utilization. Feeder split at WPES is not good for
community cohesion at WPES, FAVE and Talley.
Very reasonable approach- keeps children’s schools near their homes. •

We are in walking distance of Winnona and Talley. So that is what my first
choice would be. Glenwood is not a horrible drive so it’s doable. My
property borders Talley and is literally in my backyard so being able to
walk my kids to school at Talley every day is my main preference.

•

We are on Greenwood avenue and have lived here for seventeen years. Our
daughter just started kindergarten at our beloved Oakhurst. This plan
allows her to stay in her school and us to continue to walk to school. This is
extremely important to us.

•

We are unsupportive of option 3 because Oakhurst continues to be
overcrowded, while Clairemont is grossly underutilized.

•

Walking to school is an important value to preserve for our City.
•

Walkability remains intact, current driving / traffic patterns and flow are
less disrupted small impact to lower elementary districts

•

Walkability

•

Walkability and the feel for a neighborhood school.

•

•

Walkability at the upper elementary school level is important to my family.
Decatur has a small geographic boundary and it seems like a lot of these •
maps go out of its way to discourage walking.
•
Walkability at upper level

•

Walkability for many students

•

Walkability for upper levels should not be emphasized. Considering that
over half the district is on the other side of the tracks and won't walk. Poor
balance of Talley is a big deal and much less favorable that 1/8 students are
•
in trailers

•

Walkability is a major consideration. That said, for those of us in the
northern part of Decatur, both upper ES options are poor.

•

Walkability is key. Could have moved most anywhere in GA and had a
good or great school with bussing.

•

Walkability is preserved for all families. Only one school is affected by a
feeder split. Talley has not been constructed yet, so it can be built to
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•

We are in the Oakhurst elementary district, and the balance here is really
bad for it (and for several others). That's not worth sacrificing for feeder
pattern, which isn't really something we should care about (in my opinion).

We are near the boundary. Splits neighborhood kids.

We like that most maintain walkability and projections indicate better
usage of most schools. We dislike the UES split of WPES.
We like that students at Westchester will stay together at FAVE. We also
appreciate that this plan maintains maximum walk ability for students.
While the utilization of Oakhurst is listed as a "challenge," school-aged
demographics are projected to change in that neighborhood in the coming
years.
We like walkability is maintained and minimized feeder split. Prefer no
feeder split. We like Westchester/Lenox Place going to FAVE. Don't like
overcrowding of schools though.
We live on Derrydown Way, and do not support losing the ability for K-2
children living on this street to walk to Winnona Park Elem. It is even more
important to us that our children be able to walk to Talley St. for 3-5, so we
support that part of this Option.

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 3 that you like or dislike.
•

We'd be at Talley, which is what we want, but I don't love that Talley will •
be overutilized. I also don't love that Winnona Park would be split.

•

Weird split into 3-5 schools

•

What does the census data show for growth of each neighborhood? What
are the projections for the next 10+ years? The Westchester to FAVE •
commute is fairly easy using E. Lake. I like that the 3-5 schools seem to be
fairly central in proximity. If Oakhurst continues to grow at its current rate,
adding more kids (although a fairly small amount) may be straining.

•

What is the fate of those in the light green? According to the benefits/
challenges, this meets a lot goals but where are the students in the MAC
•
district/light green area going?

•

While a small population around Tally Street will need to cross the tracks,
the ability to transition to Tally Street in G3 is of some consolation.

•

While I don't like that WPES will be split (my school), I very much
appreciate the walkability focus. I also like that the upper elementary is
"walkable" for kids as they are gaining independence and possibly getting
to school in groups or their own. I also like that there is a East/West split
rather than North/South in reference to earlier comment about perceived
affluence North of the train tracks.

•

•

•

•

•
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While there is a feeder split, the MAK kids can walk to FAVE, so at least a
valuable benefit to split. The split is also part of a return to natural
neighborhood of Oakhurst. Minimal movement at lower elem is also very
good.
While there is a feeder split, the students at WP will be attending the school
that is geographically closer. Thus maximizing walkability. Talley street is
over utilized in this scenario. It seems that feeding some of the Westchester
students into FAVE would make sense to help balance the utilization at
Talley and FAVE. These Westchester students closest to the tracks would
likely be able to walk to FAVE.
While this options reduces the over/under utilization of the lowers schools
to one on each side, it doesn't make sense to have some schools over
crowded, while having another school with extra room.

•

Why are you adding more area to Oakhurst? It’s already too crowded.

•

Why do elementary kids have to cross the tracks from WPES

•

Why move children from Winona to Oakhurst? I like that the train tracks
are the division between FAVE and Talley St

•

Why move the Winnona Park kids over to Oakhurst--just to make the 3-5
boundaries match the elementary? These 3-5 boundaries are horrible!

While it is an awkward geographic spilt; this plan only moves a very small •
amount of kids while maintaining walkability. Future capacity numbers
look good on this plan also.
•
While none of the options are perfect, this is my top choice of the options. I •
like the maximized walkability for upper elem, and this plan includes a
relatively small change in zoning for lower elem and one of the smaller
feeder splits.

Winnona Park students can walk to both WPES and Talley St which is good
and makes sense.

While not my favorite plan due to the feeder split at Winnona Park, it is
more favorable than options 1 and 2. I prefer the dividing line for the 3-5
schools to be east/west rather than north/south.
•
While splitting Winona Park is not ideal for those families, it make more
sense proximity-wise in my mind than utilizing Westchester for the split on •
the other side of Scott Blvd.
While the feeder split does not affect us directly, it affects other areas.

Winona is split when feeding the upper elem
With respect to walkability at the upper elementary level, I think the survey
and community discussions should ask specifically whether parents would
allow (or want) their kids to walk. I think you will find that many parents
across the tracks will be driving their kids to the upper elementary school
regardless of location so how much does walkability the upper elementary
school matter for such families?
Without more information on how these changes impact school diversity I
can't support any of them
Would rather not cross college/commerce intersection, but would the
positive of Talley St instead of FAVE. Also, why not put the folks midway

COMMENTS: OPTION 3
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 3 that you like or dislike.
and below to FAVE and those at the far end of Westchester attending Talley
St?
•

WP is in the 80% while Oakhurst is in the 110% - WHY is a chunk of WP
sent over to Oakhurst!?! Why not keep the line between OAK and WP as is.
The Upper ES border could still be drawn as is, since WP would be a split
feeder school anyway.

•

You leave Westchester alone, although FAVE is not the least bit walkable
for most of the Westchester zone. Leave Winonna population intact.
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COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

Adair is not listed for desired schools

•

Again I like this for the lower but I don’t want to ever split feeder schools •
for the upper elementary schools. I don’t believe it would be horrible if all
of Clairemont went to Talley. I’d like to see this as another option.
•
Again leaves the lower elementary schools very unbalanced though.

All students would live closer to their assigned schools, which will allow
parents to stay involved in the schools.

Again most important matter should be to reduce classroom size for all •
schools no school should be utilized while one is over utilized we all pay •
the same taxes just do the math and children need to commute if need be its
just 4 miles radius

Also a good divide for all areas.

•

•

•

•

Again with this one, everyone in 3-5 rides the bus

•

Again, concerns over the utilization at the lower elementary level. While
Oakhurst and Winnona will have relief from current levels, they are still •
very high and Clairemont is again underutilized. From an upper
elementary standpoint, it seems like a fairly good boundary split
considering utilization and walkability.

•

Again, dislike feeder split.

•

Again, don't split the lower school students from a school (Clairemont)
•
between the two upper schools.

•

Again, I hate to see the Clairemont split, and the utilization of Oakhurst,
•
WP and Clairemont seem off.

•

Again, I like that this plan only splits 1 school when they shift to 3-5. The
under-utilization of Clairmont seems like an overarching issue. It may not
be fixable in this effort, unless we shift some of the Glennwood students to
Clairmont.

•

Again, I prefer the train tracks as a border for the 3-5 schools.

•

•

Again, like option 3, splitting Clairemont may not be ideal for those
families, but the proximity to Talley St for that ES makes more sense in my
•
mind due to traffic and location. Not splitting lower elementary is great,
•
too, for all students.
•
Again, moves us to Talley when FAVE is walkable

•

Again, south should go to FAVE, north to Talley St.

•

Again, we are building a new school. Build it BIG enough!
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•

Again, why split Clairemont??

Allows Lenox Place kids to stay together, allows Lenox Place kids
walkability to FAVE.
Another good compromise that balances both levels. I like that there is no
movement at the lower level, though obviously Clairmont is stuck with the
feeder split. I honestly have no idea what students you are referring to that
"were previously able to walk to FAVE will need to be bussed to Talley". I
do not see that on the maps at all.
As a College Heights resident: Pros: -vertical divide for 3-5 gives the most
opportunities for walkability to students Cons: -the vertical divide for 3-5 is
so far west that it reduces the walkability for students at both schools and
will lead to more bussing and driving -strongly disagree with splitting the
feeder schools to the 3-5 schools -FAVE loses diversity with where the
vertical divide lands?
As a family on the north side of Decatur, we would prefer to be zoned for
Talley instead of FAVE.
As stated earlier, keeping the boundaries as close to what they are currently
is best for most families. If children need to be bussed to school (as to
FAVE/Talley in this option), it's better for older children to take a bus to
school than a 5/6 year-old who is just starting out at school. Many students
don't want to ride the bus until they're in 1st or 2nd grade and are
comfortable doing so without their parents. Placing a 9 year-old on the bus
the first day of school is a lot easier on families than placing a 5 year-old on
a bus to school.
Avoids crossing Clairemont and Scott
Bad utilization at FAVE
Balanced relatively well, keeps neighborhoods together. Prefer the north/
south solution, but this is second best.
Best at keeping neighborhoods together

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

•

Best choice by far! Feels the most balanced and makes the most sense.

•

Best of all options. Balance is as good as it can get although Clairmont is
very underutilized, wonder if there are not options to tweak that a bit
•
more. But most geographically and balanced options of all.

•

Best option by far. Keeps neighborhoods intact and maintains walk-ability
for most if not all students.
•

Clairemont is underutilized while Oakhurst and Winnona Park are
overutilized Students that were previously able to walk to FAVE will need
to be bussed to Talley St.
Clairemont Road is a logical split. Best all around utilization with the no
rezoning at the lower level.

Clairemont's district is divided across two schools, but at least people aren't
having to drive diagonally across town (say, Westchester to Talley).

•

Best option. 3-5 kids are old enough to handle these so called feeder splits.

•

Best plan and makes the most sense for everyone.

•

Columbia drive kids can still walk to Winnona Park - MUCH closer ands
after than trying to walk to Glenwood which is a very high traffic route
with railroad crossing and commuter traffic.

•

Best since no elementary kids move. I like the feeding into fave and Talley •
here the best. Winnona neighborhood and Derrydown area behind Talley
should go to Talley
Best utilization of space in upper elementaries. Clairmont splits but at least •

Dislike students near Talley being unable to attend. Like school utilization
balance.

•

that makes sense geographically. I don't think preserving walkability can •
be our number one priority when that doesn't apply to everyone (i.e.
Anyone living where they walk along or cross Scott). Things like space •
utility impact everyone.
•
Better for Winnona neighborhood, kids can still walk to school

•

•

Better in the sense that Winnona Park is not split up. Also probably easier
b/c folks can stay at their lower elementary. I would be open to keeping •
lower elementary boundaries and adjusting the upper elementary
boundaries as needed, even if that is inconsistent with the lower level
boundaries. (Once a kid ages into the upper level, she may not follow every
other kid in her lower level boundary.)

Clairmont split in feeding into 3-5

Dislike Clairemont being split. Ok with projected capacity of Talley St.

Dislike that it splits Clairemont the way it does.
Dislike that Oakhurst is still over 100% capacity. Prefer school divisions to
go with railroad tracks for community cohesion. For example kids travel
east/west to play, but rarely cross over the tracks to play.
Dislike this one. It splits Talley & FAVE east & west which I don't like for
traffic reasons and seems to make walkability the highest priority. That is
probably the lowest priority for me. My kids bike/take the bus and they are
doing great. I would much rather have them in a school with more room
and more green space and have it take a little longer to get there.

•

Boundaries do not seem that different from Option 3. Not sure why the •
presentation states "Students that were previously able to walk to FAVE
will have to be bussed to Talley Street."

Dislike: Clairemont has no walkability for 3-5 and has a feeder split. F.AVE,
a smaller school site, has higher percentage over capacity than Talley.
Walkability to K-2 affected in the south.

•

By far, this is my favored options. Lower ES students are kept on their sides •
of the tracks with minor disruption at Higher ES.

Dislike: utilization busts at 3 lower elementary. Option 3 provides more
walkability than this option. Option 3 boundaries are more appropriate.

•

Can resources be made available to increase the number of children able to •
go to Oakhurst and Winona Park?
•
Capacity is good across the board.
•

Divided much more fairly ...

CL population too low, FAVE "over" populates too fast.

Does not disrupt the current lower elementary boundaries and only

•
•
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•

Divides socioeconomic groups
Does not address lower elementary utilization at all

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
Claremont would be split as it feeds the upper elementary.
•

•
•

•

Does not evenly spread out utilization across the schools. Unfair resource •
advantage for some schools/students at the expense of other schools/ •
students. Every school and student in the district should have equal •
importance when it comes to ensuring students are adequately educated.

Does not move students at lower elementary and balances the upper
elementary
•
Does not solve overpopulation issue at the lower level and reduces the •
walkability of the upper elementary.

East west divide makes a lot of sense for tally/fave
East West split is bad for commuting and walk ability for upper schools.
East/West division, ok walkability
East/west split seems more intuitive than the 4B plan. Also, it will enable
the younger children in the lower ES to walk more and be in the same
schools as neighborhood friends. Older children are a little more mobile.
F.Ave is a terrible commute for people in Chelsea Heights at WE.
Families who are 10 minutes walking distance from Fave in the
McDonough area would be rezoned to Talley and their 4 and 5 graders,
who are in a stage of developing independence would not benefit from
having the experience of walking to school, while one school is within their
walking reach.

•

Does this in any way reflect ANY racial re-balancing?

•

Doesn't disrupt current school communities -balances capacity at upper
elementary levels -walkability maintained

•

Doesn't solve problems at lower ES level

•

FAVE becomes uncomfortably over utilized in this configuration.

•

Don’t like feeder split.

•

•

Don’t like idea of feeder split. Like maintaining boundaries for lower ES

FAVE overutilization is concerning with this option, but I think it probably
makes the most sense.

•

Don’t like that Clairmont splits, they already don’t get much in the way of •
walkability (lower and upper elementary) and I don’t think they should
have to split down the middle
•

FAVE us closer for us than Talley Street which would force us to drive or
bus.

•

Don’t like the feeder split for Clairemont

•

Don’t want my kids to have to walk across the tracks to go to school — on •
Derrydown
•

FAVE utilization could be improved but support splitting the city between
East and West for the commute and proximity to upper elementary schools
Feeder split
Feeder split doesn’t result in better walkability as does option 3.

•

Don't like east/west split for upper elementary

•

Feeder split for CS is a negative for us.

•

Don't like that Claremont is divided here

•

Feeder splits

•

Don't like that Clairemont students are split up.

•

•

Don't like that some students living close to Fave would have to bus to
Talley
•

For my family this is the most ideal of the situations. It keeps my children
at WP ES and they get to attend Talley right in our backyard.

•

Don't like the need for bussing to Talley St. Creates more undesirable •
traffic.

•

Don't want to increase bussing.

•

Easier for children to walk and bike to school We MUST keep that in mind
as traffic stinks! Parents must learn not to drive to school
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Forcing Upper elem families into traffic nightmare crossing tracks.
Full disclosure - our lower and upper school remain the same for all
options. This still creates a "red zone" over utilization at FAVE and leaves a
large under utilization at Clairemont. I'm sure splitting a lower elementary
school up may not be a popular choice for many families, but this causes
minimal initial disruption and maintains walkability for most. I prefer 4A
over 4B as it seems to make more sense to split east and west for FAVE/

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
Talley.
•

Generally supportive of this option.

prefer to replace this 3-5 map with the option given in #3.
•

•

Geographically, this option makes sense to me. I do not like that FAVE is
utilized more that Talley.

I appreciate that there are no changes in the LS, although the southside
schools are still overutilized--but not my as much. It's unfortunate that CES
is split for the US, but it's close to a 50/50 split.

•

Given proximity to F.AVE it doesn't seem right that given our focus on •
walkability that students on Oakview Road to the west of McDonough
(regardless of whether on not they previously were zoned to WPES or
•
Oakhurst before) would not be able to walk to F.AVE

I appreciate that this model keeps the current neighborhood boundaries at
the K-2 level. The Clairemont feeder split is probably and easier commute
to 3-5.

•

Glenwood elementary not changed.

•

Good for us, but I feel sorry for those families up in the northernmost part •
of Decatur!

•

Good option for traffic splitting East West instead of North South for upper

•

Good to create some balance in utilization, but FAVE still crowded.

•

Great solution for Winnona Park residents. We want to walk and don’t
want to cross Candler Road.

•

Great split again. Keeps some routes N/S and not all E/W. Good diversity.

•

Hard for families whose children walked to Fave to be asked to take the
bus to Talley!

I appreciate that walkability and geographic proximity to the lower
elementary school is maintained.
I believe this is best option. I know schools are somewhat imbalanced but
that can be addressed over time IMO. plenty of space at WP to do
something more

•

I believe this is the best one. Also - the stats that call Oakhurst overcrowded
are wrong. Projecting into the future - the kids there are aging up and
apartments are limited in that area. Meanwhile tons of under 5 kids are in
the Glennwood area and the elementary K-2 population incoming is
increasing. I contend Oakhurst's K-2 pop is falling as did Clairmont's in the
past few years as the kids aged up.

•
Honestly, I feel as thought the issue of "feeder schools" isn't as important.
We should encourage everyone to think positively about having new
students at their school and not just always going with who they are now. I
believe that the walkability issue is far more important, as well as ensuring
•
that utilization projections are addressed by the solution. I would far rather
•
be able to maintain a safe commute to school, and a good teacher: student
ratio than making sure that my kids can go to school with the same kids •
they always have been.
I also like this one because it maximizes walkability for us. I especially like •

I believe this will be the most widely accepted option because there are no
changes at the lower elementary level, and walkability is maximized at the
upper elementary level. I hope walkability and keeping neighborhoods
intact will be top priorities of the Board of Education.

this one because it doesn't change the current K-2 boundaries.

•

I do not agree with splitting the districts up when transitioning to upper especially since it is only Clairemont.

•

I am most supporting of this option as it maintains current lower ES •
boundaries. Utilizations seems to be tolerable in this option.

•

I am most supportive of maintaining the K-2 map as is. However, I would

I do not like that Clairemont Elem is so drastically split and that it is the
only school to do so. I dislike the boundaries as we will lose a lot of friends
with the new lines. I like that the upper schools will be closer in utilization

•

•
•
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I am concerned about the underutilization of Clairmont.

I dislike feeder splits.
I dislike that some schools are over or under utilized.
I dislike that the K-2 schools are split. I would like my daughter to transfer
to the 3-5 school with the same students.
I dislike the overutilization at Oakhurst and WPE.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

I do not like that you will split up kids from CES every year.

•

I do not like the way the feeder split plan on this one and the under/over
utilization of schools.

•

I do not think that we should select an option where feeder splits will be •
occurring each and every year. This type of annual splitting disrupts the
sense of community that we have built here in Decatur.
•
I don’t like the feeder split

•
•
•
•
•

orientation of 3-5 schools is great as there are train underpasses on both
sides (Commerce and East Lake) to help with traffic from the north side of
the tracks.

I don’t like the idea of splitting a school for 3/5 when other options can
•
work just as well with similar outcomes.
I don't like that this splits K-2 and 3-5, but I'm glad at least one of my child's
•
schools will be walkability close.
I don't like the east West split that takes a lot of North Decatur all the way
•
to FAVE. Upper elem. Utilization does not appear to be balanced to me
I don't like the fact that our kids wont be able to walk to Tally street

•

I don't really want my children crossing S. McDonough, Candler and then •
Columbia to get to school - and they would be forced to walk there due to
bus rules. We consider FAVE in our neighborhood.
•
I feel sorry for the Clairemont families.

•

I feel that option 4B makes more sense but that this option is just ok.

•

I find the upper elementary boundary less sensible and walkable than
others. See my comments on Option 2 regarding busy road crossings.

•

I have concerns about the number of students at WPES, but I like the
balance of students at the upper elementary schools.

•

I like balanced utilization. Don't like overuse of Oakhurst ES

•

I like keeping elementaries the same. But the north-south dividing line for
•
Fave and Talley seems unadvisable. FAVE is REALLY far away if you are
north of College Ave. Don't make parents drive that far.

•

I like keeping lower elementary students within their neighborhoods. I
•
think this strengthens the bonds formed within our neighborhoods which
is what makes Decatur wonderful
•
I like that existing school zones are unaffected (though with so much space
at Clairmont, it would be nice to relieve Westchester just a bit). East/west •

•

•
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I like that it doesn't move any elementary kids and it maintains
walkability . It doesn't make sense to move the kids that can walk to FAVE
to Talley st.
I like that it keeps Glennwood together but fear the traffic disruptions
would be too much for commuters.
I like that it keeps Winnona Park together and sends those kids to Talley
School.
I like that it leaves the lower ES's as is and maintains walkability at the
lower elementary level.
I like that K-2 kids stay in their areas and do not cross tracks, and that kids
who live near Talley go to Talley for 3-5.

I like that kids get to stay in current elementaries and there is close to an
even feeder split at CL. It's unfortunately that families close to FAVE would
be bussed to Talley St.
I like that LES neighborhoods remain the same and walkability is kept at
the lower level and for some at the upper level.

•

I like that lower elementary zoning isn’t affected and largely upper
elementary isn’t either.

•

I like that NE corner goes to FAVE and the Westchester kids move on
together to 3-5 at FAVE.

•

I like that Ponce De Leon Heights would go to Westchester, I would prefer
them to go to Talley Street, the new school, instead of FAVE.
I like that residents get to attend their neighborhood lower elementary
schools. I don’t like the fact that utilization balance is again taking a big hit,
including over utilization at what will be my kid’s lower elementary school.
I like that the change only happens at upper elementary. And the children
are up for a change anyway, so it matters less what that change really is.
I like that the lower elementaries do not change.
I like that the lower elementary is not disrupted on this option.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
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•

I like that there is no movement for the lower elementary students.

•

I like that this is not disruptive for younger elementary and lets those
geographically closest to upper elementary attend that school. Dislike that
Clairmont would be split between the two upper schools.

•

I like that this keeps all lower elementary boundaries in tact and doesn't •
split up any neighborhoods. Makes sense to divide Talley & Fave East/West
vs North/South to maintain most options for walkability.
I like that this makes no change to current K-3 boundaries. And I like the •

•

for parents who drive their kids to school. I dislike the FAVE/Talley border
on the north because it splits neighborhoods. A better option would be to
split along Clairemont. I also like the walkability at the lower elementary
schools and balanced utilization at the upper elementary schools.

East-West 3-5 split.
•

•

I like that this option does not involve moving the current elementary •
school boundaries. I also like that it has the upper elementary school
boundary split the city east/west to reduce traffic congestion. I don't love
that it involves a feeder split for one of the elementary schools, but in some
ways a split close to 50/50 seems better than some of the other options that
would involve splits closer to 75/25 or that involve splits at more than one
elementary school.
I like that walkability is maintained and no lower ES students have to •

I like this one. Minimal disruption for most people. The kids that could
previously walk to fave can still walk or ride bikes to Talley. Keep the
walkability at lower levels vs upper
I like this one. Relatively balanced, no changes at elementary level, and
geographic boundaries make sense for Talley and FAVE.
I like this option b/c it maintains walkability at the lower elementary level
but wonder if utilization at the upper elementary level and walkability at
the upper elementary level would be better maintained if there were more
feeder splits. Again, I think there is a portion of the population in the
northern part of Decatur that would drive their children regardless of
whether it was FAVE or Talley so that splitting feeder schools may have a
lesser impact.
I love that no lowers are affected. Keeps us at Talley.

move. Downside is Oakhurst & WPES get too crowded.

•

I prefer the n/s split over the e/w split for the 3-5 schools.

•

I like the adherence to neighborhood boundaries and walkability.

•

•

I like the balance at upper elementary, but the imbalance at lower
elementary is a concern

•

I like the benefits, north/south split, like the utilization, but WPES and OES
stay pretty overly utilized (w/o modulars). I'm sure the Clairmont parents
•
would hate to see the friendships split also.

I really do not like a feeder split. I don't think a E/W split makes practical
sense. Traveling across the RR tracks takes a lot of extra time and makes
things more complicated. Make no sense that kids on the far north side of
Decatur (Westchester area) would be bussed to the far south side of
Decatur for FAVE for 3 years!!

•

I like the east-west split for upper elementary. MAC district should go to
FAVE instead of Talley. I do not care about splitting feeder districts.

•

I like the fact that all K-2 options would not move.

•

I like this because lower elementary zoning doesn’t change and we go to
Talley st.

•

I like this one best.

•

I like this one the best. I think the east/west split for the upper elementary
schools is the most logical and reasonable. That assists with walkability and
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I really don't like the idea of the lower elementary kids getting split up on
movement to the upper elementary like what would happen to Clairemont
in this option.

•

I really like this option - in spite of the feeder split which happens in many
school districts and I think kind of helps kids learn to keep in touch with
sports, outside interests, etc. I think the utilization patterns and lack of
change is good.

•

I still don't like the east/west split, but this seems like it would cause the
least amount of headache if the city chooses it.

•

I strongly prefer keeping K-2 schools together.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
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•

I strongly prefer the option with Lenox Place zoned for FAVE as this will •
allow for walking to school.

I’d like this if the kids who could walk to one of the schools were zoned for
that school. It seems good until you go from walking to bus.

•

I support option 4A because it preserves the feeling neighborhood schools, •
particularly around the Tally St neighborhood, and does not move any
students at the lower elementary level. While there is one feeder split, it
only impacts one elementary school, and is at least balanced nearly 50/50
for that school so many kids will move on together Most importantly this
option keeps all schools inside their attendance area which is very
important for community involvement and support of the schools.

•

I support this option 1) Not much change for pre-k to 2, and no family cross
railway; ) there is one oversize (>15%) data after reforming but too many •
yellows (0-15%) oversize data, compared to option 2 and 3.

I'm concerned about the overutilization of Oakhurst/ WPE, and how that
will pan out over time. I like that it keeps the neighborhood lower
elementary schools in tact, but I believe that moving those that already
cannot walk may be something Decatur should consider based on
utilization. Walkability need be highly considered. Basically, if you are
within a mile of a school, I think it would be nice to stay at that school (if
possible). If you are within a mile of two schools, utilization should be
considered.

•

•

I think it could be better received to split a school 50/50 as this plan is closer
to. Downside is that some students who could previously walk to FAVE are •
now bussed to Talley.
•
I think it’s preferable to “rip the band aid off” and redraw boundaries for
the lower elementaries when Talley comes online. But if the CSD
community decides to maintain the k-2 status quo, Option 4A best balances •
capacity, feeder and walkability concerns.

•

I think that keeping the elementary schools whole is important right now,
especially since there are families who were affected by the last redistricting
and still have kids in the schools. So I support the plans that don't adjust
elementary borders.

•

I think this is a good option

•

I think this is cleaner, although I prefer the College Ave. split that 4b offers
a little better.

•

I think this is the best option and keeps the current K-2 boundaries

•

I want maximum walkability

•

I would suggest moving kids from WP to Oakhurst to resolve the over
utilization of WP vs underutilization of Oakhurst. That seems like a
•
relatively quick fix and with kids still staying in walking areas on one side
of the tracks.
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I'm sure that not changing the lower elementary school lines is the path of
least resistance but does it just kick the can down the road in terms of
maximizing/equalizing utilization at that level.
Imbalance and under-utilization of Clairmont.
In general, I would avoid feeder splits when possible, but I can see how this
would work. I like this feeder split a little better because its closer to 50/50
instead of 25/75 like the Winnona split, where the 25 really get the shaft
In huge favor as it supports the history of our street in regards to walking.
We like so many families have spent many years walking to Winnona and
are looking forward to continuing that trend with the new Talley school.
Our walk to WP is 0.7 miles which is walkable compared to Glenwood 1.2
miles and crossing College Ave which I would never entertain with
elementary students due to the high danger risk. Also walking to Talley
would be 0.2 miles compared to Fave which has a distance of 2.1 miles. We
have been pushing a healthy culture of daily walking to school now for
years with programs such as “Walk n Roll” so in today’s day and age we
have to do everything as a Community to factor in safe and reasonable
distances that families with young students can walk. We have many active
walkers that truly would be affected in a very major way. This would be a
life changing switch which would result in a very negative unhealthy way.
In option 4A, utilization is not spread well at either lower or upper
elementary, continuing overcrowding south of the tracks while leaving
other schools grossly underutilized. Very unsupportive.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

It breaks up an elementary school For 3rd grade

•

It is better

•

It keeps kids in their neighborhoods at the lower elementary level, and
maximizes walkability at the upper elementary level by sending kids on the •
western side of Decatur to FAVE, and those on the eastern side to Talley.

seem to be a long term solution.
•

Less change is good; walkability is largely preserved at both elementary
levels.
Less disruptive option and keeps neighborhood intact for community
involvement and walk ability

•

It seems like splitting Clairmont this way is a bit odd as it doesn't increase •
proximity or walkability for upper elementary students.

Like how lower elementary schools are maintained. Feel this allows the
best walkability for upper elementary schools.

•

It's closest to what we have for elementary schools

•

•

It's good that the lower elementary boundaries are maintained, and that
there is integration of north and south at the upper elementary level.

•

K-2 boundaries good don't really like 3-5 boundaries

•

K-2 schools south of the tracks will still be very over-utilized.

•

Keeping neighborhoods together is good. So is the utilization rate.

•

Keeps communities together. good walkability

•

Keeps ES students at current schools and walkability.

•

Keeps lower Elementary intact and simple distribution to new 3-5

Like idea of not changing current lower school districts if possible.
Walkability remains good. One thing not addressed in this presentation is
the upcoming likelihood that College Heights will be turned back into a
lower elementary school, which should solve the overcrowding issues at
Winnona and Oakhurst. This plan leaves WP and Oak a bit over utilized
but hope that will be corrected when College Heights is changed. In the
meantime, it makes sense to leave lower elementary boundaries as it, given
that we'll have more redistricting once College Heights is added. Perhaps
your committee was told not to consider the CH eventual change while
going through this process, but I think it needs to be considered.

•

Keeps neighborhood children at the same school as their peers

•

•

Keeps the heart of the communities intact.

Like keeping existing lower school lines and keeps Derrydown and
Winnona park together and going to Talley St.

•

Keeps the small feeder split proportionate Doesn't disrupt lower •
•
elementary boundaries

•

Lease disruptive for elementary students and makes most sense..

•

Least amount of change, and makes sense to split the town into east/west •
regions based on the location of the Fave/Talley schools

•

Least disruption at Elementary level. Logical 3-5 split.

•

Least disruptive. perhaps slight reconfiguring for elem levels to solve over •
crowding.

•

Leaves Clairemont every underutilized but otherwise strikes a good
balance. Having a 4th grader, I've realized that aligning feeder schools is •
NOT as big of a deal as people make it out to be since students rarely see
•
many others from their feeder school

•
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Leaves Winnona Park and Oakhurst with a capacity shortfall so doesn’t

Like less disruptive for WPES. Concern on loading at Talley
Like no changes at lower ES - do not like busing of kids close to FAVE to
Talley street - still showing over-utilization for Oakhurst, WP, and FAVE
Like that all lower elem. are in tact. Kids from Clairmont would have to be
bussed to one of the 3-5 schools, no matter what, so splitting them up
doesn't matter as much since no effect on walkability to those schools.
Like that it does not move students at lower level, not a fan of the feeder
split, but this split is at least more equal and less lopsided than other feeder
split options.
Like that no lower elementary schools change, but tally street is not
walkable for us as we are much closer to fave.
Like that no lower school students are moved and the larger schools have
no feeder split

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

Like the division of neighborhoods. Don't like Claremont being split but •
not the worst

MAK kids will need to take a bus to Talley when there is currently a
perfectly walkable environment to FAVE.

•

Like the East West split of the 3–5. Still unclear why we can’t get students •
into Claremont
•
Like the upper school balance plus the limited ES movement. Worry about •
the transportation impacts.
•

Makes sense in terms of splits; lower ES utilizations very imbalanced

Like walkability. Dislike imbalanced utilization

Maybe better because don't change the K-2 configuration?

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
Like: current lower boundaries don't change. OAK and WP are already •
overutilized, and people still really want to go to those schools - so I think
it's ok. Dislike: Nothing.
•
Like: No disruption of lower elementary school boundaries. Good
walkability; nobody has to cross the tracks. Logical east-west split between
upper elementary districts.
•
Logistically this makes total since to me. My kids will go the schools in
their respective areas of Decatur in relation to our home location on
•
Shadowmoor Drive in Winnona Park Decatur. Complete walkability for me
and my kids to all school locations K-12. This plan seems perfect!
•
Lose of walkability for upper school when kids walk more often. Again
•
don't like planning for ES to be overutilized.
Love that no one is moved at the Elementary level. We wouldn't be
•
impacted by the redistrict to Talley St, but I imagine those families won't be
•
happy about the change.
Main disadvantage of this is utilization imbalance at the upper ES levels.

•
Maintains continuity for current students, maintains walkability at LES
level. The future projections seem reasonable. We are not concerned with
•
feeder splits.
Maintains current elementary configuration. The east west split for upper •
elementary makes good sense with respect to traffic patterns and
•
walkability.

•

Maintains walkability

•

Maintains walkability and minimizes movement of students.

•

Maintains walkability and upper elementary balance
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•

Makes the most sense
Makes the most sense for families and neighborhood cohesiveness.
Maximize walkability and minimal lower ES splits
Minimizes impact in terms of lower elementary changes, walkability, and
feeder splits.
Minimizes traffic congestion of those coming across tracks to anyone school
and also least disruptive to most schools in terms of splitting them after 2nd
grade.
More imbalanced than any other boundary design which means
overcrowding in more schools and potentially more trailers

My children wouldn’t need to cross both Clairemont and Scott, however
over utilization and long distance to FAVE
My favorite option so far .... but I can't see what's ahead in this survey!
My only question on this option is whether it concentrates the Decatur
Housing Authority kids in Talley.
No changes to elementary schools
No child that lives in walking distance of FAVE should be bused to Talley
Street!
No disruption of low ES students, maintains walkability, even utilization at
upper levels - these are pros. only con - over-utilization at lower level
No lines changed at the elementary level.
No rezoning of current elementary schools, and there's a logical east/west
division between FAVE and Talley St.
North-South split for 3-5 is not ideal. The divide between Winonna Park
and Oakhurst means that people on one side of the street go to one school
and people on the other side go to another school.
Not a fan of losing walkability at Upper Level

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

Not a walkable solution for many families in upper elementary map.

•

Not disruptive for my neighborhood but I can see that many others will
•
have a big split to the UES.

•

Not enough good options for kids from the north side to walk/bike to 3-5
school
•

Overcrowding still seems to be an issue. Want to understand what is being
done to resolve this issue in line with the city.
Overcrowding?

•

Not ideal with dividing feeder schools but the best of the split options

•

Not in favor of feeder splits. However the positives out weigh the negatives
for this option
•

•

Not reasonable

•

Overutilizing oakhurst

•

Not sure how many former FAVE students will need to bussed?

•

Perfect

•

OES and WPE students should attend 3-5 at FAVE.

•

Perfect!

•

Ok option especially if the edges of K-2 boundaries cross over to CES for •
example the multi-family lots on Church St.

•

On the lower elementary level, this is fine. But I think it makes more sense
to create the Talley St./FAVE division at the railroad tracks, especially since •
it doesn't solve the issue of bussing students. One of the factors to consider •
is that people want a clearer sense of their district, which translates into
their community placement and identity.
•
Option 4A keeps neighborhoods together which is extremely important for •
our close knit neighborhoods. It maintains walkability for the K-2 level
•
which is most important for that age in my opinion and allows children to
move onto the same 3-5 school as their classmates from their K-2 schools. In
addition utilization is balanced at the 3-5 schools.

•

•

•

•
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•

same bizarre FAVE/TSES boundaries seemingly designed to maximize RR
crossings.

Option 4A offers lower elementary students the stability and consistency
•
they need for a strong early education foundation. Neighborhoods and
walkability remain in tact while providing for even utilization and limited
•
feeder splits.
Option 4A offers lower elementary students the stability and consistency
they need for a strong early education foundation. Neighborhoods and
walkability remain in tact while providing for even utilization and limited
•
feeder splits.
•
Option 4a seems very similar to Option 3 with no LES dislocation and the

Overutilization and needing to bus students to Talley who could walk to
F.Ave are problems
Overutilization at both OES and WP

Please don’t split feeder schools! At least it is a close to 50/50 split for those
poor kids so it’s better than other options. Let kids stay with their friends
when going to a new school.

Please keep Lenox Place together!
Positive-No lower boundary changes, walkability, geographic split makes
sense. Upper utilization is even.
Possibly the best option
Prefer FAVE due to living in Lenox Place
Prefer leaving as is. School district needs to develop a plan to add to the
capacity of Oakhurst or find additional location on south side of Decatur
for another elementary school. Consider expanding early education center
for some kindergarteners

Prefer to keep original boundaries for k-2. Prefer east west boundaries as
before
Prefer to prioritize walkability at lower elementary level and keep
communities together. It is more important to me that my child can walk to
school, safely and with her neighbors, than whether she sits in a classroom
or modular unit
Preferred option. Makes most sense
Preserves neighborhoods. East-West split for upper elementary makes
sense for walkability.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

Talley is closest for most of north side, too, and then North side is already
having the burden of a farther distance to travel for upper elementary.
Splitting what is already a small school in CES unfairly isolates those
children at the upper elementary level, and does so to ensure some
students on south side have walkability for all of elementary. This
essentially favors walkability for some of WP over the community built at
CES and easing the transition of CES students. Currently, WP goes to FAVE
and the neighborhood has survived what is already a short commute
compared to everyone on the north side. This is unfair to CES.

•

Talley is much further away than FAVE (I live on Kings Hwy) and would
make it impossible to ever walk to/from school. It would also break up
neighborhood cohorts of friends.

•

The 2020-21 school capacity is horrible in the lower grades! Not the best
option for our students. Class size matters.

•

Seems like best option. Feeder split very close to 50/50. No severe •
overcrowding at lower ES. Upper ES division makes sense.

•

Seems like the most natural boundary

•

Seems like the worst option. People going to FAVE live around Talley,
many schools are disproportionately utilized.

•

Seems logical. Still not sure why Clairemont is so underpopulated
comparatively.

The 3-5 boundaries here are really NUTS. Why would you want to
maximize the number of students who have to cross the College Ave.
railroad tracks, given that it's both dangerous and one of the worst traffic
choke points of the city?!? The boundary between FAVE and Talley should,
I believe, be an East-West boundary (more or less along College Ave.),
rather than a North-South one. This plan will take our existing city
congestion and double it!

•

Seems to make the most sense

•

Seems to minimize the impact on most of the students.

•

Splits Clairemont

•

Splits kids at Clairemont for 3-5

•

Splitting a population of a lower elementary as it goes into an upper
elementary seems problematic. Also the division of Talley vs Fave appears
•
to cut down on walkability.

•

Promotes walkability

•

Repeat. In addition, which schools are planned to be obsolete again which
has happened in prior years?

•

Same as comments above

•

Same deal you are going to split us up

•

Same opinion as the prior option. I would prefer a North/South split but
can appreciate the minor impact on splitting up kids from the feeder
schools.

•

Same problem as option 3

•

Second of the two preferred configurations. Supports community and ES
population integrity except for Clairmont ES.

•

See reason for opposing option 1

•

Seems like a good choice but further to travel for upper grades.

•

The best option

•

The families and children at Oakhurst have multi year relationships that
need to be maintained to provide stability for the kids.

•

The Feeder Schools are very split up. We can't forget that these children are
still ELEMENTARY school children and not middle school children. They
need to see familiar faces from their early school years and neighborhoods!

•

Still overcrowding issue and no room for future growth

•

Still splitting one of the feeder schools. Also losing some walk ability

•

Students who previously walked/biked to FAVE will have to be bussed.
This takes kids away from their "neighborhood" (walkable) school for 3-5.
•
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The feeder split here splits the school pretty evenly, instead of carving off a
small group of students who will start third grade in an entirely new
cohort. The CES splitters will at least be moving with more kids from their
school. The section of CES that is sent to Talley is pretty far from FAVE, too.
I think this option is the strongest of all.
The feeder split is not a major consideration for me.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•

The feeder split is particularly problematic. Families, like ours, who live in
the College Heights neighborhood have a difficult commute to K-2 (over a
mile away, down and across horridly busy Candler Rd, to Winnona Park),
then they have to stretch even further for grades 3-5 (2 miles, down and
across Candler Rd, and past Winnona Park). There is no time when it is
possible to safely walk/cycle to elementary school, despite making the
choice to live within the city of Decatur. The consultants specifically discuss
the fact that kids who could previously walk to FAVE would now need to
take a bus to Talley St, which seems opposite to the goals for the City of
Decatur and the goals for walkability. Also, the College Heights
neighborhood feels very connected to Oakhurst, but this puts the kids from
the College Heights in a 3-5 school with kids from Glennwood and
Clairemont, so that also feels like a psychological stretch as well as a
geographical stretch. The College Heights families will definitely feel like
the kids on the remote edge of the Talley St 3-5 zone.

•

The split of the 4/5 schools gives kids best chance at walkability with this
model.

•

The splitting of Clairmont students from their peers is not ideal.

•

The underutilization of Clairemont is a problem. But, kids could truly walk
to the closest schools to them. What makes this a great city is the
neighborhood feel. You loose that when you force kids into cars to go to
school. It's bad enough we aren't K-5 or K-6, don't make it worse.

•

The utilization balance is close under this option, but our walkability
would drop and I have concerns about traffic congestion at the Talley St.
school.

•

Think its better that a larger group of students who went to the same ES
school will be going together to the new 4/5

•

This allows K-2 schools to remain as they are - less neighborhood
disruption. Has pretty good balance between FAVE and Talley. Students
make new friends when transitioning to upper elementary, so I think the
Clairemont "feeder split" while not 100% perfect, is a reasonable trade off
for the benefits gained.

•
The feeder split seems reasonable and probably makes sense. Families on
each side of the split are likely better friends and neighbors with people on
their side of the split so it's less disruptive. I also like that this doesn't •
impact my family in Oakhurst and seems like a reasonable option in terms
•
of proximity for everyone.

This also seems to be a good option for neighborhoods feeding into the
closest school.

•

The feeder split issue continues to be troublesome.

•

The feeder split of Clairemont does not benefit the students in any way,
while other feeder splits in other options allow more walkability.
Clairemont is split for numbers only with no other benefit.

•

balance at the upper elementary schools is a positive.

•

The K2 zones don't change but the 3-5 split on the E/W is awkward

•

The least amount of disturbance

•

The most balanced outcome of the options. It unfortunately singles out
•
Clairemont for the Upper feed split but Geographical, Clairemont was
always likely to require splitting Upper feeds. Not clear why bussing
•
would be required here any more than the other options presented.

•

The negative part is that some of the Clairmont students feed into one
school and most to the other.

•

The overutilization of OES and WPE does not seem too extreme, and the
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•

This doesn't do anything to help alleviate the overcrowding at most
schools.
This has less of an impact it seems. The splitting east to west is fine on
upper elementary but may cause some concern on the Westchester and
Clairmont families but they currently go to FAVE anyway so not much of a
change. And I like that Talley is within the boundary.
This is a reasonable option, seems to divide the lower and upper grades
fairly equally.
This is a reasonable solution that preserves current elementary boundaries.
Also, like option 3, the traffic across the railroad tracks would be spread
across town for the two upper elementary schools.
This is a very close second choice of options. I like the walkability at lower

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.

•

elem and the utilization balance for upper elem. Relatively low feeder split
is good.
•
This is best moves no lower kids and has easy west split

•

This is my 2nd choice due to geographical proximity for my child.

•

This is my favorite option. This option makes me very happy. My child •
(ren) can walk to both Winnona Park and Talley Ave, which is very
important to me. In addition to the high quality education system in •
Decatur, this is the other reason I JUST moved to Winnona Park

This keeps my family at FAVE, which is walkable for us. It's also nice that
K-2 students won't have to move.

•

This makes the most sense to me and seems the most logical. I don’t like
that Clairemont will be split and think it would be better for kids there if it
were more evenly split. Still bothered by the disparity in utilization,
especially as it relates to Clairemont.

•

This is my favorite, except still seems like Clairemont is underutilized.

•

This is okay, but I think it's silly that there will be students that could walk
to Talley St that will need to be bussed or driven to FAVE

•

This is the best option in my opinion. Even though the utilization isn't
completely balanced, if city of Decatur would allow 'transfers' to •
underutilized schools, this would allow those who want to attend a less
crowded school to do so. This plan maintains walkability at the lower
elementary schools.

•
•
•

This is the best option of all. The schools will be well balanced economically
•
and socially.
This is the best option. Preserves walkability for me and my neighbors.
•
Likely best traffic scenario as well.
This is the best utilization for Oakhurst while preserving a fairly decent
balance between the uppers. I like that there are no changes to the lower •
elementary schools and the preservation of walkability.
•

•

This is the only option that makes sense.

•

This is the option I am most supportive of. The one drawback of this plan is
the feeder split at Clairemont, but it is almost a 50/50 split which is the best
scenario if students must be split. I prefer the dividing line for FAVE and
Talley St. to be an east/west line rather than a north/south line. I think this •
promotes more walking at the 3-5 level.

•
•
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•

This is the very best and least disruptive option. Keeps lower elementary
•
kids in place and draws a sensible north-south boundary for 3-5 schools.
This just doesn't seem to work. We need balance in the lower elem schools.

Just don't move my street!
This keeps more kids closer to their neighborhood schools when they start
elementary school - and makes it easier for more kids to walk to the closer 3
-5 school.

This keeps the lower Elem / neighborhoods intact and the traffic flow
should be the least impacted

This one also looks like a good option. Stability for lower ES kids, and most
get to stay with their lower ES (ideally all could). Walkability looks
reasonable as well. It seems like a good change would be to keep
Clairemont kids together and all go to Talley and let the kids who are
currently still walking to FAVE (and the closest to it) continue to do so.
This one make more sense geographically, but it avoids moving students at
the cost of solving over/under crowding.
This one makes a lot of sence - Adjust the arbitrary line within Claremont
to even out Tally and Fave.
This one seems reasonable
This one seems the most fair as far as distance and traffic is concerned.
This one seems to make most sense for most people. It keeps K - 2 the same,
which is so important for the community, especially considering it will now
just be a 3 year school. As for WP being over-utilized... It already is now,
but it will have one calls less. This maintains walkability for most people.
This option has little impact on walkability for elementary students, and
while it impacts walkability for a small number students in upper
elementary, it keeps neighborhoods in tact
This option has one school very underutilized while having two schools
overutilized.

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4a that you like or dislike.
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

This option is overall the best but I am against splitting Clairemont
neighborhood. It doesn't seem fair to that neighborhood.
•
This Option is the most desirable for a majority of Decatur families, both •
from a geographic and utilization perspective. Of all the elementary •
schools, WPES also seems to have the most room for future expansion.

overcrowded, and go to a school that is in their neighborhood.

This option maintains walkability but we're not supportive of splitting up •
the schools when moving to upper elementary.
•
This option maintains walkability for K-2 schools, and it also preserves
established neighborhood communities.
•
This option preserves some walkability for Lenox Place while not requiring
yet another change for that neighborhood's students (following the transfer
from Oakhurst a few years ago). A simple North-South commute for upper
elementary is far more favorable than an option that requires both N-S and
significant E-W commuting.
•
This option reduces the chaos of splitting current elementary school
configurations and allows everyone to have at least one walkable school.
•
This option seems to be the best option for minimizing traffic across town
and over the tracks. Also, the upper elem utilizations are more balanced,
which is why we are building another upper elementary school

This preserves walkability and only creates a feeder split at one school

This option seems to be the best overall. It's projections appear to be 2nd
best across all the schools while maintaining walkability and current •
districts.
•
This option seems to make the most sense and is the least disruptive from
the neighborhood perspective
•
This option would likely make a lot of people happy since the lower
elementary lines don’t change and the north/south division for upper
elementary makes a lot of sense. The utilization is not great.

This plan does nothing to alleviate the overutilization of Oakhurst & WP.
This plan keeps our children within walking distance to school
This plan keeps the neighborhoods together through the important
elementary school age. It also limits traffic in the communities
This puts FAVE at 115% overcapacity? Why are we spending money to
build a new school if we are still exceeding capacity?
This seems like a more definitive version of Option 3, in which you actually
decide where the light green portion of Option 3 will go. Bussing to Talley
St. will cause quite a bit of congestion, particularly as they cross Candler
and Columbia, more than likely along College, because all other routes are
too tight.
This seems like it would keep neighborhoods together and keep walkability at its best.
This seems like the best option. The only negative here is the feeder split of
Clairemont, but if a school is going to split, it’s better to split close to 50-50
than 25-75. The split here is pretty even which is the best case scenario if a
split must occur. This plan keeps neighborhoods together at the K-2 level,
which I think most of the community wants.
This seems the best for utilizing the schools and walk ability stand point.
This seems the most logical of all the plans, in that it affects the least people
and keeps pretty good margins everywhere (in the overage numbers).
This seems to make the most sense for everyone, kids can still walk, the one
school that is split is fairly evenly split so they will still have plenty of
familiar faces at the upper elementary. Upper elementary schools are
balanced.

•

This option would put too much stress on Winnona Park Elementary •
School facility.

•

This seems to make the most sense. I like the East/West split for upper
levels to maximize walkability

This options keeps a lot of things the same and simply offers a way of •
splitting the city into two halves. The split for the upper elementary level
looks as though it will give kids space to walk to school, to not be
•

This was my expectation for the new school. I am concerned about the
overuse of Winonna.
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This would be my choice if the houses on the south side of Oakview that

COMMENTS: OPTION 4a
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have been going to WPES were zoned to F.AVE for 3-5 so the kids can walk •
to school. Walkability is key!
•

This would be really hard for us

•

This would create a logistical nightmare for parents on the west side trying •
to get their kids to FAVE. Its already difficult to get in and out of Oakhurst
before and after school, this would make traffic much worse.

•

This, along with 3, seems the best option. No more disruption of
elementary schools. Hard to tell from the map where you're getting the
students who could previously walk to FAVE and would now have to be
bused to Talley. The feeder split is unfortunate but, as 4b illustrates, a
horizontal delineation between FAVE and Talley is worse.

•

Walkability for most maintained

•

Walkability for Winnona elementary. Talley atreet for WP residents

•

Walkability is taken away from current FAVE Kids for Upper Elementary

•

•

Those near West Howard are able to attend the much closer FAVE school.

Walkability maintained with no children moved at lower level. Only one
school split for upper school - and it is split evenly.

•

•

Too many imbalance and under-utilized school.

•

Walkability maintained, neighborhoods not broken up - minimal changes
to deal with.

Two schools would be over-utilized and it seems that this option would •
mean more disruption for the school community
•
UES solution creates too much bussing and is poor for the walking
community we all love.
•
Unfair to split one Feeder school (CES). Like that no other redistricting of K
-2 though.

•
•

•

Walk ability remains intact, current driving / traffic patterns and flow are
less disrupted no impact to lower elementary districts

•

Unhappy with feeder split for Clairemont.

•

Upper elementary balance, walkability for lower elementary

•

Upper elementary walkability is key.

•

Utilization at upper level is good; only one school is split; no changes at
lower levels.
•

•

Utilization is evenly split. The feeder split for Clairemont is relatively even.

•

Very much do not like the loss of walkability from large parts of Winnona
Park district to upper elementary, the south and west sides are much closer
•
to FAVE

•

•

•

Very underutilized Clairmont seems to be an issue. Like everything else.
Minimal disruption

•

Walk ability is maintained for most families and provides minimal
•
disruption to families.
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Walkability
Walkability at the upper elementary school level is important to my family.
Decatur has a small geographic boundary and it seems like a lot of these
maps go out of its way to discourage walking.

Walking to FAVE > busing to Talley

We are in Chelsea Heights and traffic to F.Ave is a nightmare that time of
day.
We are in walking distance of Winnona and Talley. So that is what my first
choice would be. It would be amazing to be able to walk my kids to school
at Winnona and Talley every day. Forming healthy habits like walking to
school each day is so important!
We currently walk to FAVE and would need car/bus transportation to
Talley St. I like leaving the LES as intact as possible in this plan, but do not
like the East/West split of the UES.

We get to stay at our current school and are able to walk.
We like that LES walkability is maintained but dislike the imbalanced
numbers and loss of our UES walkability even though we live so close to
FAVE.
We live on Derrydown Way, and support keeping the ability for K-2
children living on this street to walk to Winnona Park Elem. It is even more
important to us that our children be able to walk to Talley St. for 3-5, and so
we strongly support that part of this Option as well.
We prefer having the option of a school that we can bike too, since we will
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not be able to walk to our local elementary school no more. We currently do
the .6 mile walk to school everyday. Being in a walkable community where
you can walk to school is part of why we live in Decatur.
•

We support an East/West split of the upper ES versus a North/South split
because of traffic patterns.
•

•

We would be so disappointed if my younger son went to Talley. My older
son rides and walks to FAVE and it is one of the best parts of school for
him. Crossing Candler and Columbia is too far on his own.

•

What is the additional cost of busing kids into FAVE?

•

While it includes a feeder split, at least it is 50/50 and there is a better
chance students will know people at their new upper school. It also
balances the upper school.

•

While minimally disruptive, it's also minimally remedial

•

While this option is fine for the lower elementary level, the upper level
division has our family driving to a very congested area where I would not
feel comfortable letting my children walk alone.

•

Why is downtown still allocated to Glennwood, when this option creates
underutilization at Clairemont? Draw the K-2 line so that downtown
attends Clairemont. Other than that, this is a decent option. Support the
east/west 3-5 split.

•

Why not keep the 3-5 students on the same side of the tracks as their
houses, to the extent possible?

•

Winner winner! This doesn't move any lower elementary kids, and keeps
the upper elementary relatively balanced. RE Clairemomt being
underutilized - would it be possible to offer some kind of special STEM or
Spanish program to attract more families there, even if they don't live in the
neighborhood? Just an idea.

•

Winnona and Talley are easiest walks for my kids. But again why is the far
side of Westchester to be sent to FAVE versus Talley and not split Winnona
down the middle diagonally so those below WP would attend FAVE
(surely an easier commute)?

•

With some slight modifications this would be a fantastic option: if you take
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option 4a and further modify to move some of the kids from Winnona into
Clairmont/Glenwood, and move some of the kids in Oakhurst to Winnona,
you will alleviate both crowding at Winnona, Oakhurst, and FAVE and
better utilize Clairmont and Glenwood.
Yes!
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•

2nd best option

•

4a is much better. Would be sad to live in Winnona Park, so close to Talley •
St ES, and instead of walking, having to drive to FAVE. Still better that
options 1-3.

Best option. Impacts the fewest students, keep lower ES the same and
prevents any students from having to cross the tracks except for Upper ES,
which is what they would have to do today anyways.

•

A lot of Talley St neighbors would not be able to attend their neighborhood •
school
•
A north/south dividing line does not meet the need and just doesn't make
sense for students and parents.

Better for Winnona park, kids can walk to school

•
•

Again, I appreciate the fact that the LS boundaries stay the same. However,
•
the utilization is a problem--very unbalanced.

•

Again, I don’t like to see that schools will be over capacity. Not s good
option for our students

•

Again, this option has one school underutilize, while two are overutilized.

•

•

•

All the benefits listed. The absence of feeder splits is a positive. The •
utilization is relatively similar really. Walkability for students for WPES
•
students on the west side of that zone is better to FAVE than to Talley.
Although I hate that kids living closest to Talley will not be able to attend •
their neighborhood school, this configuration seems to give the most
balance for utilization at both lower and upper elementary schools. •
However, FAVE quickly becomes uncomfortably over utilized.

•

•
•

•

•
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Although this model does not alleviate overcrowding in Oakhurst and WP, •
it does not change any existing boundaries. It also keeps good walkability •
amounts. The balance between FAVE and Talley also seems fair.
Another good option. Only pitfall is that Talley is out of the boundary but
everyone is so used to going to FAVE that there isn’t much different here.
•
Apart from the underutilization of Clairmont this option seems the least
disruptive and very simple and understandable from the standpoint of •
community members.
Appreciate how lower elementary school boundaries are Maintained. Do
not like how certain upper elementary school students will not be •
geographically close to their school.
Avoids crossing Clairemont and Scott

•

Bad utilization at fave

Better than option 1 and we are almost neutral on this one. Seems rather
silly and traffic-producing to have folks who live so close to Tally go to
FAVE but still better than the worst option (1) and likely better than second
worst (2).
Both upper elementaries are on the south side. It does not make sense to
divide north/south. If I lived directly next to Talley and my kids had to go
to FAVE I'd be livid (I don't and this isn't my personal scenario but it just
doesn't make sense.)
Capacity numbers are bad for almost all of the schools. Children will be
crossing the city for 3-5.
Clearly the area around Talley should actually attend that school.
Comfortable with these same zoning. Do not send kind who love
immediately by the Winona park school across town. That is ridiculous.
Completely ignores geographic realities and encourages “side of the track”
thinking.
Could contribute to an atmosphere of north v south in Talley v. FAVE.
Could option to attend Clairemont based on open spaces be offered to
anyone in district that is interested. May have reasons to use this option for
convenience or preference
Crazy to send kids who live a stone’s throw from Talley all the way to
FAVE
CSD has always prided itself on its' walk ability to schools. This option will
allow them to maintain this tradition which is highly valuable for many
reasons.
Decatur schools are typically walkable. Don't like that kids living right next
to Tally would need to drive to FAVE
Destroys a lot of walkability, which is an important character of CSD.
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•

Disaster for traffic having Students attend Talley south of the tracks. Not •
walkable for too many kids, dangerous roads with unsafe drivers

Does not make any sense to have 3-5 graders living near Talley bussing to
FAVE.

•

Discouraged about crowding at SOUTHERN lower schools but checks •
many of the boxes
•
Dislike imbalanced utilization and that students living near Talley St. will •
attend FAVE
•

Does not make sense at all to have kids living next to Tally go to FAVE

Dislike kids that live next to Talley going to FAVE. Also don't like a north- •
south split based on our history.
•
Dislike north/south split for upper elementary.

Doesn't make sense for the 3-5 to be split north/south

•

Dislike the North of tracks/South of tracks dynamic this will have on COD •
as a community.

•

Doesn't make sense to have Talley Street school inside FAVE boundary. WP
and Oak still need some relief.

Dislike the utilization of the lower elementary schools. Also dislike that •
students who live closest to Talley St will be zoned for FAVE. Essentially,
walkability at the upper level is severely impacted for all except those who
•
live in Oakhurst.

Doesn't seem fair to families living closest to Talley would have to go to
FAVE

•
•
•

•

Ditto. The imbalance between Clairmont and all the other schools is
•
striking. I don't understand the reasoning.

•

Diversity will be compromised in this model.

•

•
•

•
Dividing the system by the railroad tracks (north/south) no longer seems to
•
make sense to me. It is illogical to send children who live so close to a
•
school to another one a mile away.
•
Do not like the North/South split, particularly with the South going to
•
FAVE.
Do not want to drive through Decatur during rush hour to pick up kid
•
from Tally when we live in Lenox Place

•

Does not address lower elementary utilization at all

•

Does not evenly spread out utilization across the schools. Unfair resource
•
advantage for some schools/students at the expense of other schools/
students. Every school and student in the district should have equal •
importance when it comes to ensuring students are adequately educated.
Does not maintain walkability or geographical proximity for upper •

•

elementary
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•

Does not solve the population issue at the lower elementary level.
Does this in any way reflect ANY racial re-balancing?
Doesn’t break up current elementary schools for 3rd grade
Doesn't make sense that students close to Talley wouldn't attend that
school for upper elementary

Doesn't this seem the most logical? Kids north of the tracks were going to
have to ride the bus anyway-- now they'll just go to Talley
Don’t like 4b because number are too high in lower elementary and kids in
3-5 who live near tally will go to FAVE. Makes no senses.
Don’t map people that close to tally to FAVE
Don't like schools be disproportionately utilized.
Don't like send kids who live that close to Talley to FAVE
Don't like that people leaving near Talley have to go to FAVE
Don't like the north south split for upper elementary. Doesn't make sense
for walkability.
Don't like the upper grade split. if you're going to split north/south, you
should have built the new school on the north side, or made Glennwood a
K-5 school with new addition
Don't love the North South split?
Don't move kids that are adjacent to Talley to require they go to FAVE that's nonsense
Elementary school capacities are too unbalanced with this model.
Fairly limited students near Talley, but they should be redistricted to
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Talley.
•

Families (including mine) right next to Talley Street will have to be bused
to FAVE.

•

Favorite option as it minimizes changes at the lower school, maintains
walkability, and has no feeder split. If the plan is to eventually have
another 6th lower elementary at College Heights, save the disruption for
•
then when changes have to be made.
•
Feeder patterns are not split.

•
•
•

•

For those living in the Lenox Place neighborhood, this would entail a long
•
commute to Talley St.
For upper elementary, this benefits me personally. However, I know that
the students living near Tally street probably won't like having to attend •
FAVE.
Full disclosure - our lower and upper school remain the same for all •

options. This still creates a "red zone" over utilization at FAVE and leaves a •
large under utilization at Clairemont. I'm sure splitting a lower elementary
school up may not be a popular choice for many families, but this causes •
minimal initial disruption and maintains walkability for most. I prefer 4A
over 4B as it seems to make more sense to split east and west for FAVE/
Talley.
•

Geographically this makes sense to me as well, but I suspect the folks that
live around Talley and will instead go to FAVE feel differently.

•

Getting from NW Decatur to Talley St is horrendous. This would be a traffic
nightmare. And sending kids who live right next to Talley to FAVE is •
ridiculous.

families regularly spend time), and get to do the Friday afternoon walk to
Oakhurst market that they've been watching their older siblings do etc.
There is a village feel around Oakhurst that I believe should be considered.
Talley St is linked with downtown Decatur and the neighborhoods that
enjoy going to restaurants in Decatur (Winnona, Glennwood and
Clairemont).
Has us going to FAVE even with Talley right behind our house
Hate sending Derrydown (and other areas very close to Talley st) to FAVE.
That would be just nuts.
Having kids close to Talley go to FAVE just doesn't make sense when there
are other options.
Having students travel past Tally Street to go to another school seems just
silly ...
How depressing to live near a school and drive/be bussed to another.

I am not supportive of kids that live between WPES and Tally Street having
to attend FAVE.
I am so tempted to voice my personal opinion about the curse that has
spread throughout 30030. Instead, as asked, I'll share my thoughts I think
the committee should consider: where was the development that caused the
initial wave of overpopulation in our K-3 schools? Where is the
development now and which K-3 schools will be burdened the most? What
is the likelihood that the new $600K+ Northside townhouse/condos will be
occupied by retirees or people with no intention of having kids ever?
I appreciate that ES students are able to stay at current schools, but as a
Winnona Park resident who lives down the street from Talley street,
driving my students to FAVE is not appealing.

•

Getting to Talley Street from near Westchester will be miserable.

•

I appreciate that this keeps our elementary all feeding to the same 3-5. That
is my number 1 priority.

•

Glenwood students would stay at school with no increase in student •
numbers. Also, a closer 3/4/5 with Talley.
•
Good walkability.

•

Great

•

•

Great that there are no feeder splits and that kids who live near Oakhurst
Village get to go to FAVE (a school in the neighborhood where their

I believe this option would be a complete traffic nightmare. Students near
Tally Street are not in the attendance zone for its own school. And, 100% of
students north of the track have the same destination. This will surely snarl
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I believe it's a mistake for traffic and social reason to split North/South.
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traffic. 4A offers two destinations which should provide some relief. In 4B,
imagine the nightmare of someone in the NW corner of the city having to
get to the SE corner.

might also make sense to split the small area directly around Talley street
to Glennwood and Talley. S Columbia would be the split, that area and east
moving.

•

I can't stand the idea of living next to a school, fighting the traffic around it, •
and having to attend a different one.

•

I dislike that some schools are over or under utilized.

I like option 4A better than this one as the upper elementary schools are out
of balance and silly to have students right by Talley and have to go to
FAVE

•

I dislike that the zone around Talley street would all go to FAVE.

•

I dislike the imbalance in utilization and the lack of access to the Talley
•
Street School for those who live in walking distance of the school.

•

•

•
•

•

I dislike the imbalanced utilization at both upper and lower elementaries. I
also dislike the north/south split for the upper elementaries, I think the •
students who live around Talley should attend Talley.
I do not like the idea of a North/South divide. Also, it doesn't make any
sense for kids living near Talley St to have to go to FAVE

I do not like the north south split I think the east west is better plus really •
bowed for kids around Talley school not to go there
I do not support this option give the imbalance utilization of both upper •
and lower elementary schools.

•

I do not support this option since there is no change at all and can not
address any traffic issue.

•

I DO NOT WANT MY CHILDREN TO HAVE TO GO ACROSS TOWN TO
•
ATTEND UPPER ES WHEN TALLEY WILL BE RIGHT BEHIND OUR
HOUSE! I AM EXTREMELY OPPOSED!

•

I don't know if the existing K-2 boundaries need adjusting for enrollment
purposes, but I do prefer the train tracks as the border for the 3-5 zones.

•

I don't like that Winnona would go to FAVE. It would make sense for us to
go to Talley due to its proximity.

•

I don't like the north/south divide although I acknowledge it could make
since due to traffic patterns.

•

I feel like this is the best solution because it is the most straight-forward,
and keeps kids together that will have grown up together.

•

I feel this is the best option where none of the feeder schools are split. It
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I like that all of the elementaries stay together and that WE goes to F.Ave
which is an easier commute for residents of that area.
I like that lower boundaries stay the same, but WPES and OES stay over
utilized (not by much). Don't like the bussing.
I like that most residents will attend their neighborhood lower elementary
school. I don’t like the poor utilization and a upper elementary map that
forces all but the Oakhurst quadrant of the city to leave their quadrant to
get to/from school.
I like that my neighborhood would stay at Westchester and then go to
Talley Street. Sounds great!
I like that no students have to move lower elementary schools and there are
no feeder splits. No kids on north side can walk to upper elementary
anyway, so I'm not as concerned about families living near Talley St. being
bussed to FAVE. They are probably already being bussed to FAVE so no
change for them.
I like that none of the lower schools are changed and that there are no
feeder splits. Coming from the north side of Decatur and going to Talley is
so much easier than FAVE. Traffic will be less cumbersome crossing the
tracks (which is already crazy and with the upcoming road diets?!) if we
maintain a north/south split. There is no way I can do a drop off at the LES
and the UES if I have to drive from the top of Decatur to the bottom along
with half the area, while another half are driving north (at least they don't
have to cross the railroad tracks). I know that Talley is across the tracks but
not by much. I'm okay with less walkability at the upper level if it makes it
easier for the majority to get to school. No matter where we are assigned,
FAVE or Talley, we will not be able to walk, along with the majority of our
neighbors in the Clairemont and Westchester neighborhoods. I think
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maintaining walkability at the lower elementary is more important, and •
easier to maintain than at the higher levels.
•
I like that our neighborhood children stay at WPES, but I dislike that all the
kids who live near Talley St will be zoned to FAVE. Zero walkability means •
so many more cars on the road. Unsafe.

I like the clean lines, but FAVE ends up with too many students.

•

I like that the elementary boundaries are maintained, but am not crazy •
about the north/south delineation at the upper level. Also, seems weird that
kids who live right by Talley would go to FAVE.

I like the idea of not disrupting the lower elementary schools but the fact
that students living right beside the Talley St., wouldn't be going there,
which doesn't line up with walkability.

•

I like that there are less feeder splits and kids are going to school in their •
neighborhoods. There seems like less distance to travel also.

•

I like that there are no feeder splits

I like the N-S split for the 3-5 academies, rather than the split at the railroad
track. As a Westchester family, it's harder to get to Talley Rd than F.Ave
(though, neither is easy).

•

I like that this option does not involve moving the boundaries for the
elementary schools and does not involve any feeder splits. I have concerns
that dividing the city north/south for the upper elementary school will
result in unnecessary traffic congestion, particularly in the Winnona Park
area. I also don't like that many students that could walk to Talley St. will
be sent to FAVE, further increasing the morning traffic congestion.

•

•

•
•
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I like the adherence to neighborhood boundaries and walkability.

I like the feeder splits and no disruption at current ES levels. I dislike the
FAVE boundary for those living next to Talley.

•

I like the simplicity of this plan, however I dislike that Oakhurst and FAVE
still have higher capacity burdens than the other schools

•

I like this best after Option 1.

•

I like this option because there is again less disruption.

•

I like this option for maintaining the LES and the North/South split for the
UES; however, it really would be best for the folks who live near Talley St
to be able to go to that school.

I like that this option requires no feeder splits and maintains walkability at
the K-2 level. However, I don't understand why you don't send more kids
•
from Westchester to Clairmont. As a neighbor that lives directly across the
•
street from Talley, it makes no sense that we'd have to look at the 3-5
academy across the street from our house and have to ride the bus to
FAVE. As noted in my earlier comment, traffic on S. Columbia is already a •
disaster in the mornings (it often takes me a full 5 minutes to leave my
driveway on S Columbia during peak traffic). The placement of this school
will only add to that. Why prevent ALL families that live within walking
distance to Talley from being able to do so? It makes the most sense to have
the families that live near Talley to be able to walk to that school to avoid
on traffic congestion and on-street parking congestion both during school
pickup/drop off and after school programming.
I like that Winnona Park is at their local school but don’t want to cross •
Candler Rd and drive to FAVE.

I like the district boundaries and that the K-2 schools stay together and
none are split for 3-5.

I like this option for transportation purposes.
I like this option for us. We get to stay at Winnona and FAVE. It seems
strange for kids who live right around Talley would go to FAVE.
I like this option the best. I like that there are no feeder splits. I think a N/S
split for 3-5th makes the most sense for Decatur. Talley Street is on the
border of the North side so easy to access from North side (can avoid going
over RR tracks @Commerce). K-2 boundaries make sense for all schools.
Strong likelihood of College Heights becoming a K-2 would help with WP
and OAK over-utilization. Would be easy to tweak CL/GL/Westchester
boundaries minimally to bring some GL or Westch. kids to "under-utilized"
CL. Please pick this option!
I like this plan for the K-2 schools because there is no feeder split. However,
I prefer an east/west dividing line for the 3-5 schools. It seems quite far for
some students, especially those in the northwest part of town, to travel to
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get to Talley St. This plan will require more bussing of students to Talley St. •
•

I like this the 2nd least, but still far better than option 1.

•

I like walkability for young ES, and no feeder split. Don't like overuse of
Oakhurst ES

•
•

•

•

I live across Columbia from Talley Street. Our children would not be able to •
•
go to the school they see from their front yard.
I live in Lenox place and would strongly prefer we were zoned for FAVE
which would enhance walkability. We do not have a viable option to walk •
for elementary (WE), but would be able to walk to FAVE. Walking to Talley
would be a very long distance and unlikely to happen.
I live in Winnona Park and literally JUST moved to this area for the schools
- the quality of COD Education but also the WALKABILITY - because it •
was a community similar to where I grew up and could walk to school
every day. Talley Street is literally right in our backyard and it would make •
me really disappointed (after this HUGE house investment) to have a
school that's walkable that my child(ren) cannot attend and instead have to
go to a school that we cannot walk to.
I live in Winnona Park, and this is the best option in my opinion. College
Ave is a natural boundary; crossing it always means traffic. It makes sense •
to let the students closest to FAVE attend that school.

I prefer that the S Columbia Dr families can continue to go to Winnona
Park and have a walkable elementary school. It still makes no sense to have
families that live across the street from Talley to go to Fave. I do prefer this
over a plan that would mean no walkable options
I really dislike this north-south split of the upper elementary schools.

I really like that there are NO feeder splits for any of the lower ES and
walkability is maintained.
I support this configuration for my own area of town, but for the sake of
those in the Talley St area, and for the sake of balance, it seems like that
chunk of the Winnona park district close to Talley St would be better off in
the Glennwood and Talley districts
I think it makes zero sense to have students that live near Talley attending
FAVE.
I think it's non-starter to have all of those kids who live near Talley trekking
over to FAVE. Again, this is a problem created by retaining Glenwood as a
K-3. Both 4/5's are south of the tracks. Any delineation that isn't vertical is
going to displace kids from a 4/5 that's (figuratively) next door. It makes no
sense.
I think kids who can walk to Talley St. (which isn't that many kids) should
be zoned so they can walk. This one doesn't achieve that.

•

I love the idea of not disrupting current K-2 boundaries. I think the tracks •
are a logical divider for 3-5, but could go along with 4a and the east/west, if
necessary.

I think that too many families are not able to have walkability at the upper
elementary level in this option. It doesn't make sense for everyone in the
Talley area not to attend Talley.

•

I love this the best. However, it is really unfortunate that children who live •
near Talley will not go to Talley. If the portion of Winnona around Talley
would split to go to Talley that might even help with utilization (the area •
marked as changing in option 1), but I would like to know what parents in
the area think about it.

I think there may be a solution close to this one that carves a small area
near Talley to attend a Talley feeder school and then Talley

•

I might prefer to go to Talley from Winnona Park.

•

I prefer choices that maintain the current lower ES boundaries and preserve
walkability

•

I prefer no feeder splits
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•

I think this is the least strain on everyone because no one is shifted in the
lower elementary schools, the natural boundaries for the upper elementary
schools are clear, and capacity is still pretty good. This is the only one that
doesn't create a host of issues and bad feelings due to displacement of
students. I'm in a school now that is way overcapacity, and I'll take that any
day over having to walk even farther, cross RR tracks, and/or have to have
my kids take a bus to school.
I think this split for FAVE/Talley makes the most sense, although I'm still
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opposed to having children switch schools every three years when they are •
so young.

It is too difficult for parents of students north of ponce to get their kids to
Oakhurst schools. Too much traffic and not enough space for all the cars.

•

It maintains relationships within elementary schools and the MaK
neighborhood would have the safer walk to FAVE.

•

I think WP students should feed into Talley, not FAVE

•

I understand the split and I like that it keeps the lower elementary students
together through the upper elementary schools. Walkability isn’t an issue at •
all to me as we never walk but I do feel that it is odd to not have Tally be in
the same location as it’s students.

•

I worry about over crowding at Talley street

•

If a student lives near Talley St. it doesn't make sense for him to attend •
FAVE.
•
Ignore the railroad tracks and start over! Minimum distance to all K
through two should be the priority, then deal with 3-5 in same manner.
This looks like gerrymandering
•

It seems dumb to have the kids who live next door to tally go to FAVE

I'm not sure that keeping the feeder schools at 100% is a positive thing. •
Integrating the students, so long as close to equal divisions occur in the
lower schools to feeder school, would help integrate the community.
•
I'm very close to Talley street on the south side, would like to walk
•

It wouldn't make sense for homes directly across from Talley to go to
FAVE. It is counter intuitive.

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

It seems a little ridiculous to have students who live next door to Talley St.
attend FAVE. I understand what is the objective is here (lots of benefits at
lower elementary level) but doesn't really make sense at the upper level.

Imbalance at upper elem doesn't make sense. Busing kids right next door to
Talley doesn't make sense
•
Imbalances at both levels
In no circumstance should we have students who are able to walk to Talley •
instead have to take a bus at the early morning hours to FAVE. This should •
not happen when we are redistricting and building a new school.
•
Inconvenient for families to attend FAVE when they live closer to Talley St.
•
Is this the path of least resistance model? Doesn't make sense to have Talley
neighbors going to FAVE.
•
It does not make sense to have the neighborhood surrounding Talley Street
•
attending FAVE
•
It does not make sense to have Winnona Park students go to FAVE when
•
they could walk to Talley St
•
It doesn’t seem like this option helps with overcrowding or schools.
•
It doesn't make sense to send kids who live around Talley St to FAVE.

It seems cleaner and schools can predict matriculation.
It seems ridiculous to take kids and force them to go up to 2 miles to FAVE
or to Talley street rather than let them go to school at the closest possible
school. Again, walking is an essential element.
It seems strange to send children near Talley to FAVE.

It's crazy to make kids living next to Talley head to FAVE
It's strange that the division for the 4 & 5th grades school is the train tracks,
and that students living close to Talley would go to FAVE.
It's the best one. I like the flow for 3-5 could work even though it's a shame
that the kids near Talley would be going to FAVE.
K-2 schools south of the tracks will still be very over-utilized.
Keeping neighborhoods together is good.
Keeps current Westchester and Clairemont communities together

Keeps the community together. The train tracks will make it easier to
divide the areas reducing community concerns.
Keeps us walkable to FAVE
Keeps walkability which is important.
Kids should be able to walk to school.
Kids that live near Talley should go to Talley.
Kids that live right near Talley should not be slated for FAVE
Least disruption now, least disruption for transitions to 3-5, natural
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geographic boundaries.
•

•

Logistically makes sense, walkability is key!

Least impact. Keeps feeder schools and means we will only have to •
redistrict 1x (rather than 2x when College Heights inevitably opens)
•
Less disruptive to WPES but concerned about loading at FAVE

Love it

•

Like everything here with the exception of students living near Talley St •
being forced to go to FAVE.

•

Like lower ES staying the same and no feeder split.

•

Like no feeder split.

Love this plan! Feel like would make the most people happy as minimal
changes. People who live near Talley St but have to attend FAVE probably
never decided to live there thinking they would walk to 4-5 school. Better
to have this than one feeder school have to be split up for 3-5.

•

•
•
•
•

Like no feeder splits - do not like that students who live near Talley street •
•
would be sent to FAVE
Like no feeder splits and lower level walk ability.

Like no feeder splits, or changes to lower es. Also like n/s split for upper es. •
Like no split feeder. Have concerns about children living near one school •
but attending another.

•

Like that feeder system is maintained in this option. Seems like the
"students that live near Talley Street will attend FAVE" issue could be
resolved by having those neighborhoods attend Glenwood as in option 3.
College and Columbia seems like a natural boundary. Improving the
crossing at this intersection could enable a safe route to school.

•

Like that Glennwood is in tact but fear the traffic caused by students near
•
Talley street being transported to FAVE would be detrimental.

•

Like walkability to Elementary and FAVE from our zone. Don't like
•
overutilization of Elementary that remains.

•

•

Like: No change to current K-3 boundaries and no splitting feeder schools.
•
Dislike: the North-South 3-5 split.
•
Like: no disruption of Lower elementary, walkability. Dislike: illogical
north-south division of upper elementary districts; no walkable option for •
Talley Street students.
•
Like: walkability; like: no feeder splits

•

Live close to Talley but will be bused to fave

•

Living on S Columbia Dr, very disappointed to not attend Talley street
•
since it is directly across the street.

•
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•

Love the idea of no movement in lower schools. I understand the negative
of kids near Talley having to go to Fave. Like no feeder splits.

Main disadvantage is for students who live near Talley but attend FAVE.
Maintains north and south split, utilizations not optimized for feeder
schools
Maintains walkability
Maintains walkability and current lower ES communities. Keeps the small
lower elementary populations together as they move to upper elementary.
Talley is closest for most of the northern side of Decatur also so it allows
those who already have to travel the longest distance to upper elementary
the easier of the two commutes. It has some southern side kids going to the
upper elementary that is farthest, but "far" is relative because both upper
elementary schools are much closer/accessible to families on the south side
of Decatur.
Make sense for walkability to FAVE but I'm sure WP families would rather
go to Talley St.
Make Talley better. But let the kids that live right next to Talley go there.
Seriously.
Makes no sense to send kids living by Talley st to FAVE
Makes sense
Makes some sense terms of splits, but don't like that FAVE is overutilized
so soon (2020) and lower ES utilization is very imbalanced
Makes the most geographic sense and doesn't disrupt families too much.
My children wouldn’t need to cross both Clairemont and Scott, more even
utilization
My favorite of the five. No splits, no elementary changes, walkability
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remains the same. Drawbacks seem relatively small.

when we really have to, once College Heights opens as a lower elementary)

•

My favorite option as it keeps the feeder schools aligned and creates a clean •
delineation for transportation North and South.

•

My main reason for liking this option is that it keeps my child nearer to
their closest 3-5 academy.

No feeder splits. Keeps kids that grew up together, together. Folks get to go
to their neighborhood schools. North Decatur residents don’t have to come
as far south to upper elementary. South Decatur residents maintain status
quo for upper elementary.

•

Nearly impossible to walk for us 3-5

•

No feeder splits. Does not split communities

•

Negative: It is very undesirable to have a school be outside its attendance
area. The back yards of homes on Derrydown Way literally back up to this
school and the neighborhood is very excited to attend and embrace this
new school. Schools face many challenges including traffic congestion
which are alleviated if many of the families who attend the school are able
to walk there. The balance at the upper elementary is not markedly
improved from options 4A, or 3. Options 4A and 3 keep all schools within
their attendance area and still have similar upper elementary utilizations. It
is not worth the trade off for neighborhood support to have a school be
located outside its attendance area.

•

No feeder splits. Walkability. Talley St can be constructed to accommodate
more students

•

No lower school students are moved and no feeder split

•

No no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no
no no no please no. We could throw a rock from our house and hit Talley
but would go to FAVE.

•

No rezoning of elementary schools is desirable, but the north/south
geographic split for FAVE and Talley St doesn't make a lot of sense given
that both are located south of the train tracks. An east/west split for FAVE
and Talley St makes more sense to allow kids to be in closer proximity to
walk to their 3-5 school.

•
No districts for the ES are split, but that's a long drive for the folks in the
Westchester district, and everyone who goes to Talley has to cross the
railroad tracks, which almost doubles the commute time. Not to mention •
that the families who live right across the street from Talley will have to •
drive to FAVE. I cannot for the life of me figure out why you put both
upper ES locations on the same side of town - that seems like extremely
poor planning.

No splitting of lower school students is good. Not so sure about the
Winonna-to-FAVE problem for those who live closer to Talley. You are
building this school in the wrong location.

•

No changes to elementary walkability

•

No disruption

•

•
•
•
•
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No feeder split is a positive. Imbalanced school utilization is another
concern.
•
No feeder splits -doesn't move lower elementary students outside their •
current communities -walkability maintained
•
No feeder splits but two most powerful, parent driven schools are together.
No feeder splits district wide - maintains current communities Maintains •
current lower elementary boundaries (wait to shift these boundaries for
•

No splitting of peers from lower el schools is ideal.
No students moved at lower level and no feeder split; ok utilization at
higher levels; students who live near Talley and will be bussed to FAVE
have been in that area potentially for a while and the idea of going to FAVE
has been a norm; it seems more acceptable than moving folks who live
close to FAVE to Talley.
No walkability for WP students.
Nope. Too imbalanced.
North/South division makes no sense when both 3-5 schools are in the
southern part of the city.
Not a fan of north/south split on upper elementary
Not best plan for upper students and families.
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•

Not crazy about having those who live right by Talley attend FAVE •
instead.
•
Not good that Winnona Park students, some of whom live less than a block •
from Talley Street (which is located in their district) would have to travel to
FAVE instead. Bad walkability there. Also poorer upper school imbalance; •
option 4a just seems better.

Overutilization of WPES, which disproportionately attracts new students.

•

Not in favor of the upper elementary school splits here-geographically they •
do not make sense (having Talley street homes going to FAVE).

•

People who live near Talley probably pissed. Underutilized Clairmont an
issue

Not sure why there are 5 options at this point. Seems overwhelming.

•

Only dislike is WP overutilization

•

Only drawback here is for the people that live next door to Talley and have
to attend FAVE. Would it be possible to keep the people directly around •
Talley St. at Talley? It would be a minimal feeder split, with a benefit for
the people that live in Talley's backyard. This would be a feeder split with a •
benefit to those affected. This may also balance out the utilization at FAVE
and Talley. OR It may also make sense to go ahead and move the students
directly around Talley St to Glenwood. This would seem to help the
numbers at WP and then there would be no feeder school split.
•
Option 4B offers lower elementary students the stability and consistency
•
they need for a strong early education foundation. Neighborhoods and
walkability remain in tact while providing for even utilization and no
•
feeder splits.

Personally (and selfishly) this is our preferred option as it is the ONLY one
that is no change. But it’s definitely glaring that fave is way overcrowded
and folks who live right near Tally St won’t attend that school.

•

•

•

•

•
•
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•

Option 4B offers lower elementary students the stability and consistency
they need for a strong early education foundation. Neighborhoods and
•
walkability remain in tact while providing for even utilization and no
•
feeder splits.
Option B continues poor utilization south of the tracks, while schools in the
north are underutilized. Very unsupportive. Oakhurst, WP and FAVE have •
suffered enough overcrowding over the years.
Our neighborhood is so far away from Talley St. Please keep us at FAVE
(Lenox Place).

•
Our property is almost contiguous to Talley St, so it seems impractical and
•
counterintuitive to send us to FAVE.

Overutilizing Oakhurst.
People living next door to Talley are not able to go to their "neighborhood"
school. The Westchester to Talley commute is not easy.
People living right next door to Talley St., won't be going there. That is
ridiculous.

Personally helps walkability for my household, but also keeps schools in
my district at high capacity.
Personally I would prefer walkability at lower elementary and use
MINIMAL modular buildings at a couple schools than to cause mass
disruption. I would prefer my children to be close at a younger age (k-2)
and be bussed to Tally across the tracks at an older age.
Please keep Lenox Place together!
Poor choice in so many ways! No family gets a sense of walkability or
neighborhood cohesiveness at Tally Street.
Positives outweigh the negatives. The forecast for utilization has a large
degree of variation, population shifts in the city are bound to happen in
each zone.
Prefer East-West split for upper ES
Prefer other model that integrates more children which was originally the
reason 4/5 was created
Prefer the kids staying on the same side of tracks for school where possible.
Expand Winonna Park elementary. It has been utilizing trailers for a while.
Let's just invest in building something permanent since there is clearly a
need for larger & better school facilities.
Promotes walkability
Proximity to Talley Street of families assigned to FAVE is odd.
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•

Ridiculous kids at living near Talley have to go to FAVE

crosstown traffic issues.

•

Ridiculous Talley area students would be bussed to FAVE- violates all •
Walkability goals. Train tracks seem random boundary, and worst option
for traffic flow.

•

Same as before reduce classroom size for all schools

Similar to the way it is now-- keep Oakhurst intact. The boundary line we
live on between Oakhurst and Winonna park will allow us to stay with the
neighborhood and within the same boundary as before. 4B makes the
MOST sense

•

Same as option 4a - I don't like having to bus/drive kids who live near their •
3/4/5 to another school further away.

•

Same comments as 4a.

•

Same concern about the under utilization of Clairmont

•

Since FAVE will be over utilized with this plan, why not combine the K-2
with the other 3-5 plan where some of the kids in the Talley St area attend
that school?
Some students living right next to Talley would have to go to FAVE.
Splits up the Lenox Place neighborhood, prevents Lenox Place kids from
walking to FAVE.

•

School balance works in my favor, but for the south side is less than ideal. •
Location does not work in my favor (Pinetree to Talley St) - which is just
•
one lone opinion in a sea of many with the same issue, of course!
•
See challenges

•

See reason for opposing option 1

•

•

Seems like a reasonable solution with least disruption of existing
•
neighborhoods

Students who live in Winnona Park should be able to walk to Talley Street
since it is so close!

•

Students living near Talley would attend FAVE.
Students living next to Talley should not be bused to FAVE

•

Seems like a traffic nightmare for Talley parents.

•

Seems like a win-win

•

Seems odd to have WP area not utilize Talley Street school.

•

Sending students who live next to Talley St. to FAVE makes no sense at all.

•

Should lop off the Talley street area for Talley.

•

Silly to have students who live near Tally St attend FAVE

Suggest moving the parcel around the Talley school to GES - not many kids
there but GES has capacity and then kids living there can walk to Talley for
upper, plus this would help utilization for Winnona and Glennwood. On
balance, this seems the least disruptive option while maximizing
utilization. It does probably mean modulars at Oakhurst and Winnona, but
that seems a reasonable trade off for the walkability and disruption factors
(caveat - I am not zoned for those schools but would be in favor of
modulars at my own for the same reasons).

•

Similar to 4a, but it seems ludicrous to have student across the street from •
Talley attend FAVE. Also, the upper elem utilization is less balanced.

Supportive of Columbia drive kids still being able to walk to Winnona
Park.

•

Similar to Option 1, this option takes kids within walking distance of Talley •
Street and moves them all the way to FAVE. It does not make any sense
whatsoever for our kids, which will be within a few hundred yards of the
new Talley Street location, to get on a bus to go to FAVE. Option 4b would
also send families whose homes back up to Talley St all the way to FAVE. It •
just doesn't make any sense why our children and others wouldn't attend
the school that is within a few hundred yards of our house. In a city that is •
becoming increasingly dense, this option would also create massive

Taller Street will be located in the FAVE district. We are able to walk to
Talley Street, and have to be bussed over to FAVE. We moved to this area
because all the schools would be walkable. Not to mention WPES will stay
overcrowded.
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Talley Street is far too difficult a commute for the students and parents on
the far northwest side of the district.
The 3-5 boundary makes no sense. Walkability would decrease overall.
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•

The 3-5 split looks like a traffic nightmare for kids trying to get to those •
schools.

There is no need for students who live adjacent to the new Talley Street
school to be bused across town to FAVE.

•

The biggest negative of this is that students near the Talley street school •
would go to FAVE. Since the utilization projection for FAVE is slightly
higher than for Talley street, could students in the Talley street
neighborhood be given the option to attend the Talley street school? Or
could just that neighborhood be moved to the Talley district?

•

The challenges in this scenario outweigh the positive aspects.

There is not a safe route to get to Talley Street from the other side of the
tracks biking or walking. Commerce has a small sidewalk. Plus Commerce
and College is an incredibly dangerous intersection where accidents are
commonplace. For most families that attend Clairemont or Westchester
they will have to drive or bus their kids to school. 1.5-3 plus miles is not an
easy walk. It is also not a safe bike route.

•

The distance kids will have to travel to get to their 4/5 school is heavily •
compromised with this "neat" split by the tracks. Kids literally living next •
door to Tally will have to cross the city and that seems ridiculous.

•

The imbalance at lower elementary and lack of walkability are cons

•

The least disruptive but not so logistically great. Lesser of all evils?!

•

The major drawback with this plan is that students living near Talley will
be attending FAVE. Logistically, this doesn't seem to make sense to not
place students who live closest to the school to their neighborhood school. •
The North/South split makes no sense to me, as so many students who live •

•

•

very close to Talley will be sent to FAVE. This will certainly lead to an
increase in car traffic at the schools.
•
•

The split east to west instead of north to south upper elementary is better in
my opinion.

•

The underutilization at Claremont seems unreasonably low. While not •
addressed in the slide, it seems like there will be much more bussing of
kids to the upper elementary schools.
The upper elementary boundaries seems to introduce a lot of driving/ •

•

traffic. Everyone going to Talley St. would have to cross the tracks!
•
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The upper elementary boundary should be tweaked to split the WP district
to send students within near walking distance to Talley to that school •
instead of FAVE. Walkability should be a much more salient consideration
than feeder splits, in my opinion. Children all over the state go through •
multiple feeder splits at every level (see Cobb County schools), but few
have the opportunity to walk to and from school at any age.
•

This does even LESS to alleviate the overcrowding.
This doesn't make sense for the families around Talley. Put them in lower
elem at Glennwood (much easier to cross the tracks at the end of Decatur)
and keep them with that cohort for upper elem.
This doesn't move elementary borders, but it has Tally Street outside its
district. That seems unnecessary just to make sure that no elementary feeds
into different upper elementary.
This has very clear districting. Less ambiguous.
This is absurd. Shouldn't have put the Talley Street school on the south side
it if you're going to propose something like this.
This is also a really good option. It's sort of annoying for students near
Talley St NOT to go there -- well, it doesn't even exist yet and they
would've attended FAV anyway.
This is by far the best plan. All communities are kept in tact. Kids are able
to go together from elementary to middle school, which is a very important
age.
This is by far the worst - those in west and north locations have to go a very
far distance to Talley Street, while those living right by it have to travel
back across Decatur to get to FAVE.
This is great for us but the kid who lives across from the tally school would
have to go to FAVE? Seems like a bad idea for them...
This is just dumb. Why would we promote a North/South of the tracks
divide AND bus so many kids from the Talley Street area to F.AVE?
This is my 2nd preferred option after option A. I think it would be better if
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the area surrounding the new school were zoned for that school.
•

This is my first choice (is seems better than 4b)

•

This is okay for walkability at the elementary level but terrible for the 3-5
level. I live .3 mile from the Talley Street school site but my kids wouldn't •
be allowed to attend. Walkability would be terrible for all of SE Decatur/
Winnona Park. I and my neighbors would deal with all the increased traffic
and other issues from having a school so close but wouldn't be allowed to
attend it. People who can literally throw a stone at the Talley St. school and
•
hit it wouldn't be able to attend it.

•

•

This is probably number 2 or 3 for me. I like the north/south split for the 3-4
-5s but dislike the overutilization. I live very close to an overutilized school •
now and hate everything about it: the trailers infringing on green space, the •
inability to move in the morning and afternoon because of the traffic, the
bad mood of people in a hurry in their cars, the idling in front of my house
waiting there for 45 minute for their kids to be picked up. I pick traffic and
utilization over most issues.
This is the best option although I would like to see a way to utilize
Clairemont more- it seems like that could have a negative impact on the •
staffing and PTA. Maybe move Garden, Lamont, Vidal to Clairemont but •
all else stays the same? Or move the portion of Winnona in option 2 & 3 to
Glenwood and then move a portion of Glenwood to Clairemont to even out
numbers a little more.

•

This is the best option for our family (preferred location logistically for the •
commute) and provides the least amount of change to all CSD children.

•

This is the best option in my view. No feeder splits, walkability remains
strong, and no students move. Westchester and Clairemont remain together
for upper elementary. The "challenge" of students who live near Talley •
attending FAVE doesn't seem like one to me. Because both upper
elementary schools are on the south side of Decatur, ALL students on the
north side of the tracks already have to walk/ride/bus farther than students
on the south side. And while there are some utilization concerns, they don't
seem much higher than the other options except 1. I have not lived here
long, but I definitely sense a north side/south side divide in the community
•
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(not a bad thing, just how people work/live/play/associate) and keeping the
north side and south side together at the upper elementary schools just
feels like a good fit. By far my favorite of the options.
This is the best option. While it affects the walkability of a small portion of
students near Talley St., the impact of this option is the least disruptive and
simply makes the most sense for maintaining traffic flow and community
feel. Over utilization of Oakhurst and WPS can be alleviated in other ways
with renovation and building expansion.
This is the best plan. No lower elementary students have movement and
there are no feeder splits. I like how things are divided for the 3-5 schools.
This is the least beneficial split and makes the least sense geographically.
This is the least disruptive and most equitable option. Talley is closest for
WP, but it's also closest to almost everyone on the north side. This keeps
walkability for everyone at lower level, does not break up communities
with lower boundaries, and does not isolate children from smaller schools
with feeder splits. Walkability for upper level is limited, but it currently
exists that way so it doesn't make any big changes to anyone's status quo.
This is the least disruptive of all of the options.
This is the least disruptive plan, which is very nice. The only downside is
really that those living geographically closest to the upper elementary
schools may not be able to attend them, but that's an issue regardless since
both upper elementary schools were built South of the tracks.
This keeps neighborhoods in together, which supports community bonds
and reduces traffic of parents driving various children in their family all
around town. Could Clairemont replace the college heights and college
heights be used to is balance Oakhurst and Winona park?
This keeps the boundaries as is and keeps walkability for the lower
elementary and some for the upper. It seems that this plan would be better
if just the section around Talley Street (from S Columbia over) could be
carved out and sent to Glennwood and then Talley. That way their
walkability is maintained at the upper elementary level since they are so
close to the new school.
This literally creates an above and below the "tracks" mentality. And why
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would you have the kids next to Talley go to FAVE? makes no sense.
•

•

This makes the most sense and seems the easiest for the community to
accept because no changes. Will be very strange for the kids who live across •
the street from Talley but who will go to F.AVE, but not sure how you get
around that.

This makes the most sense for what people actually want. There is an upper
Elem. School for north of the tracks and south of the tracks that keep the
feeder schools TOGETHER!. This also keeps existing lower Elementary
Schools together and most importantly NEIGHBORHOODS remain intact.
If there needs to be trailers on campuses for a year or two to accommodate
extra children I believe that is worth it in order to allow these young
children to attend schools close to their homes, with friends they know
from their neighborhoods and previous schools. Also, if there is a school
that is underutilized there could be a policy that late registrants or families
who request can send their children to those schools (without bus service).

This option is the best for maintaining current community school cultures.

•

This option is top for me. I think the students near Talley Street will
understand the need to head over to FAVE.

•

This option keeps our children in their Oakhurst neighborhood and
walkability is maintained.

•

This option makes the most sense. Talley street neighborhood isn’t in Talley
street, however, the lower Elementary schools transition together with the
upper.

•

This option seems like a traffic nightmare with many people going across
town and across the tracks to attend Talley. Also, it makes no sense for
people living next to Talley to go all the way to FAVE.

This misses out on some students able to go walk to Talley.

•

This one is almost as stupid as option 1 but not quite because at least I can
•
tell what’s happening here. Why in the name of all that is holy would you
send kids who live right next door to Talley Street all the way over to Fave?
Do the people on this committee have any children?

•

This one makes sense! Keep elementaries as is. People bought their homes
•
based on current status. Talley and Fave divided along College Ave makes
•
sense. Fave is way too far South for any family that lives above College.
This option addresses utilization well, with only slight under/over. The
walk ability for some kids who live closer to Talley but will Attend fave is
•
difficult but it is safer than crossing tracks and also they would be going to
FAVE anyway without the new school

•

This option doesn't maintain walkability .

•

This option doesn't make sense for those families that live near Talley St.
and would have to go to FAVE - seems illogical.

•

This option is fantastic. It keeps the elementary schools intact and does not
require crossing the train tracks for elementary school. It also limits the
•
amount of crossing the tracks that would be required by foot since most
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This option is terrible. It leaves all south side schools overcrowded, and
makes kids living around Talley St walk by their neighborhood school to
ride a bus to FAVE. Really terrible. Should not even be an option.

•

•

•

kids going to Talley would have to take a bus for FAVE or for Talley. The
best option by far for everyone in the city.

•

This option, while geographically neat, leaves a rather messy set of options
for the upper elementary schools. I do not like the idea of sending kids to
the other side of town, rather than attending the school right in their
neighborhood.
This plan does not address overutilization well enough.
This plan makes the least sense to me. CSD is a small city. We like our
neighborhood schools. Sending kids in the WP neighborhood to F.Ave
instead of Talley, which is closer doesn't make sense.
This plan works for my family, so I cannot complain. However, the idea
that a kid who lives across the street from Talley St. will need to attend
FAVE is pretty crazy if you ask me.
This plan would generate a nightmarish traffic headache for all parents
north of the tracks to get to Talley St, especially Westchester and the farther
reaches of the city's north side. You thought traffic was bad now? Get ready
for congestive car failure if this option takes shape. Just say NO!
This plans doesn't impact my Oakhurst region much at all. I also like the

COMMENTS: OPTION 4b
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4b that you like or dislike.

•
•

•

•

•

Winnona community and Oakhurst community staying together in the
FAVE district; I think the south-of-the-tracks residents are more connected
than north of the tracks. I'm not bothered conceptually that some people
living next to Talley will go to FAVE because there isn't as much residential
lots over there; most of that corner is businesses.
•
This seems like a great option. No feeder splits and keeps kids relatively •
close to the upper elementary schools.

(Winnona Park residents) would be going to school there even though it is
right next to their homes. This would be against everything Decatur stands
for in the walkability of the city, and being a part of your community. Plus,
the utilization numbers are great.

This seems like a poor option, as it is how you would draw the map in a •
vacuum just looking at existing boundaries, without taking into account the
population growth south of the tracks or overcrowding at schools.
•
This seems like another good option because while some students near the
Talley St. school will attend FAVE, they would have attended FAVE
anyway. If it's possible to move students closest to Talley into that school,
that would be ideal for walkability, obviously.
•

This would change lower elementary zoning and we would go to fave even
though we live very close to Talley st.

This seems like the best plan in terms of reducing dislocations and •
following the walkability and geographic realities of Decatur. It also
•
reduces RR crossings from WP north, and north to south. It clearly creates
an OES capacity issue that would require a solution (I assume an
expansion)
•
This seems like the best, least disruptive option.

Those living close to Talley will not attend Talley

•

This seems to be the least disruptive to the community, but it hurts that no
•
one lives near Talley who goes there and the loading isn't quite balanced.

•

This seems to be the most natural split with least disruption to current
•
zones and easiest access to Fave and Talley from the respective K-2s.
•
However, I believe it would ideal to have a third elementary on the south
side and build a 4/5 on the North side. OR build a facility on the North side
or border that can accommodate 6-8 and convert all elementary to K-5 and •
build another k-5 facility on the South side.
This solves neither capacity or proximity issues and leaves multiple schools •

•

short on seats and creates some logistical hurdles from a proximity and
walkability standpoint.
•
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This takes away all walkability of Talley which was one of the main goals
in the designing and planning of this school. No one that lives near Talley •

This will make traffic to Talley very challenging

This works well for me but I’m more concerned about north and south do
the track division . Overall though I like this option

This would keep my neighborhood on the same path of schools currently
planned, so wouldn't be disruptive and would allow me to keep walking
my kid to school. I live on Kings Hwy, and FAVE is much closer than
Talley.
This would reduce our walkability for upper elementary.
Though I do like the natural boundary of the train track for FAVE and
Talley, I think that the portion of streets surrounding Talley should be zone
to that school.
To have people who live across the street from a school but cannot attend it
completely goes against the city's goal of walkability.
Too many imbalances and over utilization will result in overcrowding
again and more unsightly trailers
Too many kids at FAVE in this option.
Too many people coming from north of the tracks to get to school......traffic
nightmare
Totally wonky 3-5 split as kids that live next to / near each of the schools
would have to cross town.
Traffic congestion for all that use Colombia to go to work would be awful.
It is bad now but if everyone on east side Decatur went to Talley street bad
morning traffic would be unbearable for all in the community. Complete
bottle neck.
Traffic is less heinous to Talley from Chelsea Heights and it keeps

COMMENTS: OPTION 4b
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4b that you like or dislike.
Westchester kids together.

students.

•

Traffic nightmare and demographic segregation will get worse

•

Way off.. children living next to a school should go to that school.

•

Traffic. Where is the discussion

•

•

Travel to Tally would be a nightmare

•

Travel to/from school is not favorable for many neighborhoods as they will
not be attending the closest school.

•

Two things. First, kids are already split north/south in existing schools. This
plan seems to reinforce that divide with the 3-5 academy. Also, •
transportation to Tally seems quite long for many in the NW part of the
•
city.

We are in walking distance of Winnona and Talley. So that is what my first
choice would be. It would be amazing to be able to walk my kids to school
at Winnona and Talley every day. Forming healthy habits like walking to
school each day is so important! Driving to Fave is not a good option for us
since Talley Street borders our property.

•
•
•

Underutilization of any space should not be an option.

Unfair and unworkable for families adjacent to Talley and remaining •
imbalanced.
•
Upper split seems none walkable.

•

Utilizations imbalanced at both upper and lower level. Don't see how this •
solves present problems.

•

Very bad to create such unbalanced utilization at lower and upper levels.
Unfair to WPES, Oakhurst and FAVE students.

•

Very much like that you aren’t splitting feeder schools! Let these kids stay
•
with their friends when going to a new school. Like that no k-2 boundaries
change. Students north of the tracks will have to drive/bus regardless, so a
•
north/south split makes sense

•

Walkability at the upper elementary school level is important to my family.
Decatur has a small geographic boundary and it seems like a lot of these
maps go out of its way to discourage walking.

•

Walkability impacted for Winnona Park at 3-5 level. F.AVE, on a smaller
school site, has higher percentage over capacity than Talley school.

•

Walkability is disrupted and utilization is imbalanced. This plan doesn't
make sense.

•

Walkability maintained for lower elem., and no change for Winnona Park
since they already are bussed to FAVE. Fewer changes are best.

•

Walking to Talley Street becomes for the Westchester and Clairemont
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We are in Winnona Park and short walking distance to Talley. This would
require a parent Drive our kid to Fave.
We are on Shadowmoor and Talley will be so close, having to go to fave in
Oakhurst is not a good option
We are the farthest from Talley street and our drive would be horrible.
Also, too many schools are still over capacity.
We like it

We like that this makes sense for our family (maintains our own
walkability) and doesn't split the feeders. We however cannot give this
more support since some families will attend a school that isn't their closest
UES and puts way too many students at the LES on the south side of the
tracks.
We like this plan, as it avoids feeder split and the north/south divide for
FAVE/Talley makes sense.
We live on Derrydown Way, and support keeping the ability for K-2
children living on this street to walk to Winnona Park Elem. However, it is
even more important to us that our children be able to walk to Talley St. for
3-5, and so we strongly oppose that part of this Option.

•

We live on the northwest side of the tracks, not far from Westchester. I
currently drive to Talley for Camp Scene, and that drive can take over
30min one way. We are as far as you can get from Talley. Since both parents
work full time, this means we will not be able to be active in the school
community, which I feel will impact my kids, the school community, as
well as our personal stresses of not being entwined in the community.

•

We maintain our current beloved school and walk-ability on greenwood

COMMENTS: OPTION 4b
Please share any thoughts that the committee should consider when developing recommendations for the Board of Education.
Please describe parts of Option 4b that you like or dislike.
avenue. Our daughter just began kindergarten. It is very important to us •
she stays in the same school.

While no redistricting at the K-2 level is fine, splitting the 3-5 in this way
doesn't really make sense. But this is still better than options 1-3.

•

While none of the options affect my family negatively for the upper
elementary assignment, I would hate this option for families that are
geographically closer to Talley St.

While there is till some over/under utilization of schools, the feeder split is
preferable on this one.

•

We would prefer an East/West split of the upper elementary schools.

•

While a north south upper elementary split sounds good, it also would
require more car and bus trips for most residents.

•

While feeder splits are not ideal, it seems odd to have students that are in •
close proximity to Talley St. attend FAVE.
While I do like what you did with the feeder schools not being split up, I •

•

•

find it extremely silly that the neighbors around Talley wouldn’t go to
school at Talley. This would almost eliminate all possibilities for the •
walkability of the school and almost 100% would have to drive or take the
bus. Traffic around the city would worsen and parking would be extremely
difficult. I don’t find this a good solution for our community who values
walkability and neighborhood schools. Also as events happen at Talley •
consider parking- everyone having to driving to larger events and no one •
being able to walk - like annual fundraisers or community circle- would be
very difficult for parents. I highly disagree with this!!
•
While I like that kids will continue to go to the same K-2 schools that they
currently attend, I prefer the divide for the 3-5 schools to be east/west
rather than north/south. Some kids will have a long distance to go to get to
Talley St. This is not the best plan to promote walkability at Talley St.

•

While it works great for my street, this makes no sense for those living next
to Talley.

•

While it would be better for people immediately around Talley St to be
districted there (like in Option 1), this is otherwise a great option. It creates
clear districts for upper and lower elementary. And it maintains the same
walkability that people expected, while keeping intact the more natural
neighborhood communities that make Decatur what it is.

•

While it's an "easy" split (not changing K-2 boundaries; drawing a 3-5
boundary with the tracks), kids right next to Talley go to FAVE. Maybe
could modify this one by sending the small group near Talley to Talley
with the rest of the kids south of tracks to FAVE (splits some WP kids but
that seems preferable to going so much further to school).
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While this option is good for my family, I could see this causing a lot of
trouble and inconvenience for those who live near Talley.
While this option keeps neighborhoods together, walkability is not
maximized and I feel traffic at the upper elementary schools will be terrible.
I would hate for so many students to miss out on the benefits of walking to
school.
Winnona still driving to FAVE. Would be my 2nd choice

Worst choice. North/South division, people very close to Talley will attend
FAVE far away.
Would think this plan would be inconvenient for families who live right
across from Talley Street to have to attend FAVE.

COMMENTS: PREFERRED OPTION
Please indicate your most preferred option. (Other/Combination)
•

1 and 4b

•

2 or 3

•

2 or 4b with tweak to upper elementary boundaries.

•

3 and 4b

•

I can't remember which one because the survey won't let me go back! Most
of these plans still leave the southside schools at overcapacity. What
measures will be taken for safe walking over or under the railroad tracks?

•

I don't feel familiar enough. They are complex not sure

•

3/4B hybrid. lower elem of 3 (without Garland Ave moving to OES) and •
upper elem of 4b but modified to include Talley families to Talley.
•
3and 4a seem to be moving in the right direction.

•

4a and 4b

•

4a or 4b give clean lines of division I do not see difference!

•

4a with Clairemont kids staying together and going to Talley and a few
more kids close to FAVE continuing to walk

•

4a, but with kids around Talley St attending Glenwood.

•

4b but with immediate Talley population zoned to attend Talley

•

4b moving the area around Talley School to Glennwood.

•

•

•

•
About equal between option 2 and 3, and maybe leaning toward preferring •
option 1 for k-2 schools
•
All options that do not divide elementaries when moving to 3-5

•

All options that send Westchester to FAVE

•

Any combination that helps to keep children closer to their homes seems
best.

•

Any option but 1

•

Anything other than option 1

•

Combination of 1 and 4b

•

Either option 2 or 3

•

•
•
•
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I don't like any. I'd prefer taking students from the far reaches of Oakhurst/
Winona who can't walk to school anyways and putting them in Clairmont.
Just NOT Option 1. Please continue to allow Olympic to go to Oakhurst
Elementary
K-2 boundaries of option 3, except that south-end Winnona Park kids don't
move to Oakhurst; and 3-5 boundaries for option 1. This is completely
obvious, keeps all the schools as close to 100% as possible, does not lead to
a feeder split, and keeps almost all the boundaries the same, except for the
few Talley St area kids who will have to cross the train tracks to get to
Glenwood (but could walk through the MARTA train overpass)
K-2 Map, Option #4a; 3-5 Map, Option # 3
Keep Lenox Place kids going to the same schools!
Like option 4a Best Buy possible look for way to rebalance more to move
students from Talley to fave based on walkable distance

•

Look at the actual maps and route the children based upon distance, with
the goal of trying to get the kids to walk and ride bikes to the school closest
to them.

•

Maintaining walkability for the lower level as in 4A is of prime importance.
After that, I think allow a feeder split of CES and WP similar to Option 3
and 4B would better utilize the upper elementary and maintain walkability
for more students at that level.

•
For my kid to cross the corner of College and commerce to go to
•
glennwood would be a nightmare.
Generally content with any option that doesn't reallocate the neighboring
•
walkability zone to Oakhurst Elem.
I cannot remember the Options with no way to go back and remind myself. •
I support the option that allows Winnona students to all be at Talley St. and •
•
walk to this closer school.

Maybe some combination of 3 and 4s
My household remains exactly the same in all options so no strong opinion
on any
One with least traffic
Option 2>3>4a, do not support 1 and 4b at all
Option 3 with some tweaking
Option 3 with updated lines splitting WP to even out FAVE and Talley

COMMENTS: PREFERRED OPTION
Please indicate your most preferred option. (Other/Combination)
•

Option 4b, but with section of WP district north of Columbia moved to
Glennwood and Talley st, as in Options 1/2/3

•

Option 4b, with residents of the Talley Street neighborhood given the
option to attend Talley Street School, rather than FAVE, or that
neighborhood being districted for the Talley Street School, even though it
would cause a feeder split.

•

Options 1, 3, or 4b

•

Possibly combo or compromise between 4a and 4b?

•

Preserve lower level boundary, let Winnona Park go to Talley.

•

Since all are the same for Olympic Place other than Option One, all are the
same to me

•

Tweak option 3 and 4a

•

Undecided

•

Use college heights to reduce overuse of Oakhurst and Winona park and
use Clairemont for the preschool. In addition to balancing utilization this
would reduce traffic by placing the preschool more centrally within the
city. This way parents with multiple children (who could be spread across 4
-5 schools) to reduce crisscrossing the city each morning and afternoon and
smooth out traffic.

•

With some slight modifications to the current option 4a a different a
fantastic option emerges: if you further modify option 4a to move some of
the kids from Winnona into Clairmont/Glenwood, and move some of the
kids in Oakhurst to Winnona, you will alleviate both crowding at Winnona,
Oakhurst, and FAVE and better utilize Clairmont and Glenwood.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
How did you hear about the Community Dialogue?

•

Internet

•

I've been following the redistricting process very closely since we have two
young children.

CSD District or Project Website

147

Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.)

355

•

Lenox Place neighborhood association Facebook page.

I am on the Steering Committee

12

•

Mailbox (7)

Friend/Neighbor

374

•

Neighborhood email (2)

•

District Employee

11

Neighborhood listserv (3)

•

Neighborhood meeting

School Newsletter

152

•

Next door (8)

Online news source

102

•

Email
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On a community message board. I never received this survey from an
official outlet

•

Online community forum

1

•

Paper in our mailbox (2)

•

School tour

•

School weekly news also

•

Spouse

•

Steering committee member (3)

•

The proposed options and presentation and survey have NOT been well
publicized as of this date, Jan. 22. I don't think our local online newspapers
such as Decaturish have covered it; the Jan. 17 meeting with cancelled and
not new date has been announced. Our local school newsletter also has not
told parents where to go to look at the options. I hope you try to get the
word out better and perhaps extend the comment/survey period.

•

We heard about the community dialogue by word of mouth only. We wish
there would have been more official communication from City Schools of
Decatur.

Other (please specify)

Other (please specify):
•

Been involved with CSD activities for several years.

•

CSD Board Meeting

•

Decatur Heights listserv

•

Decatur Heights Neighborhood Association

•

Decaturish (7)

•

DEF Board Meeting

•

DHA board meeting

•

ECLC Advisory Council

•

Everyone is talking about it

•

Family (2)

•

•

Winnona park neighborhood listserve

Family of current Pre K and Grade 1 students

•

•

Winnona Park SLT; College Heights Advisory Council

Flyer (4)

•

•

WP listserve

Flyer in mailbox (4)

•

Friend on steering committee

•

I don't live under a rock!
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DEMOGRAPHICS
What formal roles do you or have you
held with City Schools of Decatur?
Not applicable

683

Administrator

1

Board of Education Member

3

SLT Member

29

Teacher

11

Non-Teaching Staff Member

7

Other (please specify)

1

•

On Better Together Advisory Board

•

PTA, PTO

•

Parent of three graduates and a frequent
volunteer at all of the schools my children
attended, including more than 10 years on the
Board of PTA/PTOs.

•

Recognized ES volunteer

•

Regular in and out of class volunteer. Teacher’s
assistant.

•

•

Room parent

Parent volunteer - former PTA Pres, wellness
committee member

•

Room parent at WP and CH

•

Previously PTA Treasurer for 2 years at FAVE.

•

•

Room parent, member of district and WE equity
committees

PTA (3)

•

•

Safe Route to School Volunteer

PTA - Oakhurst

•

•

SRTS Co-Chair for Glennwood Elementary

PTA and parent volunteer

•

•

PTA Board and School Board

State Board, Technical College System of
Georgia

•

Steering Committee for last re-districting (when
Westchester re-opened)

•

•

PTA Board Member (5)

28 years as home owner paying CofD taxes and
no children.

•

PTA board member at Oakhurst

•

Advisory Council Member

•

PTA board member since 2006

•

STUDENT

•

Associate

•

PTA Board member, Advisory Council member

•

Treasurer WP PTA

•

CHECLC Advisory Council Member

•

PTA Board Winnona Park

•

Tutor

•

Constantly present at school as a volunteer.

•

PTA committee chair

•

VENDOR

•

CSD diversity committee

•

PTA Committees

•

•

District Tech Committee, PTA officer

•

PTA committees, classroom volunteering

Very involved volunteer in school and room
parent

•

•

PTA member (2)

•

Volunteer (2)

District volunteer

•

•

Volunteer Tutor

•

PTA member and officer, grade school and
middle school

•

Equity Advisory Council, Oakhurst DEI Crew

•

Wellness Team member (new 2017-2018)

Former FAVE PTO Board member

•

•

PTA officer

Former PTA board member (2)

•

•

PTA officer and volunteer

Former WP board member

•

•

PTA president (2)

I just volunteer as much as I can

•
•
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•
My child does not currently attend CSD; we
•
have no faith in FAVE from friends' experiences.

PTA president 2 years

My wife has been room parent for 3 years, so I
•
get to support her work supporting our teachers

PTA, and Curriculum and Instruction Advisory
Council member

PTA president at a lower and PTA VP at the
ECLC

DEMOGRAPHICS
Parental / Guardian / Student Status

School Affiliation

Parent/guardian of a child birth to Pre‐K

415

College Heights ECLC

153

Parent/guardian of a kindergarten student

155

Clairemont ES

60

Parent/guardian of a 1st grade student

166

Glennwood ES

72

Parent/guardian of a 2nd grade student

125

Oakhurst ES

116

Parent/guardian of a 3rd grade student

127

Winnona Park ES

223

Parent/guardian of a 4th grade student

82

Westchester ES

103

Parent/guardian of a 5th grade student

60

4/5 Academy at 5th Avenue

170

Parent/guardian of a 6th thru 12th gradestudent

131

Renfroe MS

130

Parent/guardian of a private /parochial/homeschool student

10

Decatur HS

89

Parent/guardian of a former student orgraduate

31

None

123

Grandparent of a student or graduate

8

Current / Former student

13

I do not have children in the District

17

Community member

120
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